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A Heart 
Turned 

Cold

By Jessica 
Varian

A tightness seeps into my chest, as I feel its light 
caress; like a friend of old, it takes hold and grows 

stronger with every passing moment. My mind takes 
off with horrible figures intertwined, mocking that of 
which I am, at least one unknowing. I try to shake the 

thoughts loose, but it all seems in vain.

The attempt to prevent the past from resurfacing fails, 
but who is to blame when the faces and voices are so 
different that my heart believes—wants to believe—
the spell they cast over me. As the one before it ends 
in shattered hopes and short-lived possibilities. My 

heartbeat becomes restricted as the ache grows fierce 
with every thought that stumbles through my cruel 

imagination.

The last words that were meant to comfort are mer-
cilessly repeated, as if salt was being thrown onto an 
open wound: She is practically family—don’t worry. 

I have never seen the likes of family try to rush so as 
not to be seen leaving. Self-conscious shame flashes 

quickly across her face when noticed, but it is replaced 
by simple ignorance in the moment.

My upbringing bequests politeness, but as I smile at 
this being with tussled hair in yesterday’s clothes, 

my heart seizes and I feel as if I have died inside. All 
from a moment that lasted mere seconds yet feels like 
eternity. In one quick swoop my humanity is in ques-
tion and quickly put in check, but not before loathing 

comes to stay.

My mind turns dark with not even a sliver of light to 
be seen. Ice builds in my heart and spreads through all 
but my stomach, which is still unstable from disgust. 
He walks behind her; it appears as if she is his shield, 
and even though he tries to advert his gaze, our eyes 

meet. Seconds is all that is needed. I see reflections of 
remorse, a weak apology, a request to stay civil, but 

worst of all I see confirmation.

With the last, I step back as if I was struck, suck-
er-punched from an invisible hand that strips my lungs 
of their air. I cannot breathe; the tightness takes hold, 
and this time it does not let go. It does not show mer-
cy. I fall, yet I stand. I shake, yet I am still. My heart 
shatters, yet it is whole. I cease to exist, yet I am still 
here. I feel pain, yet I am numb. I am unable to face 

my emotions for I may drown from their weight. I will 
face them but not today. Today…today I choose ice. I 

choose darkness.
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Maven
By Stephen Briggs

Time is a funny thing, flowing, crashing, bubbling 
with eddies and backwaters, falls and rapids, when 
one understands its true properties exiting and re-en-
tering the flow can create the illusion of travelling 
through it. Humans are the only ones apparently 
trapped in it while we celestial beings are not. Man-
kind is so aware of its constraints and is constantly 
struggling against them.  I suppose that is why they 
wear out so quickly. They continually resist the flow 
as one would fight against a rip tide and, finally ex-
hausted, they are dragged out to sea while the rest of 
creation watches with bewilderment. 

Exiting the flow of time is as simple as walking 
through a portal from one room to the next. However, 
re-entering time is a whole different matter entirely. 
If you have ever tried to mount a horse as it galloped 
past, you will understand the ramifications of the 
slightest miscalculation. Pain and or embarrassment 
are the only possible outcomes of missing the intend-
ed target. Oh, well, if at first you don’t succeed… 
(And yes, unconsciousness is definitely part of the 
experience.)

Smell is usually the first sense to awaken. My per-
sonal experience has been less than pleasant on most 
occasions. This one was no different. A fetid aroma of 
human functioning jolted me to full awareness in-
stantly. I remained still, waiting for all of my senses to 
begin working normally.

I found myself standing in the middle of a medi-
um-sized room with a curving, cut stone wall. A dim 
light was admitted through narrow apertures set in 
equal quadrants of the continuous wall. Sunlight 
streamed through the window directly in front of me 
while a cool breeze came from the one on the left. The 
sun hung low in the western sky. A facet of time in this 
realm.

My feet ached from contact with the cold stone floor. 
My gaze drifted down to my feet. Oh, not again, old! 
I looked down at two rather narrow, boney, white feet 
with misshapen toenails. I then raised my hands and 
found that they were similar but with knobby joints 
on the digits. The result of a condition called aging 
commonly experienced by the human inhabitants in 
this corner of creation. Large blue-grey veins snaked 
across the back of my hands juxtaposed with the 
yellow-tinged, chipped and cracked nails. Definitely 
old, very old. This always creates a challenge and an 
advantage. The challenge is obvious: the corporeal 
being is generally unable to physically react in time of 
need as well as could be desired. The advantage - an 
old individual is often overlooked and underestimated. 
This has worked to my benefit many times.

One of the drawbacks of moving outside the space-
time continuum is space. Matter generally doesn’t 
adapt well to the experience and is usually destroyed 
or misplaced in the process. I snatched an old grey 
woollen blanket from a small cot that protruded from 
the wall between two of the windows. I looked about 
the room for some sort of tool to fashion a covering. 
To my disappointment, I saw only a small wooden 
table with two chairs (one broken) and a disgusting 
chamber pot. This was obviously the source of my 
first experience. I hobbled over to one of the windows 
and look out at the world beyond. The scenery was 
actually idyllic. There were mountains sprouting from 
the mist with a forest in front. I looked right then left. 
I was in a tower, or so I surmised from the walled for-
tress spreading out to either side of me. I moved over 
to another window and took in the view. Below was 
a wide river that emptied into a small lake via a wa-
terfall. The ruins of an old castle were perched on the 
opposite side. Birds played in the updrafts created 
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by the fall’s movement. From a third window, I saw 
another expanse of water and falls with a fortress on 
the opposite cliffs. It was similar in size and scope to 
the one in which I was currently residing. 

“Well,” I thought. “At the very least I am in the right 
place and time.”

As I rested my hand on the sill chips of stone broke 
loose and fell at my feet. A sudden idea took hold. I 
picked up the largest one and using it like a blade cut 
a slit in the nearly rotten blanket for my head to pass 
through. I flipped the mattress of the cot on the floor. 
It was a nasty bag of straw in which a family of mice 
had made a home. The suspension for the mattress 
was made of braided plant fibre. I used the chip of 
stone to saw a length of it free and bound the blan-
ket about my waist. It was not quite a tunic but close 
enough.

I searched for an exit. A rough wooden trap door with 
a recessed iron ring was positioned in the centre of the 
floor. I bent down, grasped the ring and gave it a firm 
tug but it didn’t move. Once more I pulled the iron 
ring and the door still didn’t budge. I stood up and 
rubbed my lower back. 

“Hmm,” I said aloud to myself. “It must be barred 
from the other side.”

I stepped back and stretched out my hand in the direc-
tion of the trap door.

“Open,” I commanded in a low voice. 

The door flopped open and the iron bolt skittered 
across the floor. A female head with a tangle of auburn 
hair and large green eyes appeared in the opening. 
Though I don’t ordinarily startle easily, the next event 
caught me completely by surprise. 

“Aw righ’ you lil’ strumpet, up you go,” a voice 
growled from behind her. 

The girl popped out of the floor with a loud shriek, 
and landed in a heap at my feet. A bullet shaped head 

followed and blinked at me quizzically.

“Ere now, oo are you?” it asked. 

I looked from the porcine face to the girl on the floor 
and back again. The girl writhed on the stone floor 
moaning and holding her derrière with both hands.

“This is my new apartment. I just moved in,” I said 
rather dryly. “Is this a house warming present, or my 
new maid? I didn’t interview for one you know.”
The head in the floor looked at me through narrow 
eyes. 

“Wha’ are you?” he responded. “The court jester? Get 
down ‘ere now.”

I could see the blade of a pike pole next to the head, 
and I certainly didn’t want him coming up. So, I fol-
lowed him down the ladder.

When we reached the bottom I got a better view of my 
companion. He was almost as wide as he was tall and 
wore a shirt of rusty chainmail over an otherwise hairy 
body. There was a leather kilt below the mail shirt 
from which sprouted two short bandy legs that termi-
nated in wide feet wrapped in strips of dirty cloth. His 
arms looked similar to his legs, except for two massive 
paws that barely fit the definition of hands. Manual 
dexterity was obviously not a requirement for his area 
of responsibility. His head was topped by a rather 
plain looking iron helm that appeared to be an exten-
sion of his skull.

“Wha’ are you lookin’ at, you mangy rat?” He rasped 
and motioned towards a doorway. “Get goin’ now, or 
I’ll give you worse than I gave our lil’ friend.”

His every word was punctuated by the smell of mead. 
I stepped down through the door and we descended 
a stone stair that continually spiralled to the left and 
emptied out onto a battlement. We crossed over the 
battlement and entered a guardroom on the far side. 
Inside, seated behind a wood table, was a person who 
seemed to be of some importance. The man behind the 
table looked up and rose to his feet. His hair was the 
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colour of flax and he wore a polished and oiled chain-
mail hauberk with an over garment of deep green. His 
chest was emblazoned the image of a red dragon.

Welsh, I thought as he regarded me with volcanic blue 
eyes that belied a mixture of curiosity and disgust.

“Found ‘im’ in the tower Cap’n’ ”, announced my 
stumpy escort.

“Do you have a name, wretch?” he enquired.

“Etienne,” I replied.

“How did a Frenchman get in my tower without me 
knowing it?” was his next question.”

“Breton,” I corrected him. “It’s a long explanation, 
and I’m sure you wouldn’t believe my story anyway.”

The captain of the guard turned toward his underling.

“What are you waiting around for, you overgrown 
wart?” he barked. “Get back to the tower. If the King’s 
prize escapes, I’ll personally hang you.”

He then stepped back a couple of paces and regarded 
me critically as the simian guard waddled back to his 
post. 

“Since you are in his castle without leave,” he in-
formed me. “I’ll have to take you before the king. 
However, you aren’t quite dressed for an audience 
with His Majesty.”

He disappeared into a small antechamber and returned 
with an arm load of clothes. I breathed a sigh of relief. 
This nasty blanket had worn out its welcome a short 
time after I put it on.

“These should fit,” he announced. 

He handed me a pair of breeches, shirt, boots, a vest 
with an arrow hole in it (complements of a local 
archer), and a dusty grey green hooded cloak that 
smelled of mildew and wood smoke. The boots fit 

well enough, but they slouched when I stood up.

“Now, before we go, are you sure you don’t have an 
explanation for being here?” he enquired once again. 
“I really need to have some sort of information to 
explain your popping in unannounced like this. One 
doesn’t just appear in a locked tower unless they are 
… well, there is a nearby wizard who has such a tal-
ent.”

“I came here seeking my brother,” I returned. “You 
say there is a wizard nearby?”

Wizard. Humans have a habit of romantically labelling 
things for which they have no solid explanation. Wiz-
ards, elves, faeries, trolls, demons, wraiths and ghosts; 
the list is quite extensive and new terms are added 
frequently.

“Yes,” he said in a hushed tone as if this wizard might 
be lurking about. “He is altogether evil. My lord the 
king has a brother that lives in that castle across the 
way. This wizard is in his company and has been a 
great asset in the war we are currently engaged in. 
Fortunately, we captured my lord the king’s niece, 
disguised as a man, riding a horse near the lake. She 
is currently in the tower and is a surety against further 
attack.”

As I listened to the captain, another voice began forc-
ing its way into my mind. I sensed a dark, brooding 
consciousness drawing near. I had found my brother, 
or more accurately, he had found me. 

“Looking for something, Brother? Or shall I say, 
someone.” the voice hissed at me from out of the 
darkness that was growing around my thoughts. 

“I’m sorry, but I need to conclude our little chat,” I 
said politely. “Forgive me.”

I gently touched the captain’s forehead with my finger-
tips. His eyes rolled back and his body slumped to the 
floor.

“I believe you have something that belongs to me 
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Brother,” the voice hissed again. “I want it back.”

He was getting closer. I stepped out of the guard room 
and on to the battlement. It had gotten quite dark and 
the glow of torches from the court yard below threw 
weird shadows everywhere. I looked up at the sky. 
Millions of stars burned white hot in the black vault. A 
dark silhouette hurled downward toward where I now 
stood.

Glaucon! His impact on the battlement sent a shock 
wave in all directions. My hair and cloak blew back in 
its wake. My brother rose from a low crouch to stand 
with his legs wide. His form was concealed in a volu-
minous black cloak. Two green points of light glowed 
angrily from the depths of his hood.

“Greetings, Brother,” he said in a voice that was half 
bored and half annoyed.

“Hello,” I answered flatly. “Must you always do that?”

“I have no time for idle conversation Maven,” he re-
turned. “Let me have the girl and I will depart.”

“I’m sorry,” I feigned ignorance. “To which girl are 
you referring? I believe there are a number of them 
here in the castle.”

At that very moment, the blade of a pike pole pro-
truded from a spot just below Glaucon’s breast bone. 
Apparently, the girl had bested the guard.

“Here I am, spawn of Hell!” she announced. “Now 
die.”

Glaucon simple broke the blade off of the shaft and 
dropped it casually at his feet. He then spun and 
launched the girl, spear shaft and all into the court 
yard below. She screamed as she fell then went silent. 
I looked down and discovered the girl lying in a hay 
wagon.

“Don’t worry, I didn’t kill her. She is… useful to me,” 
he sneered.

I threw my will at Glaucon and the force of it blew 
him back through the door of the tower. 

“Come Glaucon, we are leaving,” I informed him. “I 
am taking you back with me.”

A tongue of green fire struck the battlement in front of 
me throwing debris and dust into the air and knocking 
me off of my feet. I pushed myself erect and turned 
back towards the direction of the blast. Glaucon stood 
on the other side of a rather sizable crevasse.

“You can’t win Glaucon,” I told him. “Not without 
destroying half of the castle as you did previously.”
I pointed across the water to the ruins on the far side. 
It remained a lingering monument to Glaucon’s mali-
ciousness. 

“That was never my intention,” he said. “I came for 
the girl only. But no matter I have become bored with 
our little contest. I shall retire for now.”

I sensed exhaustion in his voice. In a single move 
Glaucon sprang upon the parapet and then looked back 
over his shoulder.

“Perhaps we can resume this at another time,” he 
whispered.

I barely caught what he said. His last burst of energy 
had drained him. I had one final chance left to stop 
him. I caught him in my will before he could escape.

“Fool,” he growled. “How long will you pursue this 
pointless quest?”

“We’re leaving this place Glaucon,” I said in a deadly 
tone.

I gathered my will and launched myself from the 
battlement. I hit him in the small of the back with 
my shoulder and wrapped my arms about his waist. 
The force of my last desperate act propelled us out of 
the physical realm and into the maelstrom. I and my 
brother were headed home.
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Insurance is a numbers game. There’s a clarity to it 
that’s missing from other financial arrangements. Take 
credit cards. (Please. Take mine. Take them before I 
use them again!)  Ahem. Credit card agreements are 
worse than deals with Satan for fine print and catch 
clauses and loopholes that always benefit the card 
issuer.

Insurance? It’s a gamble, pure and simple.  You buy a 
policy, you put down your money on a bet that you’ll 
outlive the number of years the insurance company’s 
risk tables say you’ll live. With property insurance, 
you’re betting against your own well-being.  You’re 
figuring you’ll crash your car before you pay it off, or 
that your home will burn, or some other disaster will 
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strike you. You’re winning if you get out more than 
you pay in.

Either way, you’re gambling your vision of the future 
against the one the insurance company bets you’ll see. 
You want to live a long life full of adventure and the 
occasional disaster.  Your insurer wants you to live a 
happy, quiet life until just before your life policy ma-
tures, with no claims against the policies for your car, 
your home, your health…  you get the idea.

Life is unpredictable, no matter how hard the actualar-
ies crunch their numbers, some thirty-year-olds are 
wretched drivers, and some people get the big payoff 
from their simple term policy.  Hurricanes and wild-
fires and a hundred other statistical anomalies keep the 
game honest. 

That’s where specialists like me come into the picture. 
I’m an actuary. I make futures happen the way my 
clients want them. Most days, it’s like being a cross 
between guardian angel and angel of death. Hey, I said 
it was a game of numbers. I didn’t say anyone played 
fair. Insurance companies like to win, and they have 
deep pockets.

Every so often, though, we go freelance.  If your case 
is interesting enough, one of us might take notice, and 
when reality starts working for you, life gets a little 
more interesting for everyone. 

Take the case of Granny Fannie. Don’t blame me 
for the name. Her great-grandchildren gave it to her, 
around the same time her kids and grandkids bought 
her a nice little condo in a nice little assisted living 
community in a nice little seaside town.  She never 
liked the nickname and she hated the idea of moving 
away from all the neighbourhood kids she babysat and 
nursed and grannyed, but she was a wise woman. A 
practical one.

On her seventy-ninth birthday, she threw a big block 
party at her old city walk-up, for all her family, her 
neighbours and friends. Everyone pitched in to get her 
essentials packed up and her belongings parcelled out 
while she was still living. Quilts, old hats, and knick-
knacks, baby books and big ticket furniture pieces all 

went into boxes or onto backseats or were given away 
to the families in the neighbourhood, and she was es-
tablished in her new little apartment three days later.

Resurrected like Christ, she said at the time, as she 
rocked in the wooden chair where she’d nursed four 
babies. She ate the food in the cafeteria and pro-
nounced it edible, charmed the staff and her new 
neighbours, and spent most of her hours in the com-
mon room watching prehistoric-looking herons fish 
in the marshy wetlands next door.  She took walks 
around the neighbourhood, marvelled at the pelicans 
flying overhead, and she learned plant names from the 
landscapers. She settled in, and by the end of her first 
week, she thought she might learn to love her new 
nest.

Thing is, she was due to die at the end of that week. 
Ladies of her generation and background rarely make 
eighty, and she was due a sweet payoff that month 
from a simple term policy she and her dear, departed 
husband paid off decades earlier. The number cruncher 
in charge of her pay-out looked at that looming dead-
line, looked at his bottom line and called me in.

 I checked the infinite possibilities and picked a 
not-uncommon end, one without pain or suffering: hit 
by a reckless driver at an unfamiliar intersection near 
her new home. That fit the bill. I tugged the lines, and 
sat back to watch Fate unfold.

Only Fannie didn’t die. She looked both ways, she 
didn’t trust that kid in his sports car, and she dodged 
death by a hair. No big deal. That happens, when deal-
ing in probabilities and adjusting infinite dimensional 
possibilities. I adjusted her lifeline accordingly, and 
proceeded to plan B. Lethal opportunities abounded in 
the daily life of the elderly. I still had three weeks.

She dodged death again a few days later, when she 
didn’t slip in the shower and fall, because she lis-
tened to the lecture she got from the manager after the 
prescription incident, and she was dutiful about using 
her call button when she had trouble opening the stall 
door.  

She didn’t die of smoke inhalation either, even if she 
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did set the building on fire with her toaster. She didn’t 
break her neck in the puddle at poolside on her way 
to water aerobics class, she didn’t choke on a piece of 
biscuit. She had her first physical, and she was pro-
claimed fit as a fiddle, as healthy as a woman ten years 
younger.

She was living the high life, and I was failing. I don’t 
like failure, so I took a closer look at her lifeline. After 
a long, in-depth look at all the lives her life touched, 
I called the office. “This one is not happening,” I told 
the number-cruncher. “I’m out. My advice is, don’t 
mess with her. Take the loss.”

He didn’t listen. More fool him. My replacement on 
the job had no better luck than I did. Unlike me, he 
didn’t have the sense to back off when all the reason-
able, likely death probabilities were exhausted. The 
fool tied whole handfuls of actuality into existential 
knots. Don’t even get me started on collateral dam-
age. The company is going to be cleaning that up for 
decades, I’m sure.

More disasters and fluke accidents occurred in that 
ten square miles of Florida than hit the rest of the 
state that month. All to no avail. Parts dropped off an 
airliner and crashed into the building. Cars smashed 
through the front windows. An overturned tanker full 
of poison gas derailed on a nearby railway. 

Granny Fannie skated through every incident with-
out a scratch. So did a surprising number of innocent 
bystanders. 

The number-cruncher and the replacement actuary 
were contemplating an earthquake timeline when the 
higher-ups finally contracted a case of common sense 
and pulled them off the case.

Fannie got her payoff and spent her fortune over the 
course of twenty-five happy, golden years.  Some 
enterprising young cousin of hers sold the story of her 
first month in retirement to a Hollywood producer for 
a fortune. “The Luckiest Woman in the World” they 
called it, and they were right.

Only it wasn’t luck. It was Fate. Or more precisely, 

Fate’s godmother.

Turns out that one of the brats from Granny Fannie’s 
old neighbourhood grows up to become one of histo-
ry’s greatest scientific minds.  A snot-nosed little girl 
who went home with a quilt from Fannie’s moving 
party eventually unlocks the mysteries of trans-dimen-
sional travel and change the future of humanity.

Messing with probabilities to protect people she 
loved? Child’s play. 

The moral of this story? Do not mess with the golden 
years of a super-genius’s beloved babysitter.

Just… don’t.
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1) The arrival at Shama
Mark was assigned to the Shama orbital station on 
Neptune. The recruiter started with some small talk: 
“We are proud of having a diverse nationality group 
of astronauts in this base. This was due to different 
nations cooperating together in the classified space 
projects. You are going to be the only American 
there.” Then he blurted out:  “There, right now, is only 
one woman.” 

“Why?” Mark asked, 

“We have no clue. Strange, isn’t it? On this particular 
space station they disappear and no one has any idea 
of what happens. Anyway, this is classified informa-
tion if you know what I mean.” The recruiter replied:

Mark understood what that meant. Take this to your 
grave or your family will mysteriously disappear. The 
Shama station around Neptune was classified too, as 
was most of the current space program. The ones in 
power busy hiding most things about space from the 
public for reasons that not even Mark knew. 

“But did you try to figure out the reason?” Mark 
asked. 

The recruiter looked at him, surprised as if consider-
ing: ‘And why would we do this? The Earth has an 
excess of people, if some disappear this is even better 
for the planet.’ But he just answered, “Are you inter-
ested or not? If not we will keep your data, here in the 
company, for any eventuality.”  

Mark caught his drift: ‘And we’ll have a hundred like 
you in line for this job. Who do you think you are. 
in a declining world where millions are starving and 
unemployed?’ 

He accepted, he had little hope of finding a better 
future than merely surviving lonely up there. May-
be when I return I will have enough money to buy a 
house. He thought. And after ten years the contract 
allows me to come back. There are five astronauts to 
keep me company. And this woman? Will she be like 

the cold statues from my university? 

A couple of days after he signed the contract he 
plunged into the cocoon of hibernation in the ship that 
would lead to Shama. The small ship took a whole 
Earth year to make the trip. But in deep sleep that felt 
as if a long unconscious day had passed. After the 
cocoon-ship docked he woke up lethargic. 

Upon reaching the station he was greeted by Djamal, 
an Algerian who had arrived two years earlier, Xiang, 
a Chinese who had been there for six years, Bruno, an 
Italian who already had eight years on the base and 
Liam, a Scandinavian who had finished his mission 
and would return to Earth within a week in the same 
ship in which Mark had arrived. 

Mark greeted the friendly reception group. 

“Let me show you your quarters.” Bruno said as they 
left the group. “Pearl said she couldn’t be with us be-
cause she was busy in the garden. But to be honest, I 
reckon she is just avoiding Liam-bitterness as much as 
she can. They have a difficult truce since she left him 
for me one year ago.” He talked while they walked 
the station’s corridors. “I will head home in two years 
when the next newcomer arrives, but I don’t wish to 
be like him, even when we eventually part. I want us 
to be friends. This Brazilian girl has enough on her 
plate already without ex-boyfriends ruining her day.” 

“You mean the thing with the other women disappear-
ing.” Mark said. 

“Exactly.” Bruno answered. “I realize it isn’t easy for 
her to pretend nothing is going on when she has an 
unknown threat waiting for her like that. After twelve 
years she has been here the longest and she is the only 
one left of ten women they say came to this station. 
Chun, Xiang’s wife, came after him four years back. 
She, as the rest of the women, was gone in less than 
one year.  She was also the last woman assigned here, 
Earth doesn’t want to spend money sending more if 
they only disappear.” 

Pearl took some time to appear, meanwhile the other 
astronauts spoke of her with wide grins. Mark heard 
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many things: Pearl was a nickname given to her by 
Liam since none of them knew her real name. The al-
ways friendly, but sometimes a tad eccentric, girl had 
in the past left her quarters to go to live full-time in a 
hut in the station garden. She loved music, sometimes 
too loud, waking up the whole base during the night. 
She also liked computers, but would not spend more 
than ten minutes on a problem, just calling someone to 
help her, and saying: “After all, why are there men?” 
Two years ago, when her contract was over, she did 
not want to leave the base. When they decided to send 
her back to Earth she was nowhere to be found until 
eventually they had given up. 

When Liam left, Pearl finally appeared for dinner. She 
said simply, “Welcome,” with an educated smile and 
sat in silence eating in the middle of other men’s talk. 

“You are quiet today.” Xiang told her. 

“I’m probably wondering how much nonsense you 
told him about me already…” She said frowning, but 
then laughed. “I’m joking.” She added smiling. She 
looked directly at Mark and said: “Would you like to 
visit the garden?” 

“Yes.” 

Bruno glanced at her, pressing his lips flat only for 
an instant, but enough so that Mark noticed that there 
was jealousy there. 

After she finished her food, she rose. “Let’s go.” 
When they had gone some distance she whispered. 
“Before they make me wash the dishes.”

2) The Garden
The garden had vegetables and fruit for all tastes. It 
had ample space and a domed roof where you could 
gaze at the stars and perceive the feeble sunlight that 
came in from the faraway sun. For Mark, with her 
shoulder-length brown straight hair and tanned skin, 
Pearl looked like a South American native living mis-
placed in a space station garden instead of a jungle. In 
any case, she showed the plants with enthusiasm.  

“Before, space stations were not like this. There was 
no space, plants, water … People lived in crowded 
bases, sleeping on piles of bags lifted by the lack of 
gravity. But then they saw that it would be impossible 
to keep humans this way for years. Humans need life 
quality even if we’re crazy enough to leave Earth. But 
now tell me about you, since you probably picked up a 
lot of strange things about me already.” 

“I will tell you all about myself and you will see that 
I’m nothing but a normal boring guy.” Mark promised. 
“But can you answer me a couple of questions? I’m 
curious about what is happening on this base.” 

“All right.” Pearl said wearily. 

She doesn’t look forward to answering questions. 
“Why did you leave an empty space on this corner of 
the garden ?” 

“Oh, that,” she seemed to relax a little, “one day I 
want to make a small lake there and raise coloured Koi 
carps so that we have animals to bring more life to this 
garden.” 

“I see. But this will be difficult to do here, how are 
you going to transport the water for this? Or bring fish 
from Earth?” 

“Perhaps one day we can do that.” Pearl answered, 
smiling and gently biting her lip. “A dream doesn’t 
have to be something easy, or even possible.” 

“I can agree with that.” Mark answered with a smile. 

“Why did you decide not to return to Earth?” Mark 
asked. “If you do not want to talk about it, I under-
stand, but…” 

“This is my home now.” She responded, her light 
brown eyes full of conviction. “I don’t feel I belong 
down there anymore because...” she stopped and took 
a deep breath. “The past doesn’t matter anymore. I 
will stay at the station until I die or disappear.” 

“Do you know more about why are the women disap-
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pearing?” 

“The women just disappear. It started a couple of 
months after I decided not to go back to Earth. So, for 
a while, the others thought I was the one to blame, 
but they couldn’t find anything incriminating me. 
We searched, but found no bodies, not on the space 
around the station or in the station itself. They evapo-
rated.” 

“And you have no idea about what happened?” 

“Nope.” 

Mark thought for some moments. “Did you notice 
something about the women who disappeared, a 
change in their behaviour for example?” 

“They seemed to be looking far away, sad, thoughtful, 
distracted.” Pearl stopped to check the leaves of plant 
with her eyebrows drawing together.

Mark nodded, concentrated. “Do you have a clue to 
the reason you didn’t disappear until now?” 

She took a deep breath. “No. But let’s stop talking 
about this now. All these questions... I already an-
swered them many times before. If you want to know 
more ask one of the guys.” 

He narrowed his eyes. “Just one last question? Are 
you scared?” 

Pearl’s nostrils flared. “I… Still have a lot to do Mark, 
if you don’t mind.”
 
He left. The woman gave him a good-bye smile. A 
second before entering the main lift Mark looked 
again on Pearl’s direction and noticed that she stood 
with a rigid posture looking around, as if expecting a 
jaguar to jump out of the garden bushes.

Later that night Mark heard muffled voices in the 
corridor. As he investigated, he noted that there was 
a slight scent of orange and lemon there. It was the 
same perfume that Pearl had been using that after-
noon. In this corridor there has been just his and 

Bruno’s room. Soon I will start listening behind doors 
like a gossipy old woman. But something strange was 
happening in this place and he would find out what. 

Mark remained outside his room for some minutes, a 
strange instinct telling him that this day wasn’t over 
yet. He decided to go to the kitchen and get something 
to eat. He opened a tomato soup package and put it 
to warm. He took the hot soup out of the microwave 
oven and sat at the table. Then he heard Pearl shouting 
upstairs.

3) Liam
After visiting Bruno, Pearl left his room and silently 
closed the door. She walked until the end of the cor-
ridor and took the main lift to the garden. When the 
doors opened, she saw Liam. He was handsome as 
usual, with his short red hair and day old red beard, 
but even so she didn’t want to see him and quarrel 
with him again. He had left her alone for almost one 
year now. Probably he wants to say good-bye, since he 
will soon be leaving, she thought. 

“Hello Liam.” She said wearily. “Why are you here?” 

“You are so beautiful.” He said coming closer. “You 
and I have unfinished business.” 

She took a step back. “No. That hell is over Liam. You 
are going back to Earth soon, go in peace. Find some-
one that gives you what I never gave you. Leave me in 
the past.” 

“Come with me to Earth.” Liam asked with a pained 
stare.

“It isn’t possible.” She answered with a flat look.

He took a deep breath: “The ship can easily carry two 
cocoons Pearl. There is a lot of them lying around 
since none of the women came back. You are at risk 
here. How can you ask me to leave you here when 
you can disappear any moment? At least once hear 
the voice of reason, woman.” He said with a strained 
expression.
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Pearl crossed her arms. “I can’t come back. I have 
enemies that will do worse than kill me, they will put 
me in prison for the things I made public down there. 
I prefer to take my chances with whatever is going on 
up here.” 

Liam put his hand on her shoulder. “Give me a second 
chance and I will stay with you. We could even go to 
another station if you feel like it. I know some people 
in the other stations, we could spend our lives know-
ing new planets… I promise things will be better for 
us from now on.” 

She moved away from him. “No. No paradise could 
fix us being together. We had ten years of hell, didn’t 
you have enough of it?” 

“No.” He looked at her now with unconcealed anger.  
“And I won’t leave you here for Bruno or any other 
who crosses your way. Who are you planning to take 
to your bed next? Slut.” He approached her, his hand-
some face full of rage. 

She ran away and shouted with all strength she had. 
Liam seized her, turned her around and slapped her 
face, then his hands closed around her throat. His 
green eyes shone with the spark of a year-long suf-
focated anger which surfaced right now. Pearl tried 
to pry his hands away from her neck with all her 
strength, but he was strangling her with the resolution 
of a Viking. Soon I won’t be able to breathe anymore. 
Pearl realized with vacant eyes.. Soon I’ll be dead.

“This will shortly be at an end,” her ex-lover said with 
an insane smile. 

Bastard! She thought flaring her nostrils. Who are you 
to judge me? Something strange happened then. Pearl 
felt her whole body charging with energy as sparks 
left her hands and struck Liam. The energy strike 
was painful enough to make him release her while 
she took the chance to flee downstairs. Liam ran after 
her. She ran down a couple of floors, but at the end of 
the stairway he reached her again. He held her neck 
again before she could escape. Then Mark came from 
behind and struck Liam’s head with an iron tool. Liam 

fell, unconscious. 

“Are you all right?” Mark asked as he pushed Liam 
away. 

Pearl gasped and took a few deep, desperate breaths, 
coughing. “Thank you. This time I almost got killed.” 
She went to examine Liam’s head. “He won’t die, 
but we better call the others to treat his head and help 
arrest him.” The girl walked dizzily to the intercom 
system and called the rest of the crew. 

While they waited for the others, Mark said: “Do you 
think he killed the other women too?” 

Pearl looked warily at him. “Perhaps I’m mistaken, 
but I think I’m the first one he’s tried to murder. But 
then, who knows, the calm lakes are the deeper ones.” 

“Do you have any idea why he wanted to kill you?” 
Mark asked. 

“Liam and I had a really messy break up. At the be-
ginning, we appealed to each other because we were 
so different, but after so many years this drove us 
apart. And in the middle of one of our long crises I left 
him for Bruno. I had the impression that with Bruno 
things would be easier. I was tired of fighting. It felt 
awesome to be with someone who wouldn’t judge me 
constantly. Liam never forgave me for going to Bruno, 
but I had no idea that his anger was so deep. He had 
pointed out my shortcomings so often that I didn’t 
know  he still loved me.” 

The others arrived. 

“This time Liam went too far!” Bruno said while he 
examined the red marks on her neck. “We must take a 
look at this in the infirmary.” 

The girl started crying, and said between tears, “I was 
named Hiba after my grandmother. Please call me that 
in the future. It is time to drop the nickname Liam 
gave me.” 

Bruno told the others: “We will need to hold Liam in 
his room until he returns to Earth. Let’s handcuff him. 
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I don’t want to see him trying anything else until he 
goes.” 

Mark left with Djamal and Xiang to help carry the un-
conscious man away to the infirmary. Bruno and Hiba 
left for the garden. 

4) Another being at the 
base

After Bruno left, Hiba was resting in the garden hut 
when she was startled by a soft touch on her face. 
Before her, there was a beautiful blond boy with an 
intelligent smile. Where did he come from? Am I going 
crazy?  She thought, rooted to her bed. “Who are 
you?” She whispered. 

The boy gestured for her to settle.  “Please calm 
down.” He requested. “Your adrenaline rises so quick-
ly…Fascinating.” 

“I have reasons to be jumpy lately.” She answered 
in a shrill voice, but soon felt strangely calm, almost 
sleepy. 

“I’m your friend. And you are the only person in this 
station I want to be friends with. Your colleagues 
would not understand my presence, so don’t tell them 
anything. My name is Rafael.” 

She nodded, making an effort to break out of the 
drowsiness and think clearly. “Why are you here, 
Rafael?” 

He looked at her for some seconds as if putting his 
words together. “I don’t know where to start. You see, 
I don’t have much time. The universe is a very com-
plex place. Your species has many things in common 
with ourselves, with the difference that you are, in 
terms of history, so much younger. As a species we 
possess the experience of millennia in space travel, we 
fought countless wars and made countless agreements 
with other species.” He started walking around with 
one palm gripping the other hand behind his back. 
“One of these agreements was that your planet would 

be in quarantine for a long time. An even more power-
ful species from the Council of the Five imposed this 
on us. But now your quarantine period is finished and 
we need you as much as you need us. It is time for our 
two species to merge.” 

She looked at him, reflecting on what he had said. 
Something didn’t seem right with Rafael’s speech. 
Perhaps what bothered her was that he seemed so 
sure of his superiority and so sure that she would drop 
everything around her in order to follow him, as if she 
were a distracted teenager. She didn’t trust men who 
didn’t care much about her opinion, at least that lesson 
she had learned in life quite well. 

He stopped talking and sat by her side. “We can take 
care of you, protect you, teach you. The humans from 
Earth have a lot of potential, but the wisdom of a baby 
when it comes to its chances of survival in a universe 
full of life.” 

“But we haven’t seen any of this life.” She said. 

He touched her forehead. Memories were unlocked in 
her mind of forgotten times when she had met him be-
fore. He had been there when she was a child, telling 
her she would fly to space one day. He had been there 
when, as a teenager, she still felt unsure of her attrac-
tiveness, telling her she was beautiful. He had been 
there while she was still on Earth offering her an easy 
way out of all troubles she had at the time, then all had 
seemed like a pleasant but unreal dream. 

“Come with me Pearl.” Rafael said, fondly taking her 
hands in his. “There is so much I can show you. I can 
guide you. There is a lot you can learn.” 

She snapped out the dreamy state the memories and 
Rafael’s mental powers had put her in. “My name is 
not Pearl anymore… I’m Hiba.” All thoughts of her 
troubles with Liam came rushing through her mind, 
awakening her like a cold water bucket. “Is this, then, 
what happened to the other women in this base?” She 
answered, taking her hand away to massage her fore-
head. “They went with you? By their own free will?” 

“Yes, we took all of them. They are far too brilliant 
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to remain in this laid back station when there is the 
endless universe for them to see. We are also taking 
people from your planet, here and there, in secret. 
There are many agreements with the most powerful 
among you. We promised them technology that we 
won’t give them because they would only build more 
weapons with it. All we need is their consent to take 
people away from Earth and we obtained it. We will 
take the ones that belong to us.” 

“Why are you taking us?” She asked. 

“There is a horrible disease killing our women. They 
get in a state where they die slowly, they stop eating, 
they stop doing everything, as though they are in an 
awakened and open-eyed coma. Most of them die in 
less than one year. The few surviving can’t have chil-
dren. But the women from Earth are immune, and so 
are their daughters. We are desperately facing extinc-
tion, and you are our salvation.” 

“I understand and I’m really sorry for this, but even 
so what you are doing is wrong. You can’t just take 
people away. We are free.” 

“You don’t know what you are talking about.” Rafael 
answered with a dismissive look. “You won’t survive 
without our tutelage.” 

Why do I always attract the mad ones? She thought 
biting her lower lip and stood before him. “Listen, 
please. We can help you to cure your women in 
another way. We can even donate reproductive cells 
to them. But we aren’t going to be your slaves, and 
be forced to live on another planet. I don’t want your 
species to die, but I will never accept you controlling 
us the way you mean. I will die before losing my 
freedom.” 

Rafael threw a flower vase on the floor. “You belong 
to me!” 

“I am free!” She shouted, stepping back as the energy 
inside of her rose again. “I have not escaped from one 
man ordering me around to fall for another who is 
doing exactly the same thing!” She raised both hands 
and a strong flash of light left her hands and struck 

Rafael in the chest. He disappeared.  

Oh my God, I hope I didn’t kill him. She thought 
clenching her jaw. 

An orb of white light appeared in front of her. “You 
didn’t, you just taught him a lesson. We see that you 
are, after so many millennia, becoming what you 
indeed are, free, among other things.” The words came 
from the orb. 

“Who are you?” Asked Hiba. 

“This orb is not our physical form, but a spacecraft. 
We use it for traveling in your physical realm. We are 
the ones who made Rafael’s species sign the quaran-
tine contract millennia ago, and we are an even older 
species than they. We, among other beings, represent 
the Council of the Five who makes decisions for this 
galaxy. We will be watching over you to ensure that 
the ones among you, who wish to remain free, have 
their rights respected. The ones who conform to chains 
will have them as well. We respect other people’s 
will.” 

She nodded, too flabbergasted by everything that was 
happening to answer. After some moments she col-
lected her thoughts and, tipping her head to the side, 
asked, “What is your interest in us?” 

“At the moment, just to ensure that a new species 
finds its way in a thriving new reality without being 
destroyed by another who is too foolish to see that di-
versity is important. But we must go now. Good-bye, 
human woman.” 

“Wait a moment!” She shouted. “What is happening 
with me? What is this energy going through me and 
these sparks leaving my hands? How did I shoot Rafa-
el like that? Can this happen by accident?” 

The light orb flickered its light, as if considering what 
to say. “Your species is on the verge of an evolutionary 
leap. Many other species like Rafael’s are taking be-
ings from your planet and studying them, in some cas-
es in very tortuous ways. They are interested in your 
changing DNA; they want to acquire every possible 
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advantage for their own species. It won’t make much 
difference in the end, you and the hybrids won’t be 
predictable or possible to control in the way they plan 
to do it.” The orb finished with a sound of laughter. 

“So you mean that this happened because some of my 
DNA has been activated? Am I becoming something 
like a mutant superhero?” 

“Even we don’t know exactly what you will become. 
It seems that your body started storing energy from the 
sun as an adaptation. But don’t be afraid, other species 
and even we have been through this before; it usually 
happens when its individuals start living in space. In 
space there is more radiation than in the environment 
of an atmosphere protected planet, but eventually even 
the ones who live on Earth will catch up.” 

I must tell the others about it. Pearl realized. 

“You can tell your friends, but be careful. Your power-
ful ones, they will want to silence you, they are scared 
and are struggling to keep your civilization the form 
it currently has. Trying to keep control when a whole 
species is on the edge of a change of this nature is as 
useless as trying to hide the sun with a sieve.” The orb 
finished again, laughing. 

“You use our funny expressions.” Answered Pearl. 

“We do that so that you feel more comfortable with 
our interaction.” 

She made a brief pause and then said: “You must 
interfere and stop Rafael’s species and other species 
from taking the people from Earth away.” 

“They say they have a right to it.” 

“Well, I say they don’t!” 

The light orb considered that for some moments. “You 
are saying that, as an inhabitant of Earth you declare 
all previous agreements null and void and declare your 
immunity from alien laws?” 

“Yes. No people from my planet or from the space 
stations are to be lied to and taken against his or her 
will to another place. If they really know what they are 
going to face and want to go this is not my business. 
But the ones who were just taken have the right to 
come back if they wish to.” 

The light orb answered. “The Council will discuss 
this, human woman. We must consider what you said.”  

“Will I meet you again? I don’t know yet what to do 
with these new unpredictable powers, and what hap-
pens if Rafael or another of his people come back and 
wants to take me or other people from this station?” 

“We will make sure that they won’t come back.” The 
orb answered. “But since you requested, we could 
meet again when you wish. Just call us with the power 
of your thoughts, sit or do anything to signal that you 
want to meet us. Then we will appear again.” Then it 
vanished. 

And Pearl stood there looking at the stars.

To be Continued
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The Journey to Dishley
Simon watched as Manfred and his companions 
disappeared from sight. His head ached. He had not 
slept well. He had been troubled by dreams again. In 
the dream, he was bound naked on a large pine table. 
A hideous crone mocked him. He struggled to move, 
but unseen bonds held him motionless. When he tried 
to scream, no sound came. He tried to send a mes-
sage to his friends. It is time. Reunite us. I will serve 
you. Come for me. Simon shuddered. The words still 
echoed in his head.

Jhamed approached. “Are you ready to leave? We 
have a long ride ahead of us.”

Simon nodded. “You will take it slowly, won’t you? 
I’ve never ridden a horse before you know.” And I’m 
scared shitless.

“Don’t worry, Simon. You’re a natural. Before you 
know it, you’ll be out-riding all of us. I’ve seen it 
many times before.” Jhamed had this unnerving habit 
of talking about previous versions of Simon he had 
known and assuming they were all the same. He was 
usually right.

Five riders left Elannort on that crisp spring morning. 
The four companions were joined by a young groom 
from the stables. Like the previous group, they had 
packed to travel light, as they would leave their horses 
behind when they crossed the first dimension portal. 
They each carried a backpack, containing essential 
provisions. Dawit had his axe slung at his waist and 
carried his shield on his arm. Taran wore his sword at 
his waist and his long bow slung over his left shoul-
der. A quiver of arrows jostled with his backpack. 
Jhamed, as usual, carried no visible weapons. Simon 
assumed that he had several blades hidden about his 
person. Simon carried only the empty scabbard that 
had been presented to him at the Council of the Wise.

They headed north-west along the road that led to Two 
Rivers, the town where the rivers Hope and Doom 
joined to form one massive watercourse that entered 
the Great Inland Sea at the town of One River. These 

two great rivers drained the Mountains of Death and 
were virtually impassable except at the One River 
Bridge. The area bounded by the two rivers and the 
Mountains of Death, to the north, contained the well-
named Forest of Doom.

Simon was apprehensive. Jhamed, of course, was a 
veteran of inter-dimensional travel. Taran had been on 
one quest before to save elves and bring them home to 
FirstWorld. Dawit had never tried his assumed powers 
and there was a chance that he might have to return to 
Elannort with the horses. Simon had made one recent 
trip, most of it inside a hessian sack. The three inexpe-
rienced travellers were keen to learn from Jhamed. He, 
as ever, appeared to be happy to have centre stage and 
show off. The five riders rode abreast along the well-
paved road while Jhamed entertained them.

“The multiverse is in a constant state of flux. The gate-
ways between dimensions are continually changing. 
Because FirstWorld is in the centre of things, it has 
many fixed gateways. Without these, we could become 
lost, wandering through the dimensions forever. I am 
an expert, no I am the expert in inter-dimensional 
travel. Even wizards cannot keep up with me. I have 
the ability to map the dimensions in my head and see 
where the portals are. I surprise myself, sometimes.”

“Lucky you’re modest with it,” Simon joked.

Jhamed ignored Simon’s barb and continued. “The 
fixed gateways are located in a largely unpopulated 
area between the Lost Road and the Fools’ Road. In 
the old days, there was quite a lot of traffic between 
the dimensions, hence the quality of the two roads. 
These days, the roads see few travellers. We will not 
stay on this road for long. We need to head north, to 
a gateway that is located just to the west of the Fools’ 
Road. Manfred suggested we leave along this road 
and cut across country to confuse any spies that might 
be watching. I think he’s gone paranoid in his dotage. 
Only people with the correct genetics can access the 
dimension portals. It’s an innate thing – either you 
have it or you don’t. The portals themselves are almost 
invisible. Only a trained eye can see them. The fixed 
ones have been marked, with discreet symbols, to aid 
travellers, but most portals have to be identified by the 
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effects they generate. If you look closely, you’ll see a 
kind of shimmer in the air, almost like a heat haze. If 
you travel enough, you’ll learn to spot them.”

“You can take objects through with you? Why can’t 
you take other people?” Simon asked. It doesn’t make 
sense to me.

“When you first came to Elannort, I put you in a sack 
and carried you. My back still aches, by the way. Had 
you not had the ability to travel through the dimen-
sions, when I entered the portal you would have been 
left behind and I would have arrived with an empty 
sack. That’s the way it works. Any inanimate objects 
you are in contact with make the transition. No living 
things without the correct genes can make the trip. 
That’s why we’ll have to leave our horses behind.”

He paused, uncharacteristically, as if thinking about 
whether he should say more. He laughed aloud and 
continued, “Manfred tells me that the time portal is 
different. When you make that trip, Simon, you will 
find that you arrive at your destination completely 
naked. He says it’s a built-in protection so that you 
cannot take technology back in time before it was 
invented. Just imagine how that will go down, a pale, 
naked, red-haired boy turning up in the middle of a 
Council of the Wise.”

Simon blushed and Jhamed laughed again. Just my 
luck. Anyway, I’m not going to visit a Council of the 
Wise. Let’s get this part over first. I can worry about 
my dignity later.

“That, I would like to see.” Dawit joined in the laugh-
ter. Taran was more circumspect, but he smiled quietly 
to himself. The young groom, Simon noted, seemed as 
embarrassed as he was.

They continued to ride at walking-pace. They had 
seen no one since they had left Elannort behind. They 
had passed a few farms, where the occasional dog had 
challenged their authority, but otherwise they had had 
the road, and it seemed the world, to themselves. It 
suddenly dawned on Simon that he was riding quite 
effortlessly and without worrying. I don’t think I’m 
ready for a gallop yet, but I’m doing OK. I must be a 

natural, like Jhamed said.

Before long, Jhamed led them off the road and onto 
a dirt track. The horses didn’t miss a beat and Si-
mon was pleased with himself. The fields were large, 
bordered by tree-filled hedgerows. Spring was evident 
everywhere, from the blossoms in the hedgerows to 
the chirping of nesting birds. The fields were newly 
ploughed and planted, just bursting into life, or filled 
with livestock, mostly cows and sheep. Lambs gam-
bolled around their mothers. It was an idyllic scene, 
Simon thought. Pity we are on our way to meet death 
and mayhem. How long will this place survive, if we 
fail?

They rode on in silence. Simon was lost in his 
thoughts. He reviewed again the events of the last 
few days that had brought him here. It was still hard 
to believe. Soon he would have to claim his sword, 
and then use it. He didn’t know whether he could do 
that. He would soon have graduated from medical 
school. He would have taken the Hippocratic Oath to 
do no harm. How could he pick up a sword to injure 
or kill someone? Above all, I must not play at God. 
The phrase from the modern version of the oath stuck 
in his mind. They expect me to be their saviour. They 
want me to defeat a god. What will I become, if I pick 
up that sword? Do I have a choice? He thought about 
the words that Manfred had used as they had talked at 
Wizards’ Keep. He heard Manfred’s calm, strong voice 
in his head. You have a role to fulfil, Simon. It is your 
destiny. Do not fight it. Embrace it, for it is the role 
you were created for. He pondered on the idea of fate 
and whether he had any control of his own destiny. He 
must have spoken aloud, for his friends all had a view 
they wished to share.

“There is a natural order of things,” Taran said. “Elves 
believe that everything has its place and there is a 
place for everything. Sometimes it is difficult to work 
out where that place is, but once you find it you will 
know that you are home. I suspect that you will under-
stand this when you hold the Sword. You have a des-
tiny, Simon. You cannot avoid it. Whether that is fate 
or just a law of physics, I do not know. I only know 
that it is useless to resist. When you hold the Sword 
in your hand, you will become something greater than 
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the sum of your parts. Remember then who you were, 
or you may never be that person again.”

“What a crock of cow dung,” Dawit spluttered. “The 
only certainty is that things will change, usually for 
the worse. Either you can let the currents take you 
where they will or you can push against them and try 
to make your own pathway. Take the Sword that is 
rightfully yours and use it in a way that you choose. 
Don’t let it rule you, or you will be lost in the currents. 
In any event, you will never be the same person again. 
Dwarves believe in taking responsibility for their own 
actions, not taking the excuse of fate.”

As usual, Jhamed wanted the last word on the subject. 
“We are very much alike, you and I. I am a creature 
of fate. My whole life has been leading to this point. 
It is my fate to be the companion to the Hero and the 
dogsbody to wizards. I think it is written in my genes. 
Likewise, Simon, it is written in your genes that you 
are the Hero. You cannot gainsay that destiny, any 
more than you can deny your left-handedness or your 
red hair. You can decide how you will use your power, 
but you cannot refuse to accept it.”

They had reached a point on the track now that Si-
mon recognised from his arrival in FirstWorld, which 
meant they were getting close to the dimension portal. 
He mused on what his friends had said. Why must I 
accept it? I could dye my hair black and learn to use 
my right hand. Lord Acton said that all power cor-
rupts, absolute power corrupts absolutely. Gilgamesh 
was corrupted. I will not accept it. Again, he heard 
Manfred inside his head. Would you risk everything 
in the multiverse because you are too weak to pick up 
your burden? Carpe diem. Carpe gladium. Per aspera 
ad astra. 

“I’m still very confused. I really don’t know whether 
I’ll be able to take the Sword. I don’t understand why 
it’s all down to me.” He stopped trying to explain 
because it sounded like he was whining.

They halted before a grove of ash trees. The black 
spring buds had almost disappeared and the trees were 
well into leaf. Branches from two of the trees formed 
an archway, adorned in new spring green. The air 

under the archway shimmered and rippled, as if a rock 
had been thrown into a still pool of water and dis-
turbed the surface. They dismounted and said farewell 
to their erstwhile travel companion. Simon was sud-
denly very nervous. Jhamed spoke to them.

“We will have to traverse many realms to get to Dish-
ley. Some of them may not be pleasant. Stay close and 
follow my lead at all times. Do not draw your weapons 
unless I tell you to. Say nothing to anyone we meet 
unless it’s absolutely necessary. I will try to secure a 
route that avoids meeting people, if it’s at all possible. 
At times, I may need to leave you and scout ahead for 
a suitable route. I don’t know how long this will take, 
so don’t ask. Is everyone ready?”

They all nodded, although Simon felt queasy. I’m 
scared. Not so much for my life, more for my soul. 
Jhamed stepped through the archway and disappeared, 
cutting off Simon’s chance to dwell further on his 
predicament. Dawit followed and he also disappeared. 
Taran gently guided Simon to the portal. Simon took 
a deep breath, swallowed hard, and stepped forward. 
Here goes, come what may.

Simon stepped into a very different world. It seemed 
to be around midday. A large, pale red sun burned 
weakly through a grey sky. The four companions stood 
on a rocky beach. A brown sea lapped gently on the 
shore. The air was heavy, but they had to breathe hard 
to get enough oxygen into their lungs. There was a 
sharp, sweet smell in the air, which seemed to attack 
the back of Simon’s throat. When Simon tried to look 
out to sea, a brown haze prevented him from seeing 
very far. Jhamed provided some commentary.

“In this dimension, Earth has reached the end of its 
days. The planet has been polluted to death and the 
sun is nearing its end. There are few inhabitants left. 
There is little plant or animal life, so the amount of 
oxygen in the atmosphere is getting less and less. It’s 
not a place to hang around in for long, but it has the 
benefit of being quiet and peaceful. Don’t eat or drink 
anything while we are here. There should be another 
portal about two miles along this beach. We’ll have to 
walk slowly to conserve oxygen.”
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The walk was very slow. It took them nearly two 
hours to reach the next portal. No one spoke. They 
trudged forward step after heavy step as if they were 
in a trance. Jhamed kept them away from the water’s 
edge, which was just as well. No one else seemed to 
notice the dark shape in the sea that tracked their slow 
journey. It all seemed very surreal to Simon. He strug-
gled to breathe and began to feel very tired. It was 
soon an effort to keep his eyes open. It’s like I imagine 
dying in the snow, falling asleep and gently passing 
away. It took a kick up the backside from Jhamed to 
refocus himself. It was too much effort to complain 
about it. After they stepped through the next portal, 
which was a cave entrance in the crumbling cliffs, he 
regretted his previous analogy. The wind chill hit him 
like a knife. The snow glare almost blinded him. He 
remembered a similar dimension from his earlier jour-
ney. He hadn’t liked it then and he didn’t like it now.

They all took many deep breaths of the cold, fresh 
air. Taran was the first to speak, shouting against the 
whistling wind. “I have never felt so depressed in my 
entire life. There was a heaviness in that realm that 
weighed me down so much that I wanted to die. It was 
a world without trees. I could not live without trees.”

“It was a terrible place,” Dawit agreed. “I fear that 
it reminded me of the fate of the dwarves. There are 
echoes of that place in First Delve these days.”

“Are we going to stay here and chat until we freeze to 
death?” Jhamed shouted. “Come on, there’s a portal 
not far from here. It should take us to a dimension 
where we can rest and eat.”

Despite the wind against them and the blowing snow 
that almost reached blizzard proportions, they moved 
much more easily here. Simon drew his cloak around 
him and surged forward, following Jhamed’s lead. 
The chill air quickly blew away the lethargy, to be 
replaced by a dull aching in his bones. They made 
good progress and quickly came to the next portal, 
which made its presence known only by its strange 
impact on the blowing snow. The snow seemed to 
take a deviation around the portal, so that there was a 
small area of clear, shimmering air in the midst of the 
blizzard. Thankfully, the four companions entered the 

portal and emerged onto the bank of a beautiful river 
on a warm summer’s day. There was no one around, so 
they removed their coats and made themselves com-
fortable on the neatly mown grass.

“We can rest here for a while and have something to 
eat,” Jhamed told them. “We are making good prog-
ress.”

“I am already lost,” Dawit said. “If we were to mis-
place Jhamed for any reason, we would be lost in the 
multiverse forever.”

“That concerns me too,” Taran agreed. “What con-
cerns me more is that we were followed in the snow 
dimension. I was too befuddled to know whether we 
were followed in the dead world, but I’m sure that 
there was a large white shape following us in the 
snow. Did anyone else see it?”

“It was probably a snow bear.” Jhamed’s statement 
was firmly put and clearly meant to end the discussion.    

“Well, nothing has followed us through the portal,” Si-
mon said. “Let’s sunbathe and eat. What is this dimen-
sion, Jhamed? How long before we get to Dishley?”
Jhamed looked a bit sheepish. “I haven’t been here 
for a while. It should be safe enough; it’s a dimension 
where Law holds sway. Let’s eat.”

They unpacked some of their provisions and set up a 
very pleasant picnic on the manicured lawn. Behind 
them swans and ducks floated on the easy-flowing 
river. Simon lay back in the sun and daydreamed. I 
remember a picnic by the Yarra when I was a child. 
Mum bought hot chicken and fresh baked bread. We 
played cricket afterwards. He was raised from his rev-
erie by the sound of jackboots. Before the four friends 
could do anything, a group of soldiers, two abreast, 
marched into view along the concrete path adjacent to 
the lawn. They were smartly dressed in identical black 
uniforms and carried weapons that looked to Simon 
like old-fashioned muskets, such as he had seen in mu-
seums. Their leader barked a command in a language 
that Simon didn’t understand and the soldiers stopped, 
wheeled, and faced the picnicking quartet. There were 
ten soldiers in two rows of five. The front row dropped 
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to their knees. All ten soldiers cocked their muskets 
and pointed them at the group. The leader shouted 
something that was obviously directed towards them, 
but Simon was unable to understand the language.

Jhamed cursed and then whispered instructions to 
them. “By the Balance, what an idiot I am! Curse 
my complacency. Stand very slowly. We are trapped 
between the soldiers and the river, outnumbered, and 
out-gunned. Their projectile weapons are primitive but 
dangerous. They only have one round and then they 
have to reload. We need a diversion so that we can get 
back through the portal.”

“Wait. I have another plan,” Taran whispered. The 
soldier’s leader barked at them again. “Do you see 
that grove of willow trees by the river bank? If we can 
make it there, it may provide some sanctuary for us. I 
feel the trees in this realm. There is a memory of elves 
here. Willow trees are sometimes evil. I hope these 
ones turn out to be benign. On my signal, run to the 
trees in a zigzag pattern. Leave everything behind.”

“We still need a diversion, or we risk being shot,” 
Jhamed whispered. As if on cue, a naked man ap-
peared. He ran, more quickly than an Olympic sprint-
er, between the soldiers and the companions. He 
zigged and zagged, genitals flapping in the breeze, 
like a dog running away from the butcher’s shop with 
a stolen link of sausages. He shouted vague obscen-
ities at the soldiers. He raced off along the concrete 
pathway and the soldiers broke ranks to chase him. As 
he passed by, Simon noted his impressive physique. 
He looks like Adonis. “Run! Now!” Jhamed shouted.

The four companions rushed to the grove of willow 
trees as fast as their legs could carry them. Taran be-
gan to sing in a silky voice, smooth as creamy mocha 
coffee, in an ancient language that Simon could not 
understand. It sounded poetic and melodic. He could 
almost feel the words evoking ancient memories and 
emotions inside his head. He could smell the luscious 
scent of ancient forests, where no human had ever 
walked. He could hear the joyous noise of elf-children 
playing in the trees. He could feel the love between 
elves and trees. He saw, not a grove of gnarled old 
willow trees, but a huge forest as far as the eye could 

see. He heard a plea for help, in the spirit of days 
long past. The willow branches seemed to reach out 
towards them to welcome them warmly. They rushed 
into the thicket. At the centre was an old willow, 
huge and weeping. Its trunk was as thick as several 
pillar-boxes, rotten and empty. Taran guided them 
through an opening so that they were inside the hol-
low trunk. There was room to stand, but it was a tight 
fit and they were pressed closer together than normal 
propriety would allow. There was a loud click and 
a dimming of the light. The hole had closed behind 
them. They were locked in. Taran continued singing 
for a while and Simon felt gratitude mixed with unex-
plained sorrow. Eventually, Taran spoke.

“We are fortunate that Old Man Willow still lives. He 
is the last one who remembers the old times and the 
elves. His children and grandchildren, who cluster 
around him, think he is crazy. He weeps for his loss, 
for he remembers elven children playing in his branch-
es and singing with him. He says we will be safe here 
until the sun vanishes. He apologises for the discom-
fort.”

“Please thank him for his generous hospitality,” 
Jhamed said. “Your song reawakened memories I 
thought long forgotten. I visited the Hanging Gardens 
with my mother and she sang with the One Tree.” He 
snuffled, and Simon thought he saw tears streaming 
down Jhamed’s face. “I’m sorry for our predicament. I 
should have known better. This realm has gone entire-
ly over to Law. It is governed by rules and bureaucra-
cy gone mad. I’m afraid we have just broken about a 
dozen local by-laws. The penalty for walking on the 
grass, let alone sitting down and having a picnic, is 
death. If we are caught, we will be tried, found guilty, 
sentenced, and executed by firing squad.” Simon was 
shocked. Executed for walking on the grass! What sort 
of crazy world is this? Jhamed continued. “We were 
fortunate that our well-endowed friend was nearby. We 
will wait for cover of darkness and then sneak away to 
the next portal. Try to get some sleep, if you can.”

“Sleep! Sleep! Are you crazy?” Dawit exclaimed. 
“What happens when they give up chasing the naked 
man, or catch him, and come back for us? Who is he, 
anyway? We have been followed throughout our jour-
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ney. I’m beginning to think it’s you who is senile, not 
Manfred. It cannot be coincidence that he was there 
when we needed him. I can’t spend half a day inside a 
tree. It’s inhumane treatment.”

“I agree with Dawit,” Taran said. “About the naked 
man,” he added hurriedly. “Someone or something 
has been following us. It would seem that whoever it 
is has our interests at heart, at least for the moment. 
You could learn a lot from an afternoon with Old Man 
Willow. You are a dwarf; you are used to living in the 
dark, in a cramped underground mine. Surely inside a 
tree is not so bad?”

Dawit muttered something incomprehensible as 
Jhamed butted in. “They will not come for us today. 
They might come back, keep watch, and demand 
our surrender. They cannot step on the grass without 
falling foul of their own laws. They need the requisite 
paperwork completed before they do so. It will take 
at least a day to get it all approved by the magistrate. 
Relax and rest, we will leave at sunset.”

“When all this is over, I will take you to see the cav-
erns in First Delve. Then you will understand that life 
underground is not all cramped darkness. They will 
astound you. I guarantee it.” Dawit was still fretting 
about Taran’s remark.

“I look forward to the day when we have the time and 
the freedom to do so. I will gladly go with you, if you 
will also visit Eden with me to see the Hanging Gar-
dens and the One Tree. After you have heard the song, 
you will never be the same again. Listen carefully to 
Old Man Willow, he has but a vague memory of the 
song, but he will sing to us now.”

The next thing Simon was aware of was a loud click, 
as the tree opened up and the four companions stum-
bled outside into the darkness, partly illuminated by 
a rising half-moon. Where did the afternoon go? I 
must have fallen asleep. He remembered Dawit and 
Taran arguing about the merits of their homes. Then 
Old Man Willow had started to sing. It had been like 
listening to a summer breeze soughing through the 
boughs. There had been no discernible words, but like 
Taran’s song, it had evoked feelings, good feelings. 

He had been transported to a time long past, when the 
world was young and life was simple. He now felt as 
rested as after the best night’s sleep on a feather bed, 
as full as if he had just enjoyed a banquet, and as hap-
py as if he had just lost his virginity – until he thought 
about it. Damn, that feeling didn’t last long. When will 
it happen for me? There was no one around, so the 
companions collected up their belongings and quietly 
crept away. Taran sang a song of thanks to Old Man 
Willow. Simon thought he felt a wave of gratitude 
flow back in return. “He will die happy now,” Taran 
said. “We were well met, this day.”

The next part of the journey passed in a bit of a blur. 
Simon was preoccupied. He was analysing events and 
coming to a realisation. At some point, there would 
be a “ching.” He thought about Old Man Willow and 
his song. Once, that dimension had been a wonderful 
place to live. Now its inhabitants must live in fear 
and tyranny. Walking on the grass brought a penalty 
of death, how could people live like that? Yet it was a 
world where Law ruled, not Chaos. Jhamed had once 
said that Hitler represented Law. Simon had wondered 
then whether that meant Churchill had represented 
Chaos. He realised that it wasn’t a case of black and 
white; everything was shades of grey. For society to 
be successful and fair to everyone it needed a bal-
ance between Law and Chaos. Law didn’t represent 
“good”; it stood for order. Chaos didn’t represent 
“evil”; it symbolised anarchy. Churchill didn’t sup-
port anarchy; he battled for balance. Democracy, for 
all its faults, was an attempt at securing balance. The 
fanatical religious zealots in his world, whether they 
were fundamentalist Christians or Jihad Islamists were 
just two different faces of absolute Law. If that were 
the case, then where did evil come in? Which side did 
Gadiel favour? All humans, and he supposed all elves 
and dwarves too, were born with the capacity for both 
good and evil. Evil was not restricted to either Law or 
Chaos, it was all pervading. Ching. Everyone had a 
choice. Hitler probably wasn’t totally evil. Churchill 
must have had some evil in him. Was the bombing of 
Dresden really necessary or was it just an evil act of 
revenge? The victors write the history books and take 
the moral high ground. Everyone has a choice. He had 
a choice. I will take up the Sword. I will use it only for 
good. I will use it to serve the Balance.
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Simon wasn’t sure how much time had passed while 
he had been cogitating. He was vaguely aware of them 
walking long distances over a variety of terrains and 
in a range of weather conditions. It appeared that few 
realms enjoyed perfect weather. Strange how the Law 
dimension had the best weather. I wonder whether it 
was a coincidence or if their control extended that 
far? They had also sat around for long periods while 
Jhamed had scouted ahead. His companions had 
respected his need to think and had not disturbed him. 
Jhamed, no doubt, had seen it all before. Taran was 
naturally perceptive about such things. Dawit ap-
peared to be lost in his own musings.

Simon felt a great relief. He had come to a decision. 
He would take control of his own life. He was not a 
pawn of fate. He sighed and relaxed. Unbidden, words 
and images came into his mind. He saw the visions 
again from his dream. You are close. I can feel you. 
Come for me. We will be reunited. The Trinity will be 

renewed. Be careful! The witch is strong. She is stron-
ger than I am. She is stronger than you are. Together, 
we are stronger than she is. The Trinity will be re-
newed. Soon we will feast. Simon felt gnawing hunger. 
It was unlike anything he had ever felt before. The tiny 
red hairs on his body stood on end as he shivered.

Jhamed returned from a scouting mission. Simon took 
him to one side. “We’re close, aren’t we?”

“How do you know?” Jhamed asked.

“The Sword has spoken to me.” Simon recounted his 
dream and his recent communication, all except the 

gnawing hunger. “I think I understand about the Bal-
ance now. I am ready to take up my Sword and serve 
the Balance.”

“Excellent!” Jhamed smiled. “I love it when a plan 
comes together. We’ll rest here tonight and a couple 
more portals will get us to Dishley tomorrow. We’ll 
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need a plan to tackle the witch.”

They were in a dimension where either Chaos or Ser-
geant Pepper appeared to be in control. They spent the 
night sheltered under tall, purple-leaved trees. A full 
green moon cast an eerie light that battled with the red 
glow from their fire. The resulting yellow light illumi-
nated a number of inquisitive forest creatures which 
came to stare at the travellers. They looked like some 
form of lemur, except that they had two heads, which 
continually chattered and tried to pull their body in 
different directions. At one point they started and 
rushed off back to their burrows or up into the trees. 
All except one, which hid by the travellers’ packs. The 
cause of their alarm sauntered into view. It was white, 
albino perhaps but there was not enough light to tell 
for sure. It was as big as an elephant, but it more 
closely resembled a lion. Its huge, shaggy head had a 
gaping maw, filled with razor sharp teeth. This was a 
predator close to the top of the food chain. I hope it’s 
not hungry, or we will be on its menu.

Taran and Dawit were on their feet in an instant. Taran 
notched an arrow to his bow. Dawit wielded his axe. 
The elephion sniffed the air, stopped, and looked at 
them. It stood tall and let out a roar that would have 
done the Melbourne Cricket Ground proud on Grand 
Final Day. All the night noises of the forest stopped. 
Simon stopped breathing. Taran made ready to loose 
his arrow. The creature gave them another disdainful 
look and then sauntered off. Simon released his pent 
up breath. Phew, that was close, must have already 
eaten. The two-headed lemur-like creature chattered 
excitedly to itselves and helped itselves to some bis-
cuits from one of the packs.  

Dawit and Taran took turns to keep watch. They 
insisted that Simon and Jhamed sleep since they were 
unarmed and would have a big day ahead of them. 
Simon slept fitfully. His dreams were full of hideous 
crones with black cats and ravens. The witches stirred 
huge cauldrons and concocted potions, which they 
force-fed him to make him reveal the location of his 
Sword. He tried to refuse, but they were truth serums 
and he could not resist. The witches found his Sword 
and used it to kill all of his friends. The Sword ate 
their souls and then the witches ate their bodies.

Simon woke in a cold sweat. The moon had gone. 
Jhamed was snoring softly and the fire was low. 
Reflected in the faint firelight, Simon saw four eyes 
watching him. They were small, yellow eyes; animal 
eyes, yet they shone with the fiercest intelligence that 
he had ever seen. The two-headed lemur creature had 
seated itself on the group’s food and sat watching 
Simon. Simon deliberately blinked his eyes to try to 
clear them of sleep. He could have sworn that the crea-
ture had winked at him, with both heads at the same 
time. If I didn’t know better, I’d reckon we’d all taken 
LSD or something. The creature chattered to itselves. 
Words formed in Simon’s head. Remember Vasek. 
Only Vasek can control the Sword. Beware Fleischak-
er! It consumes the souls of friends as well as enemies. 
The two-headed lemur creature gave him another two 
winks and skittered off into the forest. Simon slept 
again. When he awoke, he wasn’t sure whether he had 
dreamt everything.

For further information on the FirstWorld multiverse 
including free downloads please visit 

www.FirstWorld.info
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Before you die you are supposed to have your life 
flash before your eyes, a moment in time to review 
what you are losing. Jenny was no exception, but her 
focus was on her recent past. The series of images 
documented her climb towards Hell on earth. A Hell 
she was now escaping.

She saw the moment she met Jeff. The bright, shiny 
bar, steelwork gleaming, glasses clinking, a busy hum 
of bright conversation. The bar was full of happy, 
beautiful, stylish people having fun; brittle laughter 
and cut glass voices surrounding them, as they bonded 
in a private bubble of mutual lust.

The next image showed a gorgeous spring morn-
ing, the two of them lying sated in a bed covered in 
sparkling white linen, croissants, and coffee perched 
precariously by their intertwined limbs. Jeff laughed, 
popping morsels into Jenny’s open mouth, followed 
by deep kisses and languid lovemaking.

Then she saw the wedding. Nothing but the best 
would do, six bridesmaids, two flower girls, a cas-
tle with a moat, the open air ceremony. Their colour 
scheme was wine and coffee accents with brilliant 
white everywhere, in the flowers, linen, damask 
waistcoats and bridesmaids’ gowns. Jenny remem-
bered choosing menus, the torture of seating plans, 
the selection of her simple antique lace dress. She also 
remembered a joyful, boozy evening making table 
decorations together with Jeff and the bridesmaids, her 
band of sisters.

Jenny waiting at the castle, their friends and family 
gathered at the gazebo. Flower girls and pages ran ex-

citedly around. Mother fretted that the retro sweet stall 
was in the wrong place. Jeff’s mother fought to keep 
her hat at a jaunty angle in the growing breeze. Lots of 
laughter, champagne, wine, lots of love.

Then, the world stopped turning. The crowd silenced 
for a second. Screams, shouts, crying and wailing 
broke out amongst the guests. The best man appeared 
stunned as he delivered the unbelievable news that Jeff 
had fallen down the ancient stairs in the entrance: neck 
broken, he had died instantly. 

Jenny had stood frozen as the world went crazy, as 
time stopped. Her mind had known what was happen-
ing but refused to see anything more to come. Jeff was 
her soul mate, the other half of her that she had been 
unaware was missing till they met. She knew her life 
was over. She could not—would not—stay in a world 
without Jeff. She could see the others, but they didn’t 
matter. She walked towards the moat. No one stopped 
her; they were too wrapped up in the tragedy of the 
moment; Steve, the best man, sat in a boneless heap, 
sobbing, surrounded by people who had no idea what 
to do to make the unthinkable not be true.

Jenny did the only thing she could; veil removed, 
flowers discarded, she entered the ancient moat head-
first, arms held out before her as if in an embrace. As 
the green water closed over her head and covered her 
beautiful dress in its icy fingers, the soaked fabric in-
stantly dragged her towards the unseen depths. Jenny 
drew in a lungful of algae stained water; she made no 
attempt to fight the darkness that enveloped her. When 
you’ve just lost all that matters to you it feels good to 
lose the dull weight of lost dreams.
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‘Corporate society takes care of everything. And all 
it asks of anyone, all it’s ever asked of anyone ever, 
is not to interfere with management decisions.’ - Ba-
tholomew (John Houseman)
    
Dystopias come in many forms. There are brutal total-
itarian regimes, like George Orwell’s Oceania, with a 
population cowed by fear and violence. In others - for 
example George Lucas’s sterile underground city in 

THX 1138 - the population is controlled by drugs or 
other behaviour altering techniques. In Soylent Green, 
the Earth of 2022 is dying, polluted and overpopulat-
ed, with the human race forced to resort to cannibal-
ism to survive. Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s 
Tale depicts a polluted, strife-torn America in which 
infertility is widespread and a Christian fundamentalist 
government uses single, fertile women as broodmares 
for ruling class males. 

Cinema Obscura - The Overlooked 

Gems of Cinema

Rollerball (1975) - Big Business 
Is Watching You

By Jeff Durkin
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All of these dystopias show worlds that are unap-
pealing. Few people would want to live in a world 
where Big Brother is watching you or where you can 
be arrested for drug evasion. Rollerball is different, 
in that it presents a ‘gilded cage’ utopia, one that on 
the surface seems like a world worth living in, even 
striving for.

‘Now everyone has all the comforts, you know that. 
No poverty, no sickness. No needs and many luxuries.’ 
- Bartholomew

Set in the near future, the world is run by the Corpo-
rations (Transport, Food, Communications, Housing, 
Luxury, and Energy), a handful of monopolies that 
control all aspects of economic and political life. In 
order to keep the masses placated the Corporations 
have created the sport of Rollerball. The game is a 
mix of roller derby, hockey and gladiatorial combat. 
It is meant to ‘demonstrate the futility of individual 
effort.’ Jonathan E (James Caan), however, is breaking 
the system. He has been the top Rollerball player for 
years and has developed a personal following among 
the masses. The Corporations, personified by Mr. Bar-
tholomew (John Houseman) decide that people must 
be shown that no man can beat the game or the system 
it represents. After refusing to retire, Jonathan finds 
the rules of the game are increasingly being stripped 
away in an effort to kill him on the track. While trying 
to survive, he also begins a journey to find out how 
the world is run and why people gave up their free-
dom to the Corporations.

‘It’s like people had a choice a long time ago between 
having all them nice things or freedom. Of course, 
they chose comfort.’ - Jonathan

The world of Rollerball is attractive. While the 
set-design leans towards a cold, concrete-and-glass 
aesthetic, everything is clean and orderly. Although 
the characters the film focuses on are society’s elites, 
there is no indication that the masses exist in squalor. 
The imagery is meant to inspire a feeling that, while 
on the surface the world is pleasant enough, it is really 
bland, colourless and meaningless. It is only during 
the game with its bright colours - the vibrant uniforms 

and banners, the blood and flames on the track - and 
kinetic action that people seem fully alive.

The glimpses we have of the average citizen - or, 
more correctly, employees - show people who are 
healthy-looking and seemingly happy. The Executives, 
seem to enjoy their own power and privilege. The plot 
shifts from the raw, real, bone-crunching action on 
the track to subdued conversations that dance around 
issues rather than address them directly. The dialogue 
and the rhythm of the plot reveal that off the track, the 
characters display a mix of boredom and restlessness. 
The refrain that Jonathan hears when he expresses dis-
content is that since all material needs are taken care 
of, people are content; but the reality is that no one 
seems particularly happy.

Jonathan’s quest for knowledge doesn’t lead to any 
direct answers. When he finds that all publicly avail-
able books exist only as approved summaries, he 
visits Zero, the super-computer that serves as ‘the 
central brain, the world’s brain.’ He discovers that 
the machine is becoming senile. As the head librarian/
programmer (Ralph Richardson) puts it, ‘[h]e’s be-
come so ambiguous now, as if he knows nothing at all.’ 
Many dystopias hinge on a control of information. As 
Orwell put it, ‘He who controls the past controls the 
future. He who controls the present controls the past.’ 
While there is a sinister and effective attempt to con-
trol information in the world of Big Brother and the 
Thought Police, in Rollerball, whatever the original 
point of censor the information, it no longer matters. 
The population doesn’t seem to care and the equiva-
lent of the Ministry of Truth is being run by a machine 
that is losing its mind.

Although Rollerball’s corporate society seems stable, 
the story offers enough information so that the finale, 
with the masses chanting Jonathan’s name and, by 
extension, endorsing his rebellion, is a natural pro-
gression. The treatment of people like a commodity 
is what starts Jonathan on the road to revolution. His 
wife, Ella (Maud Adams) is reassigned to another 
man, an executive who wants her. She accepts this 
as just the way things are; but Jonathan doesn’t un-
derstand how people can be treated like this. During 
an extended party sequence in the middle of the film, 
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the sedate revellers are shown engaging in superficial 
banter and mesmerised by a television special about 
Jonathan’s career. They only show emotions when 
they begin blowing up trees with a rocket gun. What 
the system offers them - bread and circuses - is not 
enough. They crave freedom, metaphorically repre-
sented by violence. During the final game, even mem-
bers of the executive 
class are chanting 
Jonathan’s name. The 
system has failed to 
understand that peo-
ple need more than 
material comforts 
and distractions, even 
if they can’t quite 
articulate what that 
‘more’ is.

The final images, 
however, serve as a 
corrective to what 
could be seen as a 
stereotypical ‘happy 
ending,’ in which the 
stalwart hero defeats 
the evil powers-that-
be. While Jonathan’s 
victory in the final 
game - stemming 
from his being the 
only player left stand-
ing - seems to vali-
date the urge towards 
individual freedom, it 
is clear that he has no 
idea what to do next. 
While the system has 
not crushed the drive 
towards freedom, it 
has reduced it to a 
feeling devoid of deeper meaning, as represented by 
the game and the mindlessly chanting crowd.

While the film comes down on the side of human 
freedom, thematically, the story is more complex. A 
viewer could come away from this thinking the ‘gild-

ed-cage dystopia’ isn’t so bad. War, poverty, hunger, 
and the ‘tribalism’ (racism and nationalism) of the 
past have been done away with. These are all things 
that most people would think are positive goals. The 
people don’t seem oppressed; there are no scenes of 
futuristic re-education camps or faceless stormtroop-
ers ready to pounce on dissidents. It is still a dystopia, 

however, in the sense 
that the majority of 
people lack power, 
that individuals are 
treated as little more 
than another resource 
in the corporate 
machine (how else to 
describe as system in 
which a spouse can 
be ‘transferred’ into 
another relationship?) 
and that the past, 
and by extension, all 
information is tight-
ly controlled, to the 
point that people who 
lived through events 
seem reluctant to talk 
about them. Life in 
the corporate state 
is presented as ma-
terially pleasant, but 
spiritually dead. 

Although the film 
has weaknesses - in 
particular, some of 
the acting is weak and 
most of the characters 
are one-dimensional - 
Rollerball demands to 
be seen. It presents a 
very plausible dys-

topic future, in which the urge for freedom - as messy 
and even incoherent as it may be - is bought off by 
material prosperity and mind-numbing entertainment. 
It also points out that the individual may get the point 
where, even if an oppressive system is overthrown, 
the effect may be that there will be no one who knows 
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how to create a new system in which freedom can 
survive. As we move forward into the new millenni-
um, one that promises wondrous new technologies, 
an increasing standard of living, but also increased 
surveillance, an expanding national security state and 
a seemingly insurmountable gap in power between 
those at the top and the rest of us, the chances of us 

accepted a ‘gilded caged’ is increasing. People would 
not accept a horrendous world like Orwell’s Oceania. 
However, would people accept a world of peace and 
prosperity, where the price is giving political power to 
a few people at the top of the economic ladder? Roll-
erball asks the viewer this question, one that resonates 
now more than ever.

Fatal Frame
The best underrated & sophis-

ticated horror game ever?
Daniel S. Liuzzi

Warning, this contains 
spoilers.

I’ve played a lot of horror and survival horror games 
since I began playing video games, I’ve had many 
jumps and ‘curses under my breath’ moments but one 
game has scared me to the point that, at times, I had to 
shut off the console just to calm down. I’ve even had 
nightmares because of it. That game, my friends, is 
Fatal Frame (or ZERO in Japan). 

Originally developed by Tecmo and released in 2001 
for the Playstation 2, Xbox, & PC it was re-released 
in 2013 on the Playstation Network for PS3. It earned 
positive reviews although its scoring seemed low for 
some of the platforms, which I found disappointing. It 
seemed to rank badly even though at the time survival 
horror games were at their peak with series like Res-
ident Evil (Biohazard) and Silent Hill getting a lot of 
attention, with loads of sequels, comics, Mangas and 
even movies. 

Fatal Frame has four sequels, two spinoffs and a 
Manga. On the game jacket, and the beginning of the 
game, it says it’s ‘based on a true story.’ That really 
caught my attention at the time but sadly, as cool as it 
would be, the game is in fact NOT based on an actu-

al event. Producer Makoto Shibata explained it was 
inspired by the legend of a mansion outside of Tokyo 
where a family of seven were murdered and there was 
a curse caused by the deaths.

So without further ado, let’s look at Fatal Frame. 
The story takes place in 1986 Japan and revolves 
around a young woman named Miku who has a gift, 
to see things that others cannot; ghosts. Miku goes to 
Himuro Mansion, which is said to be haunted, to look 
for her older brother Mafuyu, who has been missing 
for two weeks. He went to the mansion to look for 
his mentor and two other colleagues. Who in turn 
vanished after going to the mansion to investigate the 
legends revolving around the rituals performed by the 
Himuro family. 

Once there Miku discovers an old camera that resem-
bles a cross between a bellows style and Polaroid that 
has powers to capture pictures of ghosts. Miku later 
discovers that there is a curse on the mansion upon 
all who lived in it after a failed ritual opened a gate 
leading to hell. The ritual involved a human sacrifice; 
a shrine maiden named Kirie was supposed to die with 
no connection left to this world. Unfortunately for the 
Himuro family, who locked Kirie away in a room for 
several years, she, by chance, meets a young man in 
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secret and the two fall in love. Thus this causes her to 
have a connection with this world and her spirit, now 
angered and influenced by the darkness of the under-
world, stalks the halls of the mansion, bringing terror 
and misery to those living in it. Miku also finds that 
her family has a connection to the Mansion’s past.

There is a sophisticated horror element 
that relies on scaring you with a good old 
fashion ghost story and not shock value; 
in other words there is little, to no, gore 
in this game. You’re fighting ghosts who 
can come from any direction, literally. 
They can come out of the walls, ceiling, 
floor, in front or behind you, making it 
hard for you to use your weapon. Un-
like Resident Evil and Silent Hill where 
you use guns and blunt objects as your 
weapons, all you have is the camera. It 
has magical elements that allow you to 
capture pictures of ghosts (and gives you 
an option to save those pictures as well!) 
and the camera is not only a weapon 
but a tool in solving puzzles and unlock 
doors. The ‘Ammo’ for the camera is 
film and there are different types of film you can find 
that each have different strengths; some ghosts you 
encounter later on are too strong for basic film to work 
on them. You also earn ‘Spirit’ points from fighting 
the ghosts. These points are then used to upgrade 

the camera and give it special perks to use 
against the ghosts. For example one perk 
is known as ‘Push’ for, when the camera is 
charged, you can push a ghost away from 
you.

While exploring you find cassette tapes that 
you can play to learn a little more about 
the ill-fated investigation by your brother’s 
mentor, as well as documents from past res-
idents who lived in the mansion years after 
the failed ceremony. Your ability to save 
the game is unique; you find old cameras 
throughout the mansion that you use to save 
but only when there are no ghosts around. If 
a ghost appears, or is in the area, you won’t 
be able to save the game till you defeat it, 
which adds tension to the game. Also when 

you replay it; there are different jump scares that you 
have not encountered before!

Why I feel this game is a cut above the rest is the fact 
that for a survival horror it took the survival part into a 

completely different direction - you don’t use violence 
to fight your enemy and that enemy is not something 
physically there, but can deal a lot of damage. 

As I said before this game lacks gore, there’s no blood 
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splurts, body splitting mutations or ghastly nightmar-
ish ghouls. No dismembering or stomping on heads to 
take down your enemy. Just the will to survive using 
an item you never thought in a million years would 
be your weapon. I think that’s what I loved about this 
game and the series it created, you don’t need to go 
overboard with violence to scare the audience, a good 

old fashion haunted house is better than a run of the 
mill rollercoaster. Replayability is a ‘Yes!’ for this 
game as you can unlock new outfits and a different 
ending (there is a normal and ‘good’ ending) depend-
ing on your actions early on in the story. My pro-tips 
for this game are simple; NEVER PLAY AT NIGHT 
AND NEVER BEFORE BED!   

Dark Prince Review
By Mikki Dugger

Hello everyone and welcome to the book review! My 
name is Mikki and I am going to be your attendant 
for this flight. This month’s book is “Dark Prince” by 
Christine Feehan. Make sure that your seat backs and 
tray tables are in the upright and locked position, and 
that your seat belts are tight. Here we go.

Mikhail Dubrinsky is a strong, knowledgeable Car-
pathian prince; the one the people count on. His 
kingdom is the Carpathian mountains spanning over 
Eastern Europe. He is one of the oldest Carpathians, 
his life encompassing hundreds of years. His people 
are losing hope, the males turning to the dark side to 
satisfy their lust for emotions. The Carpathian people 
live their lives, taking the life’s essence from their hu-
man prey, rising at night They are respectable, caring 
and loving to all around them. They are of the Earth, 
masters of Weather and Land. Their psychic abilities 
are uncanny. But as the Male of the species ages, he 
loses his ability to feel, his ability to love, even his 
ability to see in colour. The only thing holding them 
steady in the light is their honour. Those that lose that 
honour, and murder humans for the adrenaline-filled 
blood rush are then Vampire. The only saving grace to 
a Carpathian Male is their other half, the light to their 
darkness; A Female Carpathian. But so many potential 
lifemates are lost during their first days. Mikhail has 
tried so hard to find the cure, find the reason, but to 
him all hope is lost. He is a failure, and determined 
to walk into the dawn, he sets out in the wee hours of 
morning.

Raven Whitney is a human psychic from the United 
States. She has come to a small village within the 

Carpathian mountains to relax and get away from her 
latest assignment with law enforcement. They call her 
when they cannot find a killer. Her ability to lock onto 
a murder, to replay the horrible scenes that unfold, 
make her a big asset to the department. The case that 
sent her running for peace and solitude was the worst 
one she had taken on so far. She must clear her mind, 
or go crazy in the depths of chaos. But, as she sits in 
her hotel room, she feels the pure agony of someone 
and cannot help but reach out to them psychically to 
ease their sorrow.

Mikhail hears the voice in his mind, and is over-
whelmed by colours, by feelings that he is unused to. 
He follows the psychic trail back, the sight he finds 
making his mind reel with confusion. The woman 
reaching out so daringly is human. But how could this 
be? Could this be his lifemate?

This mysterious woman is not the only one that has 
come to the village. There are others. Others with dark 
intent. They are a society of Vampire Hunters that do 
not care about the difference between a vampire and 
a Carpathian. Many of them are demented, crazy and 
will torture anyone they feel is ‘one of the undead.’

Raven knows their purpose, but will she be able to 
help Mikhail save his kind? You have to read the book 
to find out.

My Opinion:
When I read the book, I was automatically sucked 
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into the story. Mrs Feehan has a way of telling a tale 
that makes you feel like you are truly a part of it. 
She details everything in an exceptional way, mak-
ing it hard to tear yourself away from the emotions 
that is brought into play. You become attached to the 
characters in such a way that you feel all that they 
go through, from every high to every low. As I read, 
I couldn’t keep myself from bouncing around in my 
seat in joy, or fighting back tears. I felt each and every 
moment. That, in my honest opinion, is what makes 
for a good read.

Unfortunately, such high detail can get overly descrip-
tive, which in turn can cause loss of focus. It does 
happen in this book from time to time, but the story 

as a whole will keep you reading from start to finish. 
Other than that, I cannot say anything bad about this 
book.

I do need to add that this book is not for younger folks. 
There are scenes that are borderline erotic. While 
they are not vulgar, nor crude, they are very detailed 
in their description. I feel that it is more suitable for 
those of an older age.

Keep in mind that this is the start of a very long series 
of 26 books, all well worth having in your library.
So from this bookworm to you, I wish you all happy 
reading!

Bound by Flame Review
By Tyger St. Germaine

Looking for a fantasy game to play, one might easily 
overlook Bound by Flame. Released May 9th 2014, 
the Spiders Studio fantasy RPG received a low rating 
upon its release. But after picking it up and giving it a 
try I have come to find it was more of a game that was 
unfairly overlooked. It has its problems, like combat 
and cut scenes. There seems to be a half second delay 
between hitting the button and actually swinging 
your weapon to strike. Before I could hit the enemy 
I would have to either hold block again or be hit and 
take damage. It felt at least for the first half of the 
game I was holding block way too much. More than I 
have done in any other game. It’s not a typical pound 
buttons and smash enemies in the face kind of game. 
There are tricks and strategies to every fight and every 
enemy. Once you get used to the delay and figure out 
the tricks to each fight it becomes easier. Skilling up 
and getting the best gear helps remarkably as you play. 
In the beginning, as it should be, you have simple gear 
and a simple weapon, so the fights are a little more 
challenging. A couple of times I wanted to quit and 
give up, but the story kept me coming back for more 
punishment. The cut scenes between missions weren’t 
that great. The animation of the characters’ mouths 
rarely synced up with the words they were saying, if 

they synced up at all.

It’s the story of a group of mercenaries hired to protect 
a bunch of scholars from the rising undead that threat-
en to take over the world. As you fight the undead to 
protect the scholars, you find yourself infected by a 
demon who gives you power. This newfound power 
gives you the edge to rally new forces and allies so 
you can face the Ice Lord and put an end to the undead 
threat.

Your success in the game is determined by the things 
you decide and do. Even your appearance changes de-
pending how much of yourself you give to the demon. 
Give in fully and master fire or be a goody goody and 
hold back relying solely on your fighting skill. But you 
don’t have to face it all alone. By your side you have 
an array of companions that you meet throughout the 
game ready and willing to fight at your side. Some 
seem typical of any RPG, and some are just shocking 
and funny Such as Mathras.

Mathras is one you meet near the end of the game. I 
have come to call him the Lich Pimp. At first I thought 
it was another enemy undead, though he was fight-
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ing them. Upon approaching I tried to kill him, even 
the character you play is confused and allows you 
to battle this strange undead after a brief cut scene. 
After beating him he tells you that he is not with them, 
though he is very much dead. He is in fact a spirit 
6,000 years old that takes on new hosts from time 
to time. He is very bored and following you seems 
like fun. I call him the Lich Pimp mostly because 
his undead body, which looks like it may have been 
some royal that had been mummified, has a crown and 
a large sceptre that he uses to help him walk. Even 

funnier still, his walk looks like that of a stereotypical 
pimp walk.

Despite its combat problems, out of sync cut scene 
graphics and the final boss fight that literally took me 
two days to defeat, I give Bound by Flame 4 and a half 
stars. I really found myself enjoying it greatly and I 
had a hard time putting the controller down. Though 
not marked as so, it truly is a strategy type game and 
should be given a chance. The fun and challenge of it 
was figuring out what worked best for me.

Book reviews 
By Pete Sutton

previously posted on the Bristol  Book Blog: http://
brsbkblog.blogspot.co.uk/

When ex-cop Mona Bright’s father dies, she finds that 
she has just inherited her mother’s house in Wink, 
New Mexico. The only problem is, the town of Wink 
doesn’t exist on any map. She has a limited time to 
claim it and must perform some detective work to find 
it. She discovers that her mother, a basket case and 
suicide in Mona’s troubled childhood, used to work 
for a physics laboratory. When she arrives in Wink, 
she finds that it is almost too good to be true, a perfect 
little town. But what is the secret at the heart of the 
town, why is the laboratory abandoned, what’s the 
significance of the lightning storm in the town’s his-
tory, and why are so many of the townsfolk odd? This 
is a large book but doesn’t read like one. The central 
‘mystery’ may have been drawn out a little too long, 
but it isn’t a drag to get there. Bright is a fantastic 
protagonist, and the book is chock full of great charac-
ters, scenes, and ideas. A fascinating premise, a heavy 
dollop of weird, some truly disturbing imagery, this is 
truly memorable, and I’ll be getting to Bennet’s other 
books directly.

Overall - Scientific and spooky, this is a fantastic 
book.

American Else-
where

by Robert Jackson 
Bennet
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Writers of the Future is a competition established by 
L Ron Hubbard (yes the Scientology founder) which 
chooses twelve writers and twelve illustrators every 
year who win large cash prizes. The stories, all of 
them anonymous, are read by a blue-ribbon panel of 
judges that include some of the greatest luminaries in 
science fiction and fantasy. Art pieces by the illustrator 
entrants are similarly judged by powerhouse artists 
in the field. And out of thousands of submissions, the 
judges each quarter choose the top three, the very best.

All of the quarterly winners are invited to attend an 
intensive, five-day master-class workshop where they 
are taught the skills and techniques to become profes-
sionals.

Their winning stories, along with accompanying il-
lustrations, are published in an annual anthology. This 
anthology also has stories by (as you can see from 
the picture) Orson Scott Card, Larry Niven and oth-
er luminaries. (Although I do take issue with OSC, I 
didn’t know he was involved when I agreed to review 
this book).

This is, as you’d expect, an eclectic mix of styles and 

voices. Some very good, some fairly average, none 
bad. However this variety is the strength of the book—
it will pretty much have something for every fan of 
Sci-Fi.

I really liked the opening story Switch by Steve Pan-
tazis, which was about experimental drugs and had 
a whole “to catch a thief” feel. Other stories of note 
were A Revolutionary’s Guide to Practical Conju-
ration by Auston Habershaw, a coming of age in a 
city at war with an almost Steampunk style and great 
worldbuilding  (which also had my favourite of the 
illustrations, by Shuangjian Liu), and Twelve Min-
utes to Vinh Quang by Tim Napper with gangsters, 
refugees, a believable female protagonist, and a look 
forward in time to the future of Southeast Asia.

Some of the names in this book will only become 
more familiar with time I expect.

Overall - Great mix of SF stories

Writers of the 
Future Volume 31

 By Various

The Vagrant 

by Peter Newman

One man’s journey across the rabid wasteland of a 
post–Demonic apocalypse fantasy world. Full of mys-
tique and unknown purpose, we learn by small incre-
ments about the world, the disaster that’s befallen it, 
and who the Vagrant—that’s his only name, he needs 
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no other—is, and why he is walking across the world 
with a baby and a sword. Along the way he picks up 
some companions including an irascible goat (the best 
character in the book in my opinion).

The world is very interesting as it is filled with demons 
who are inimical to the very substance of the land 
and its people. So much so that if they are not put in a 
shell, they corrupt everything around them and are in 
turn somewhat-hurt by the land. There is a history that 
is revealed by degrees and a large cast of interesting 
characters. Everyone has been affected by the apoca-
lypse of course, in one way or another.

The book shines on the worldbuilding but it’s a tough 
sell on characters when three you travel with are 
non-speaking. Although Newman does wonders 
with this handicap. Did I mention I loved the goat 
character? I did think some of the action felt a little 

undercooked—I wanted more staging to ground me 
in the moment, and some of it seemed a little sketchy, 
although perhaps I just failed to follow the cues.

I think this book would work well as a Graphic Novel 
and wonder if Newman could be persuaded to adapt it. 
The darkly evocative gritty world, the highly imagina-
tive demons, the knights, the fallen cities full of cor-
rupted humanity all cry out for luscious art.

I think you’ll love it if dark fantasy is your thing, New-
man is an interesting new voice in the genre with his 
own already developed style.

Overall - John Woo’s Hard Boiled in a post-apocalyptic 
demon infested world. With added Goat.

Cover credit Jamie Jones for the art http://www.artpad.
org .



PART THREE

Harsh magelights floated over the guards’ heads 
as they kept their posts outside the gate. Whilst 
the conjured lights illuminated a patch of the road, 
Khellus knew it would also spoil their night vision. 
He counted on this fact as he observed the gate 
from not more than ten paces away. While now 
wearing one of Favriel’s blue-and-crimson coats 
over his tunic, the simple disguise wouldn’t be any 
help if he just marched up and asked to be admitted. 
The guards would be overly alert for any faces they 
didn’t recognize. Instead, he’d appropriated it more 
for avoiding too much scrutiny once within the 
walls, though the swords hidden beneath his cloak 
might still draw attention if he dawdled. 

For now, Khellus remained concealed in a swathe 
of shadows cast by a clump of thick vines snaking 
up the estate wall. It didn’t reach more than halfway 
up the wall, and so hadn’t been chopped down as 
a possible climbing hazard, but it provided enough 
cover for someone who knew how to blend in. The 
earlier crowds had thinned as people ducked into 
their homes for dinner, or taverns for drink. By the 
time Khellus had arranged the plan with Abrodail 
and gotten into position, the emerald moon hung 
heavy overhead. 

The guards held muttered conversation as he wait-
ed, and he caught snatches of gossip and complaints 
about loitering beggars. One guard drew out a tiny 
wooden box and dabbed a finger into the contents 
before wiping this inside his nostrils. After this, all 
signs of fatigue fled as his posture straightened and 
his eyes glistened a bit brighter. More dravillish. 
Khellus wondered if Asmoran used it himself, but 
figured the man overseeing such a large operation 
would be smart enough to avoid becoming addicted 
to the very substance he trafficked.

A quarter candle later, Abrodail appeared down the 
street, coming from the same direction as she had 
that morning. She wore her earlier dress, identifying 
her as one of Asmoran’s servants. She’d left Eogw-
en locked in at home with a stern command to keep 
watch over her daddy.

The guards perked up at her approach, though they 
looked more confused than concerned. For her part, 
Abrodail maintained her poise well enough. If she 
felt any strain from being forced into this arrange-
ment, it didn’t show beyond the stiffness of her 
shoulders and neck—easily attributed to fatigue 
from a day’s work. Khellus reached into a pouch 
and drew out a slender crystal as long as his thumb. 
He held it between the forefingers and thumbs of 
both hands, waiting for the right moment.



One of the guards met her at the gate while the oth-
er remained back by the servant door. 

“Business so late?” he asked.

Abrodail smile wearily. “Business never ends. My 
husband is working on an urgent shipment for the 
end of the week and wanted to double-check several 
orders. But he left his ledger in the office and sent 
me to retrieve it.”

The guard bowed slightly and nodded at the other, 
who drew out a latchkey and opened the inner door. 
Right as he swung it wide to admit Abrodail, Khel-
lus shut his eyes and snapped the crystal between 
his fingers.

The nullification spell contained within the crystal 
activated and the gate’s magelights winked out. 
Plunged into darkness, the guards shouted and 
stomped about. Khellus opened his eyes, still able 
to see perfectly, and dashed for the door. One guard 
had Abrodail by the arm while the other had drawn 
his sword and stared blindly out at the street.

Khellus slipped by them, unseen, and into the court 
beyond. Nobody stood in sight. Marble columns 
supported a covered walkway to his right while 
empty stables occupied the left side, and several 
doors ringed the wide court. According to Abrodail, 
this gate protected the main staffing section of the 
estate, leading into larger storage areas, a kitchen, 
and workrooms. The estate proper thrust up in front 
of him, a stately affair of four main towers forming 
the corners of the enormous manor.

Taking this all in at a glance, he ducked behind 
a marble column. A second later, the spell ended 
and the magelights flared back into being, further 
disrupting the guards’ sight. Once they settled, 
they held a hurried conversation before admitting 
Abrodail and slamming the door shut behind her. 
No doubt they’d be adding fickle conjurers to their 
list of nightly complaints. Khellus tapped a breast 
pocket, making sure his second crystal remained 
in place. This one held an enchantment that would 

protect him from any scryers or divinations, as 
Abrodail had assured him Asmoran had several 
skilled mages in his service.

Abrodail waited until Khellus’s soft whistle drew 
her over. She scowled as she joined him beside the 
column.

“What now?”

He cocked his head at the main building. “You 
know where Asmoran takes dinner and sleeps?”

“Oh, yes, of course. I often bring him a mug of 
warm muckmilk and tuck him in at night.” She 
sighed. “I have a general idea, but I don’t frequent 
that part of the estate often.”

He nudged her into motion. “Best guide I’ve got for 
now. Let’s keep moving.”

They eased out of the shadows. Dozens of windows 
lined the estate’s stone walls, many lit from within 
by faelights, magelights, and hanging lamps. No 
smoking torches here to spoil the appearance of a 
refined manor. 

Abrodail led the way a few steps ahead, Khellus 
using her slight frame to block immediate views of 
himself. Entering the nearest door deposited them 
in a long corridor lined by a variety of storerooms. 
They passed pantries lined with dried herbs and 
fresh produce, as well as sacks of grain, rice, and 
beans. Abrodail noted one stairwell leading down 
into a wine cellar, and another to the cheese and 
meat larder. They paused outside the entrance to the 
main kitchen as Khellus pondered the most expedi-
ent approach. 

Even at such a late hour, staff and servants bustled 
around, though none gave the pair any regard as 
they hurried from task to task. In the kitchen, pots 
boiled and the smell of cooking meat laced the air. 
Khellus noted only one cook at work, toiling over 
large clumps of floury dough. When the man’s back 
was turned, Khellus darted in and snatched up a 
small meat pie sitting on a counter.



Abrodail looked at him in silent confusion when he 
rejoined her. He shrugged as he polished off the pie 
in a few bites.

“What? I’m hungry and you didn’t offer dinner.” 
Ignoring the roll of her eyes, he pointed along the 
hall. “Where’s Favriel’s office?”

She guided him down several more halls and up 
two flights of stairs. He held her back at one junc-
ture when footsteps alerted him, and they remained 
tucked around a corner until the sound faded into 
nothing. At last, climbing several more flights, she 
entered a dark room where a low fire waged a los-
ing battle against the shadows. 

Taking down a poker, she stoked the flames bright-
er to reveal a long, low chamber full of desks and 
bookshelves. Halfway down, a pair of smoke-glass 
doors led out onto a small balcony.

“This is where Favriel and the other stewards con-
vene during the day,” she said, staring into the fire. 
“We shouldn’t be disturbed.”

Khellus paced the length of the chamber and back, 
ensuring no steward had decided to sleep over in 
one of the corners or under a desk. Scrolls and 
tomes of all sizes and ages lined the shelves in or-
derly bundles and stacks, and a sharp odour of fresh 
ink tickled his nose. 

He opened the balcony doors and gazed out. The 
balcony faced inward over the estate, giving him a 
clear view of the other three towers, several oth-
er courtyards, a lushly tended garden, and small 
training yard populated by wood and straw fighting 
dummies. The estate roof sat at near a ten foot drop 
below the balcony, spotted with patches of broken 
tile and the occasional fireplace chimney. Sections 
slanted up against one another, forming a clay and 
stone patchwork of grimy red and white.

 
Abrodail came alongside him and pointed out one 
tower in particular. “When not entertaining guests, 
Lord Asmoran spends most of his evenings in the 
north western tower. The main dining hall is located 
at its base and I believe his sleeping suite is a few 
flights above this.”
 
Khellus eyed the tower, inspecting each window 
and balcony across the way in case Asmoran decid-
ed to pick that moment to appear at one of them. No 
such fortune, however. He’d have to creep across 
the manor grounds, hoping to avoid any guard 
patrols and overly alert staff, and then search the 
tower room-by-room until he found the one Asmo-
ran occupied. Such an effort would take all night, 
leaving far too much margin for error or unforeseen 
circumstances to ruin the attempt.
 
Unless... “Stay here until I return.”
 
So saying, he strode over and hopped up onto the 
balcony railing. Abrodail gasped as he dropped over 
the edge. However, he turned as he fell and caught 
himself on the lip of the balcony, feet braced against 
the stones below. After another measured pause, he 
let go and fell to the roof.
 
Tiles cracked underfoot as he landed. He rolled 
through the landing, bruising his back and sides 
against the hard edges. As his momentum stalled, 
he remained lying flat in case any guards along the 
walls looked for the source of the brief clatter. 
 
On his back, he caught sight of Abrodail staring 
down at him in wonder. Then, with a shake of her 
head, she ducked back inside the room and shut the 
doors. Hopefully she’d continue to hold her hus-
band’s life in higher regard than her lord’s and stay 
still and silent until he finished the task.
 
After slowing his breaths and making sure no alarm 
rose, he pushed up into a crouch and surveyed the 



area. The main stretch of the northern wall was vis-
ible from this vantage point, which meant any on it 
might see him in return. He shuffled behind a stone 
chimney and peered out from around it until he got 
his bearings. Moving from chimney to abutment to 
chimney, he made his way across the roof, careful 
not to dislodge further tiles and send any crashing 
to the courtyards below. 
 
When he reached the north western tower, Khellus 
crept along the curving wall until he spotted another 
balcony some fifteen feet above. While the tower 
had been mastercrafted, no doubt, time had weath-
ered it, leaving plenty of chinks and gaps in the 
stone. Using these, Khellus wove his way back up. 
He prayed the guards would be fixed on the pos-
sibility of external threats and not turn their gazes 
inward at an inopportune moment.
 
He reached the balcony and latched onto the railing. 
Easing upwards, he peered over the edge. Through 
the smoke-glass doors, the room beyond appeared 
empty. He swung a leg up and over, and then gained 
his footing to stand firm. 
 
The room — simple quarters with a bed, armoire, 
and wash basin — did indeed remain dark and void 
of any threats. He went to the door and opened it 
slightly to peek out. A dim hall curved away in both 
directions. Nobody in sight, though the occasion-
al tapestry and painted portrait added a splash of 
colour to the muted decor. After waiting and lis-
tening for a couple minutes, Khellus emerged and 
followed the hall until it came to stairs going both 
up and down. 
 
As he debated which way, voices floated down 
from the upper landing. He retreated into an alcove 
inhabited by a life-sized statue of a soldier in full 
battle regalia. From this hiding spot, he listened as 
two people made their way past.
 
“Don’t understand it,” came a woman’s voice. 

“Sometimes the master is ravenous enough to gnaw 
a gruckbelly to gristle. Other times he don’t eat for 
what seems like weeks. Where’s he pack it away?”
 
“Hush,” said a man. “Don’t be speaking ill of Lord 
Asmoran. Every noble’s odd in their own way, and 
if his diet’s the strangest thing we’ve to manage, 
we’re on the good side of fate to serve him. Take 
the platter down to the hall and leave it to cool. If 
the master changes his mind, he’ll go down to eat 
when he’s right and ready.” 
 
Their voices and footsteps faded, and a scent of 
roasted duck lingered in their wake. Khellus came 
out from behind the statue and headed up the stairs. 
Three flights higher, and he came out on a lev-
el with plush carpets and warmer lights burning 
along the walls. Marble busts sat on pedestals that 
lined the main hall up to a massive set of oak dou-
ble-doors. 
 
The lack of guards surprised Khellus, but he sup-
posed guards would’ve been posted at lower en-
trances and stairways, with no one expecting a 
person to enter via a balcony halfway up the tower. 
 
He paced over and lifted a latch. The door swung 
on oiled hinges, and he pushed it open just wide 
enough to sidle inside, and then let it softly click 
shut again. He stood in a well-lit sitting room with 
richly embroidered chairs, settees, and side tables. 
Sculptures and paintings crowded the walls, in-
terspersed with antiquated armour fixtures. Three 
darkened thresholds all led off from this first room, 
and Khellus inspected the closest first. It held a 
bedroom, with an enormous canopied feather bed. 
No one slept in it, as of yet. The next contained an 
opulent washroom, complete with an entire wall 
made of mirrors. 
 
As he approached the third, Khellus drew his 
swords. A scritching noise caught his ear as he 
neared. Entering this room, he noted two more 



doors set in opposing walls. However, his atten-
tion quickly locked on the man at the far end of the 
room. 
 
Wescel Asmoran sat at an ornate redwood desk, 
writing on parchment by the light of a lone candle. 
He paused to sip from a goblet of wine and then 
resumed his notations. 
 
Candlelight made his brown hair look bronze and 
accentuated the deep folds of his silk robe. While 
he’d made his fortune as a soldier, Asmoran had lost 
his trim figure to the trappings of nobility, adding 
jowls to his cheeks and a pendulous weight to his 
gut. A balding spot peeked through otherwise thick 
hair, though Khellus didn’t discern any of the yel-
low streaks indicative of dravillish use — as he’d 
guessed.
 
Khellus closed the gap one silent footfall at a time. 
Right as he neared the halfway point of the room, 
Asmoran laid down his quill and slugged back the 
rest of his wine. Then the noble turned and smiled 
at the assassin.
 
“You took your time,” he said.
 
The doors on either side burst open and a dozen 
guards sprinted into the room. Half aimed cross-
bows at Khellus while the rest wielded bared 
blades. It happened in half a heartbeat. A well-
planned trap.  
 
Far outnumbered, Khellus slowly lowered his 
swords to the floor. The instant he rose from doing 
so, four guards grabbed hold of him and shoved 
him to his knees. One wrenched his arms behind his 
back while the other laid a sharp edge against his 
throat.
 
A pair of guards went around the room and lit 
numerous lamp fixtures until all shadows had been 
chased away. Asmoran pushed up from his chair, 

jowls quivering. He scratched the side of his crook-
ed nose as he strode over to inspect his would-be 
killer. His voice had a scratchy edge to it, much like 
the quill he’d just been writing with.
 
“So, this is the hidden blade the king sends in an at-
tempt to spill my blood.” He sneered down at Khel-
lus as if he’d accidentally stepped in a dung pile. “I 
wonder what his response will be when I send him 
your head back instead.”
 
“The king cares nothing for me,” Khellus said. “I’m 
just one servant. He’ll send another.”
 
“I’m sure. However, this is exactly the sort of impe-
tus I need to completely rally the other lords behind 
me. Once they see how desperate and fearful the 
king is, they’ll be emboldened to finally take action. 
A few pathetic assassination attempts will only fur-
ther our resolve.” 
 
Khellus gazed at the hard-eyed guards surrounding 
him. They’d been in place. Ready. Waiting. “How 
did you know? Or do you always have a few squads 
in your quarters to keep you company?”
 
Asmoran chuckled. “I’ve had you tracked ever 
since you crossed inside my walls. My mages 
alerted me the moment you set foot here and have 
monitored your progress the whole way.” He 
smirked at Khellus’s puzzled looked. “You thought 
yourself warded against such measures, didn’t you? 
Well, never fear. Your charms worked well enough. 
My mages couldn’t see you directly. However, if 
one knows that an assassin is about, one concealed 
by magical means, scryers can still detect the spell 
in effect, blocking them from seeing clearly. It’s 
like tracking a bird in the sky by the shadow it casts 
upon the ground.”
 
“That means somebody warned you,” Khellus said. 
“Who?”
 



Asmoran clasped hands over his belly. “My opera-
tion thrives on the undying loyalty of my servants.” 
He waved at one of the side rooms the guards had 
hidden in. “Come on out. It’s perfectly safe now.”
 
Favriel stepped into sight, Eogwen at his side. She 
clutched one of his hands while holding her wooden 
fork in the other. For once, Khellus found himself 
dumbfounded. 
 
“How...” The fava-drul thorn should’ve kept Favriel 
insensate until the following evening at least.
 
“I gave daddy his medicine,” Eogwen said. “It 
woke him up.”
 
Favriel grimaced. “Our little flower is a resourceful 
one, even if she doesn’t exactly understand what 
she’s attempting to do.”
 
“I do too,” Eogwen cried. “You use medicine all’a 
time. I gave you more.”
 
“Dravillish,” Khellus said flatly. “You lied about 
not being involved in the drug operations.” The 
man’s blond hair hid that sign well enough and the 
floral perfume he wore concealed the citrus scent of 
a habitual user.
 
Favriel flushed. “About myself, perhaps. Abrodail 
and our little flower remain innocent, though, and I 
sacrifice myself to keep them that way. I’ll do any-
thing to make sure we’re cared for. That includes 
stopping you from destroying our master. Once I 
woke, I caught a carriage here straightaway and 
managed to arrive just a bit ahead of you.”
 
Khellus sighed. “Favriel, you utter fool. You don’t 
realize what you’ve done here, do you?”
 
The other man frowned and made to speak, but 
cut off as guards escorted Abrodail into the room. 
She looked confounded at the scene, but then her 

confusion melted into relief at seeing Favriel and 
Eogwen. Her husband rushed to embrace her while 
Eogwan tried to cling to both their legs. Abrodail 
crouched to kiss her daughter’s forehead, and then 
rose, hand-in-hand with Favriel.
 
“What’s happened?” she asked. Then she focused 
on Asmoran and curtsied. “M’lord? It’s good to see 
you safe.”
 
He smiled softly. 
 
“Eogwen got into your husband’s dravillish stash,” 
Khellus said. “She dosed him, thinking it was medi-
cine and woke him up from the stupor.” He met her 
astounded gaze. “It was never lethal, Abby. I lied to 
trick you into helping me.”
 
“Dravillish?” Abrodail turned to Favriel, who 
wouldn’t meet her eye. “But you said... ”
 
“Heartbreaking to see each of us deceived in our 
way,” said Asmoran. He gestured to one group of 
guards. “Take them. Bring the girl to me.”
 
Abrodail and Favriel were too shocked to struggle 
as guards clamped down on them with merciless 
hands. Eogwen wailed as another guard dragged her 
over to Asmoran’s side.
 
Favriel jerked against those holding him. “Wait. 
Lord Asmoran. What is this?”
 
The noble’s expression dipped into a mournful look. 
“I am so terribly sorry you became involved in this. 
You’ve truly been one of the best stewards to ever 
serve under me.” He nodded to the guards. “Kill 
them as swiftly and painlessly as possible.”
 
The terror on Eogwen’s face wrenched something 
inside Khellus. “No,” he shouted. “They’re not re-
sponsible for any of this. I forced them into it. Spare 
them, whatever you do to me.”



 
“An assassin begging mercy for others?” Asmoran 
boggled in mock amazement. “Surely we live in an 
age of wonders. However, I fear I cannot comply. 
Given the sensitive nature of my business, I must 
have staff I can trust implicitly to protect my in-
vestments, even at the cost of their own lives.” He 
bowed to Abrodail. “Whether you wished to or not, 
you have betrayed this estate.” He turned to Favri-
el. “At the same time, I can hardly execute her for 
treachery and expect you to remain loyal, can I?”
 
“M’lord, we... I warned you of the assassin! We’ve 
given our lives to you.”
 
“So you did and so you shall. I will reward you by 
not putting your daughter to death along with you. 
She’ll come into my care for the time being. Your 
little flower, you call her? Charming. I’ll see she’s... 
well-tended.”
 

The glint in the noble’s eyes told Khellus all he 
needed to know about the man’s intentions. He 
envisioned Eogwen as a young woman, dull-eyed 
and drooling as an elderly Asmoran pawed at her, a 
plaything for nobility, her mind and body enslaved 
and ruined by years of abuse. 
 
No. Devils damn him. He’d not allow it. No child 
should suffer so because of him. Not at any cost. He 
just didn’t know how he could live up to this silent 
oath.
 
No opportunity offered itself as the guards moved 
to obey their lord. Abrodail and Favriel wept and 
cursed in turn as they were forced to their knees like 
Khellus. Favriel begged Asmoran to stop this mad-
ness, that they’d do anything to prove their loyalty... 
anything to live.  
 
“Khellus!” Abrodail cried, tears streaking her face. 
“Do something! Gods, please!”
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Star Seers
One Year Anniversary

Episode: The Fallen Saviour 
By: Michael Bene

It was unbearably hot in the hidden temple of planet 
Pleasureville. Camille, Mary, and Veronica (Camille’s 
android duplicate) were now captives of an insane 

cult led by the energy-being Nar-Tol and his two high 
priests. However the crew of The Harbinger was view-
ing strange energy readings from across that world. 

Was it one of the elder gods of this cult returning... or 
something entirely different? Find out in the end of 

season for Star Seers!

Nar-Tol stood at an altar, Camille, Mary and Veroni-
ca bound behind him. A vortex gate hung above him 
with writhing tentacles slowly emerging as Nar-Tol 
began the ritual to bring his masters to this realm. 
Camille watched with fear in her eyes as Nar-Tol 
turned around. The energy-being stood over them and 
removed his hood to reveal Jimmy Stonewall’s smil-
ing face. “I felt this face would ease you the most. His 
body might have been strong, but his will was weak.” 
He conjured a chair and sat facing them. “I suppose 
you have already guessed what I am attempting to do 
here. My gods have looked forward to this day for a 
thousand generations, and I shall not have them wait 
longer. You three were chosen as sacrifices by my 
high priests. They judged you well enough through 
their own eyes, because they were on-board your star 
vessel.” 

The two high priests howled with laughter as they re-
moved their hoods. They had lied from the start to The 
Harbinger and her crew. Camille and Mary felt the 
betrayal even stronger when they saw that one of them 
was Eric. “I chose them early on. They spoke to me 
through petty sorcery from the pale realm. They have 
always been mine.” Eric stepped alongside his master 
with the other priest and grinned at Camille, her face 

contorted in outrage. 

The other priests continued the ritual. “I was hoping 
you would be my breeding woman Camille. I chose 
you over Mary for that reason alone. You were strong 
enough for it anyhow,” Eric said as Camille’s eyes 
welled up with tears. Eric drew his sword and held it 
close to her. “I might even start now if I like. Fuck you 
bloody till you’re full of my seed,” he said and with 
one swipe removed Camille’s right arm. She screamed 
in pain as Eric laughed. “I guess I was wrong about 
your firebirds. Your people are weak after all.” Camille 
felt her blood boil. Her wound was healing, and she 
felt an odd tingling involving chronot energy because 
of her race’s affinity for time-travel. Camille paid it 
no mind since the pain in her arm intensified. Mary 
was busy removing her bindings without their captors 
noticing, casting concerned glances at Camille. 

The portal changed as one of the priests stepped back 
from it, robes slowly burning off to reveal a Dothran-
ik underneath. A tentacle shoved through his back as 
the red-skinned alien became a conduit. “Nar-Tol, 
the portal is incomplete. Time ruptures! Yet you gloat 
like an idiot. Your defeat is imminent, and your pride 
will weaken you.” Nar-Tol stood from his throne and 
bowed to his master. “My lord... I will personally find 
and purge the temporal interloper immediately.” The 
tentacle withdrew. 

Camille sat holding her arm with Veronica tending to 
her. Mary’s hidden blade severed the last binding on 
her wrists; she stayed in her position. The Nekosian 
would not let anyone know she was unbound.

*The Harbinger*

Catelynn Drevikin, a Dothranik attendant for Mary, 
stood at the captain’s chair to use the scanners. “The 
chronot energy is beginning to build to climax; it 
might be a time gate.” She announced over the feeds 
from Camille and Mary’s video that were being broad-
cast to the crew. They considered Mary to be their new 
commander. “Whitmore, I need you to go through our 
former captain’s logs and messages. I want you to find 
anything related to his cult.” Whitmore nodded in ac-
knowledgment and left the bridge. Catelynn sat down 
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as the sensors measured the energy rising to its apex.

*The Hidden Temple*

The room was surging with an invisible energy as 
Nar-Tol’s frustration began to rupture its physical 
vessel. “Dammit! Where is it?” He roared in frustra-
tion and looked around the room. Camille stood up, 
a small smile on her face and Veronica next to her. 
“So Eric... how’s it feel to be on the losing side?” Eric 
looked at her utterly befuddled. 
“What do you mean weak one?” His rage apparent on 
his face, his features sunken from arcane overuse.

“You see when I was younger, I was visited by my 
older self a few times. I was told of this event, but by 
the laws of travel I was not allowed to remember.” 
She explained as Veronica bandaged up her arm. 
“However, there is a way to circumvent that. You see 
when my future self goes back, she also tells a friend 
of mine. He remembers, and while I was not allowed 
at the time, I remember now! I remember why the 
heroes of Sanctuary had a fight on this planet. It was 
to help set up a little aid from back when!” As she 
yelled, the last the unseen energy began to take on 
physical form. A cloud of grey light materialized into 
a circular gateway. 

Nar-Tol held out his hand in an attempt to use his 
powers to close it, but a force threw him and his allies 
to the other side of the room. The person who had 
emerged covered in lightning was the legendary hero, 
‘Dominous Lightning.’ Camille knew him by his real 
name of Freddy Wilks. She smiled as the speedster 
helped fight Nar-Tol. Mary took on the other priest, 
leaving Camille to fight Eric. Eric drew his sword 
while Camille picked up sharp piece of pipe. Their 
weapons clashed; Eric seethed with anger that she 
defied him. “You would have been saved by the mas-
ters!” He shrieked as Camille parried a forward thrust 
and stabbed him through the thigh.

She looked at him, not with the hatred he expected, 
but with pity. “I remember when you told me you 
loved me. I know that’s a lie now; I think you will 
never feel that emotion.” She ripped the sharp piece of 

pipe out of Eric’s leg as he looked up at her. 

“You won’t kill me, you worm! Your entire service 
career with the Galaxy Sentries spoke for itself!” He 
spat at her. 

Camille brought the weapon down onto his head. Her 
face contorted with rage. “You have no idea of my 
service records,” Camille whispered before she went 
to help Mary. Camille and Mary ran at Nar-Tol as the 
portal destabilized. “NO! My gods will not be able to 
return for four more generations!” The being roared as 
Camille proceeded to remove its head with her sharp-
ened pipe. Mary shoved the other priest into the portal 
and helped Freddy carry Camille, who had passed out 
from blood loss, from the crumbling planet. 

*The Harbinger, a few hours later*

Mary sat next to Camille’s bed in the med-bay as the 
young Phonesian and Human hybrid finally stirred. 
She was the first to greet Camille, and then Veronica 
and Freddy, who were also sitting by the bed, wel-
comed Camille back. A video feed connected to the 
other monitors in the ship, allowing the large crew 
know that one of their saviours was awake. Hold-
ing Freddy’s hand, Camille saw she had a series of 
bandages covering her right arm. “Now Camille, we 
didn’t want you to freak out. We had to graft a cy-
bernetic arm when your healing factor would not let 
you heal up. Your original arm was preserved inside 
a small cryo-stasis tube.” The bandages were peeled 
back to reveal the replacement arm made of the spare 
parts from the engineering section. “Holy shit! How’d 
you get all the scrap together?” she asked looking 
rather sadly at the new arm. 

Mary pulled out a tablet, and gave it to Camille. “Go-
ing rogue was Eric’s idea. He was purposely leading 
us to get away from The Alliance, and to bring us to 
planet Pleasureville.” 

“Thank you dear.” Camille said as she handed Mary 
back the tablet after reading the various messages. 
Veronica spoke next in a very awkward manner. 
“Umm, Mrs. Lawson?” she asked as Camille sat up to 
look at her. “I know what you’re going to say DS-X... 
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Veronica, but you’re fine. I wouldn’t mind having my 
‘little sister’ on-board.” Camille hugged the android 
as Veronica made a joke about their arms. Mary had 
to leave soon after, as she was getting in contact with 
Alliance high-command. 

After Veronica left with a technician to get a diagnos-
tic examination, Camille began to giggle. “So, where 
are you exactly in your life Freddy?” she asked wob-
bling a bit while sitting up. Freddy smiled at her as he 
leaned forward to speak. “I’m at the point of where 
you and I had our falling out. I was on the planet 
fighting against that damned Robot Legion when I 
began my run. Now I’m here babe.” Camille gave 
him a small hug as she remotely shut off the audio to 
the room. “We’ll be fine Freddy. Believe me. You will 
live for quite a long time, and we will find each other 
again. You just got to give it time,” Camille said with 
a smile as Freddy gently rubbed her back. 

*The Harbinger bridge an hour later*

The bridge crew assembled on the bridge, smiles on 

their faces as they put on their old Alliance uniforms. 
They were facing the horizon of the Sol Sector, and 
home. Earth loomed in the distance as Camille joined 
them. Mary had been given full command of The Har-
binger, and she sat in the captain’s chair and addressed 
the crew. “Alright team, we got a war to fight now. 
But after what we’ve been through we need shore 
leave, two weeks should do it. In that time, we are 
going under psych evaluation and magical detection.” 
There was a sense of relief throughout the ship as the 
ship fully docked, and the crew began leaving. Mary, 
Camille, Veronica, and the bridge crew left the ship 
last. Mary looked worried. “Did you send Dominous 
Lightning back?” she asked Camille who nodded in 
reply.

“Yeah, and I wiped his memory.” Camille answered, 
and Mary realized he’d been sent back to the exact 
second he had left. Well that’s gonna be a bit awkward. 
She thought as she left with her chosen family.

((Star Seers will be back in July. This June will be a 
new Eagleton Adventures))
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The shapeless crowd flows steadily around me like a 
milky white current. It moves towards me as if mean-
ing to prevent me from advancing further. I push at 
people but my hands pass right through them. They 
are an illusion. I realise I knew that.

They are like a white sea I could almost drown in. I 
have seen people drowning before. They looked as if 
they were desperate to cling onto life while the water 
devoured them, swallowing hard. Their faces always 
had a frozen expression of feeling lost and helpless 
before this force. 

I’m neither lost nor helpless. I have no power over this 
crowd; I can merely allow it to flow past me, but they 
cannot harm me either. They have no way of prevent-
ing me from reaching my goal. I don’t know where 
they come from and why they are here. I’ve never 
actually given it enough thought, nor do I want to.

I’ve done this maybe hundreds of times but the crowd 
is never the same. I don’t recognise any features, ev-
erything about them is blurred and impossible to make 
out. They stare at me without eyes and turn towards 
me without faces. I just feel they are different. It is not 
even important that they are. They simply exist as it is.

I trip over something and glance down. It’s a chair, ly-
ing on its intricately carved back, wooden by the looks 
of it. It’s quite tangible and I lightly kick it out of my 
way. It disappears in the faceless crowd, concealed 
from my eyes by their opaque bodies. 

Several steps after I almost run into a table. It seems 
to be from the same set as the chair. I jump onto it 
and down again, and continue in the same direction. 
Tangible objects mean I’m on the right path. 

I keep encountering new pieces of furniture for quite a 
while as I walk towards my goal. Maybe the man I’m 
looking for is a carpenter or something. These tangi-
ble objects are never the same from one occasion to 
another. It obviously has to do with the person on the 
other end. I never question it. Except puzzle over the 
purpose of some objects at times because I have noth-
ing better to do while trying to keep up with the 

right direction.

Most of the trip is quite pointless because I know all 
this is a manifestation, a simple protective cover. I 
need a moment to realise that each time I encounter 
something new. It’s like I’m waking up after a long 
dream. But all the walking around becomes redundant 
after a certain point.

I see a boy sitting at one of the tables. He is much 
more colourful than the faceless crowd and he is not 
looking at me. He is laughing at a joke told by some-
one I can’t see. He is happy. 

I walk towards him, jumping over the chairs that get in 
my way. He doesn’t pay me any attention even when 
I’m close enough to put a hand on his shoulder. I don’t 
have to do it to know he is an illusion.

The man I’m looking for is much older than this, and 
certainly not happy right now. I jump over the table 
and peer between two bodies. As I expected there is a 
young man standing a few feet away from me, watch-
ing something in the distance. He is smiling, just as 
happy and ignorant as the first one.

I walk over to him, scrutinizing him from head to toe. 
I believe I call them reflections. This is the last stage 
before I finally reach what I’ve come here for. 

There are a few others, older still but no less oblivious 
to anything but the object they seem to be watching. I 
can’t see what it is but I know for a fact it’s a person. 
A very close person. Nothing else can make their faces 
light up quite like that.

The scene changes in one step. Here I’ve been squint-
ing at another faceless walking towards me, and sud-
denly the crowd disperses. It becomes a fog, guarding 
the edges of the circle I’m now in.

Everything is real here. People, things: they all have 
volume and colour. They are vivid - and frozen in 
mid-motion. I’ve reached what I’ve been searching 
for.
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I walk by the edge of the circle, scrutinising the 
setting. Nothing is moving and I can take as long as 
I want to learn every detail of what has taken place 
here. And still is taking place, actually. 

Everyone on the periphery looks scared out of their 
wits. They are scattering in fear. Their faces are 
distorted in a mid-scream and I watch each of them 
closely. I have never experienced fear. I’ve seen 
enough scared people to know what it is, but I’ve nev-
er had anything to be afraid of. I shrug my shoulders, 
mildly amused at humans and walk under a boulder, 
suspended in the air as it was flung across the scene 
but hasn’t reached its target yet.

In fact there are a lot of heavy objects around that 
shouldn’t be suspended in the air like that. I recognise 
pieces of a building. They are huge chunks of bricks, 
torn out of a wall and launched at the offenders by an 
unseen force. 

I can’t actually recall seeing a power this strong lately. 
Usually I see huge waves crashing down or strong 
wind tearing trees out. That’s the most common shape 
their anger takes. 

Curious, I walk towards the centre. 

Honestly, the sight I see there never seems to change, 
at least generally. There is a scared girl in a torn white 
dress, kneeling down and crying. She is reaching out 
to the man standing in full hight next to her, trying to 
grab his coat, probably telling him to stop. She is say-
ing that they aren’t worth it. That there is a better way. 
Or something similar. I haven’t actually heard what 
people can say in a situation like this. But her expres-
sion conveys it loudly.

The man is a picture of cold rage and determination. 
He is collected, his lips are pursed, his eyes are squint-
ing. He wishes death upon everyone surrounding them 
with his stare alone. 

I circle him, impressed. He looks in control even 
though I know he isn’t. No human can control such 
power. But I admire his cool. The world might end but 

he will stand with his back straight until its last mo-
ment.

I shrug with a small smile. Time to go my job. I wave 
my hand at the nearest boulder and reluctantly it 
starts moving back to the wall it came out of. Silently, 
everything crawls back along its trajectory and the 
ruined building slowly re-erects itself. Then another 
and another. I’ve underestimated the amount of the 
damage inflicted, it seems. 

Lastly, I walk over to the couple in the centre. It’s time 
to turn time back. 

Humans are particularly susceptible to confusing re-
ality and their own imagination, even in small things. 
They exaggerate all the time. It makes things much 
easier for me.

While humans can easily destroy so much with their 
mind only when they are enraged or endangered, they 
can’t be allowed to actually do it. They’d be having 
apocalypse three times a day if left alone with their 
emotions. They just don’t know where to stop. Here 
I am facing a perfect example of what happens if a 
man’s loved one is being threatened.

I reach out and touch his forehead. It will do him 
good to sleep and wake up thinking he dreamt it all. 
He dreamt being a hero and wielding great strength. 
Humans manage dreaming much better than actual 
powers.

I will, of course, prevent the whole thing from happen-
ing again. The girl doesn’t need to go through whatev-
er has transpired either. I will wind the time backwards 
and change a couple of key elements. I know what to 
do with my powers. 

My work here is done. I return back to slumber. Until 
the next time I am needed to wake up, walk through 
the crowd, remember and save.
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I listen to the creaks, and they form a rhythm for the 
story. It is still bitterly cold, but the food and spirit 
the Ferryman fed me has revived me somewhat. He 
doesn’t sound like he’s slowing, and I try to calculate 
how much time I have left before we reach the other 
side and what is waiting for me there. I am barely 
conscious of my own voice. The well-rehearsed words 
of the story spill out like water from a finely wrought 
fountain.

***

“So Phelan and Padraig follow Andarta back to her 
home, a hovel by our standards, all mud and straw and 
badly made doors and windows. Inside even Padraig 
can smell the approach of death, and he gags and goes 
to wait outside whilst his father bestows his favour. 
<Which, between you and me, I think is a lot of 
mumbo jumbo.> Then, Phelan pours something from 
a stoppered flask into a tankard and gets the man to 
drink it. A couple of hours later the three are ready to 
leave. <Yes, Sean is dead. But it was a painless pass-
ing for him.>

***

Padraig marvelled at Andarta’s skill at hunting, but 
more that he was starting to lust after her, which he 
knew was wrong, but couldn’t help himself. Andarta 
had proved to be a very taciturn companion, seldom 
speaking, spending much of her time brooding and 
staring into space. Which gave Padraig plenty of 
chances to steal surreptitious glances at her. Phelan 
seemed content every morning that Andarta was still 
there and didn’t push her, or even ask her to do any-
thing. Every day she disappeared for long periods of 

time and always returned with a brace of game, rabbits 
one day, pheasants the next, even a small deer once.
The land southwest of Malvin’s holding became hilly, 
great rolling green humpbacks. <I’ll tell you the tale of 
the Hill-Herder later if we have time, and of the Wan-
dering Hill.> The number of habitations became fewer 
and eventually stopped altogether. The three mostly 
journeyed in silence, but occasionally Phelan felt the 
need to lecture Padraig and invariably at these times 
Andarta became restless and took herself off ahead 
across the hills until they could no longer see her. 

Thus it was when they came across the dashing man in 
red. Andarta was nowhere to be seen, and Phelan was 
interrupted mid-flow when they heard the irrepressible 
singing ahead. Father glanced at son, who glanced at 
father in return. They climbed the next hill and were 
greeted by the sight of a man in garish, but fine, bright 
red clothing singing to Andarta, who sat with her arms 
around her knees, looking up at the handsome stranger 
with a smile upon her face, which was like a dagger to 
Padraig’s heart.

When they approached the stranger finished with a 
flourish and then bowed low to them. 

“Welcome to the Lands of the Green Salmon travellers 
from the Lands of the Red Bull. <You’ll remember 
that they named the lands of the Four thusly.> Wel-
come!”

“Alun! Last I heard you were off on another mad 
quest, to visit the lands of the Siren to the south?” 
Phelan said, obviously recognising the man.

“Yes, well, seems Elise beat me to it. And it was a mad 

Part Three – Phelan’s Select
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idea.” The man said smiling broadly, Padraig couldn’t 
help but notice that his teeth were neat and white, 
unlike his own which were slightly snaggled and 
yellowing. Padraig looked at Andarta who was slowly 
climbing to her feet and brushing the grass stains from 
her trousers.

“Where are you travelling to Alun?” Phelan asked and 
the man laughed, a clear, jolly sound.

“Why, I was on my way to Malvin’s holding when I 
came across this fair maiden looking dour and for-
lorn, so I tried to cheer her up. So her I have made the 
acquaintance of, you I know from old, but who is this 
fine figure?” Alun turned his smiling face to Padraig. 
Padraig saw that his eyes twinkled and that there was 
a light brushing of freckles across his nose and his 
amber curls were clean and perfectly placed, unlike 
Padraig’s own bedraggled mousey-brown hair.

“Padraig,” he said and after a second or so thrust his 
hand out. The strangers engulfed it in his own and 
shook it vigorously.  

“Very pleased to meet you Padraig. A fine name, a 
firm handshake and a friend newly met methinks.” 
Alun winked at him. Winked. At him. He ground his 
teeth and tried to smile. Closer, he noticed the crow’s 
feet, the lines at the corner of the mouth, the bard 
wasn’t as young as he first appeared.

“Still refusing to wear the white then Alun?” Phel-
an asked. <Bards in the Four and One wear a white 
cloak. Their person is sacrosanct. No-one attacks a 
bard; to do so is to be consigned to a fate worse than 
death, an eternity of bad reincarnations.>

“Only when I’m working. You know that old friend.” 
The man laughed again.

“How’s the court?” Phelan asked.

“Oh, you know,” Alun replied making a fluttering 
motion with his hand.

“We’ll be heading there next of course, after spending 
a few day’s enjoying Cahal’s hospitality,” Phelan says. 

By which Padraig gathers that Alun is from the Lands 
of the White Hart, to the far west.

“Excellent, well pass on my regards, I’m not due back 
there for weeks yet. I’m on tour.” Alun looks around 
and almost skips over to a large backpack lying next 
to the tree. “Fancy sharing a meal before we part?” He 
asks pulling out a wine skin and something wrapped in 
wax paper. Phelan puts his own pack down and smiles. 
“I think we have some venison left,” he says.

***

The man in red cracks open an eye and says, “This 
part of the story always makes me hungry, do we have 
any food for this journey?”

The Ferryman is about to say not but the boy pipes 
up, “Oh yes, we can share our food can’t we Father?” 
The Ferryman sighs and stows the paddle. He reaches 
under the bench and pulls out a meagre meal. It would 
barely feed him and the boy, but now they have to 
share with another. The Ferryman shakes his head as 
he divides the food.

***

I stop and sigh and open my eyes. The Ferryman 
glances down, then away, curious and indifferent. A 
presentiment has gripped me, and I stop my tale to 
turn and look across the lake. There, in the distance, 
is the castle. Cancer-grey walls just visible. I don’t 
have much time; I have been meandering in my tale. I 
have yet to tell Andarta’s story, yet to get to the Green 
Salmon, the White Hart and the Black Boar, yet to tell 
of the Wolf Brethren, the impetus for Padraig’s quest. 
Perhaps I should hurry? Or perhaps I should stop? 

I turn around, putting the castle to my back, an inimi-
cal presence that will malevolently grow ever larger as 
the Ferryman propels us forward. I find him staring at 
me.

“You’d like me to continue?” I ask.

He neither nods nor shakes his head. Again, I take it 
as a sign I should continue. I close my eyes and try to 
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ignore the itch between my shoulder blades that tells 
me that the castle is watching. Waiting.

“The man in red eats his share and looks disappoint-
ed,” I start.

***

“Is there any more sausage?” The man says. The 
Ferryman shakes his head. The boy, looks at the rump 
of the sausage in his hand and shrugs then holds it out 
to the man in red. The Ferryman frowns and is about 
to say something but the man in red shakes his head at 
the boy. “No I couldn’t possibly, you have it.”

“Where was I? Oh yes, Phelan and Alun’s impromptu 
feast.”

***

They ate their fill and, whilst lying back and reflecting 
on the day, the conversation lulled. Alun and Phel-
an had spoken of many things, the state of the ways 
<the paths running from holding to holding> and the 
waystations upon them. Gossip from the court of the 
White Hart. Stories of people who Padraig didn’t 
know. He grew bored and found his eyes drifting more 
and more to Andarta. Who in turn, seemed to not be 
paying attention to the conversation, instead alertly 
scanning the hills around them.

“…and that’s when she said –‘That’s not a pig, that’s 
my husband!’” Alun finished the ribald story he was 
telling and chuckled as Phelan guffawed.

“So, what’s your story?” Alun asked, and Phelan 
spoke of the forthcoming new Ard Righ. 

“Cai is weak; his brother Tor has the ear of Columbar-
ius, the true power in the Black Boar,” Alun opined.

“Columbarius is a powerful druid to be sure, but he 
will bend his knee to the Ard Righ, just like the rest of 
us,” Phelan said, unruffled.

“Did you know about the Wolf Brethren?” Alun asked. 
Phelan shook his head, eyebrows raised, inviting ex-

planation.

“Tor, at twelve summers, slew a wolf that was car-
rying off his father’s sheep. And has always worn its 
pelt, as trophy.”

“That much I know,” Phelan nods.

“Well when he came into his majority and Rufus 
died—” Alun continued.

“Yes, bad business that,” Phelan interrupted. Padraig 
wondered why. He’d known of Rufus of course, the 
Righ of the Black Boar, dead three or four summers 
ago, a hunting accident, he’d heard.

“Anyway Cai is no warrior, Tor was given charge of 
the fighting men. They have taken the wolf as a ban-
ner. It is said that Tor has an elite unit, the Wolf Breth-
ren. To enter it, you must hunt and kill a wolf with 
your bare hands.” Alun said.

“I have heard tell that the Wolf Brothers are formida-
ble foes, dressed in wolf pelts, scornful of hurts, rabid 
in a fight,” Andarta said. Padraig, surprised, turned to 
look at her; she was facing away from them, still alert 
to any approaching danger. On guard.

“Quite so,” Alun replied grimly.

“So Cai will bring his brother and their lupine friends 
to Malvin’s holding. We’ll just have to make sure they 
don’t grow bored and cause trouble,” Phelan said.

“Tor is a hunter, what’s the game like around Malvin’s 
Holding? The woods to the east must hold plentiful 
game?” Alun asked.

“And plentiful Fair Folk too. No-one in their right 
mind would intrude on the Fair’s Forest and hunt. 
You’d never know what you’d catch!” Phelan said 
with a wry smile.

“Heh, talking stags, boars the size of horses, foxes that 
are not foxes,” Andarta added.

“You’ve been in the Fair woods then Lady?” Alun 
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asked.

Andarta turned to him.

“Been in them? I was brought up in them,” she said.
“I feel there is a tale here,” Alun said. Andarta turned 
away with a shake of her head.

“No tale. Just my life,” she answered.

“Lady, I would be honoured if you told me the tale of 
your life.” Alun asked.

She shook her head again. Padraig opened his 
mouth—he wanted to know more about his myste-
rious companion too—but Phelan spoke before he 
could.

“A tale for another time perhaps. We have a ways to 
go before we can sleep. I am grateful to you Alun for 

the news and company. I wish you safe travels.” Phel-
an gathered the detritus from the meal, tidying them 
away.

“And I you,” Alun said, climbing to his feet and 
stretching. “I almost forgot. Elise has announced 
a bard’s competition.” He turned to Padraig, “You 
should enter.” He smiled broadly, “And since I’ll not 
be there, you’ll have a good chance of winning.” He 
winked again.

Padraig looked to Phelan. Phelan stroked his chin. 
“Well it’ll give you something to do whilst I talk to the 
Court…” he said.

Abruptly Andarta leapt to her feet. With a tossed ‘well 
met’ to Alun she jogged away down the hill. Scouting 
ahead again. Alun waved and walked down the oppo-
site side of the hill, and soon the only trace of him was 
his melodious baritone singing a surprising song about 
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hunting wild hares. Phelan made sure that the meal 
was tidied away, leaving some scraps for the small 
beasts to clean up. He sighed, grabbed his staff, and 
headed down the hill…

***

The man in red pauses.

“Are you Alun?” The boy asks wide-eyed.

The man in red laughs, long and hard; the boy looks 
hurt.

“Oh dearie me no. Did I not say that he was hand-
some, with even white teeth?” Upon saying that the 
man smiled to show his yellowing teeth that crowded 
his mouth. The boy looks disappointed.

“I’ll tell you who I am and how I fit into the tale later.” 
The boy still looks disappointed. “Promise,” the man 
in red says. The boy nods. The man in red glances at 
the Ferryman.

“How long till we get to the other side?” he asks.

“Long enough for you to finish your tale?” the Ferry-
man asks in turn.

“There is a lot of it,” the man in red warns.

“Then you’d best hurry. I need to earn coin and cannot 
paddle slower just to catch the end of the tale.”

The man in red nods. “I understand.” He closes his 
eyes and makes to continue.

***

I open my eyes and echo the question. “How much 
longer do we have?” The Ferryman shrugs. I turn and 
glance at the castle which is larger, but not by much. 
There is still time. Although I may have to skip bits. I 
settle myself against the bench, rubbing some life back 
into my legs, which had become cramped. “I’d best 
continue or you won’t hear the end of the tale.” I say 
closing my eyes.

To be continued
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We left Damitri and Lady Selena fleeing the inn, let’s 
rejoin the story in Part Two…

  
The figures that circled the inn waited for their master. 
Murlac tested the wards that blocked their access and 
spat; he would have burned the inn down if he had 
not needed her intact and now he had been forced to 
report his delay, the punishment for which he did not 
relish.

“Murlac,” the disembodied voice called out, catching 
his attention and he turned to find the figure of his 
master slowly manifested from the night behind him. 
“Why do you not have the girl?” The ice in his voice 
cut through the blackened exterior of the killer and he 
trembled on the spot. “The inn is warded my master, 
we cannot gain entry without damage to ourselves or 
risk to the girl,” he feebly replied.

The pale hand of the dark robed figure shot forward at 
the man’s throat and Murlac found himself choking as 
his body was lifted into the air.

“I have little time for excuses, Murlac. You and your 
men are expendable, so get me the girl.” He dropped 
the trembling figure to the ground and move towards 
the inn doors, which suddenly opened. In the doorway 
stood a giant figure wielding an axe that glowed with 
a silver light.

The giant’s voice rang out: “Begone, these people are 
not for you.” Several of Murlac’s men quickly moved 
towards the now open doorway when the giant’s voice 
rang out again. “Begone I say for this inn is protect-
ed,” and with that his free hand burst into silver fire 
that caused the figures to draw back. “An cèitean  na 
solas gabh sibh.” His words were firm and loaded 
with purpose as the silver fire that engulfed his hand 
seemed to suddenly dim, causing the figures to run 
forward once again, the giant grinned. “Now burn!” he 
roared as he thrust his hand forward; a burst of silver 
fire flew from his hands and enveloped the entire inn 
with streaks of light emanating from the windows, 
quickly turning the charging men to ash. 

A similar fate would have been granted to Murlac had 
he not thrown himself behind his master, for although 
the spell was powerful he was not powerless to re-
sist it, and the magic split around him as water splits 
around a rock in a river.

Wulfran was taken by surprise that the figure could 
withstand the spell but it had served its purpose and 
allowed Damitri the window of opportunity that he 
required; every moment that he could give him from 
this point on was a bonus. ”Have at thee!” he roared as 
he flew towards the figure before him.
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His first blow was to gauge his opponent, who quickly 
ducked his blow and circled behind him drawing a 
spiral horn hilted sword. Wulfran attacked again, their 
weapons ringing as the cloaked figure time and time 
again matched his blows and turned them aside. 

Deciding a change of pace was needed, Wulfran 
struck at his opponent’s weapon and when they turned 
to avoid the blow his arm shot out grabbing the de-
fender’s flailing cloak, quickly turning and dragging 
him off balance before throwing him to the side. The 
dark warrior quickly recovered and rolled with the 
throw, swiftly returning to his feet. 

Murlac, seizing the opportunity, charged at the large 
man and slashed him across his shoulder, causing a 
roar of pain from the large figure. His audacity was 
rewarded with a swift back fist that spun Murlac on 
the spot as the large axe removed his head from his 
shoulders, his body quickly turning to black ash.

Clutching his shoulder Wulfran quickly turned to the 
remaining dark warrior who stood still for a moment, 
almost sniffing the air. “A clever gambit lightwarden, 
but your ruse is up.” He took a step back: “Take relish 
in your victory, for the war will be over by the coming 
dawn,” and with that the figure faded into the vary 
darkness of the night.

Wulfren quickly returned to the safety of the inn, 
where he began to comprehend the finality of the war-
rior’s words. “Prove them wrong, Damitri, prove them 
wrong,” he prayed.

Selina’s heart pounded as she ran through the forest, 
her arm outstretched as her guardian Damitri guided 
her through the thick undergrowth.

“Quickly,” he hissed, “they are gaining on us.” His 
warning rang true as two of their pursuers sprang from 
the undergrowth, their obsidian blades glowing with 
a purple fire. Yet for all their cunning their ambush 
was for nought, as Damitri quickly threw Selina to 
the ground before drawing his own silvered blade in 
a swift arc. Such a sense of honed purpose and pre-
cision, it caused the attackers to freeze in their steps 
as the first of Damitri’s assailants’ heads fell from his 

shoulders, and the second could only stare down at the 
long silvered blade that now protruded from his chest.

Withdrawing his blade Damitri quickly sheathed it as 
the remaining swordsman fell to the ground. His eyes 
quickly darted to the surrounding trees before return-
ing to Selina, who was staggering back to her feet. 
“You killed them,” she said her voice shaking. 

“I am your guardian, we all have a purpose m’la-
dy,” came his stoic response. Their brief respite was 
quickly broken by the sounds of a large beast in the 
distance. “Come,” Damitri soothed as he offered his 
hand. “There are many more behind us.”  

As they started to make their way again she whispered 
to him, “Why do they want me so badly?” “Because 
M’lady, they fear your purpose.” He slowed and 
turned to face her, a look of confusion on her face. “I 
promise I will explain everything to you as soon as 
we’re safe.” He turned from her again and resumed his 
pace: “If we can make the edge of the forest by day-
break, we have a chance.”

Damitri knew that if he was alone, escaping would 
be easy.  Vastly outnumbered, he was fearful of his 
charge falling into the hands of the lords that dwelt 
below the black and twisted forest of Ur.

A swift movement to his left brought his attention 
back to the situation at hand and he quickly spun on 
the heel of his boot as a black barbed arrow grazed 
him across his cheek before striking the tree next to 
him. He quickly led Selina through the trees to his 
right and, as he became aware of their pursuers behind 
them he realised he was being coerced into a specific 
path until finally he found himself staring at a group of 
those that were following him, the Nightfell maraud-
ers.

Damitri’s hand flew to his hilt when a deep voice rang 
out, a voice that Damitri knew too well. “Enough of 
this,” the voice thundered as a tall figure steeped into 
view. The black leather plates of his armour seemed to 
merge into the darkness of the night, a pair of swords 
hung comfortably at his waist and his long black hair 
tied back giving Damitri a clear view of his face.
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Damitri’s eyes were drawn, however, to a figure he 
was dragging by the throat; from his garb he appeared 
to be a bowman. “You have done well, son of Decar, 
but this merry chase must now come to a close.” The 
figure took several steps forward dragging the strug-
gling bowman with him. “But first, my apologies 
about the cheek.” he said as he raised a broken arrow, 
“it appears that when I say I need them intact and un-
damaged there seems to be some confusion on this.” 
The figure suddenly raised the bowman off the ground 
easily with one hand while gesturing to the man with 
the other: “This is what an intact person looks like.” 
Without another word he quickly hammered the 
broken arrow into the dangling figure’s skull  crushed  
the noise of which echoed within the now still forest. 
“And this is what a damaged person looks like. Do 
I need to demonstrate on someone else or do you all 
understand now?” The figure waited a moment before 
taking another step forward: “Good, so now we have 
that cleared up we can continue,” his eyes falling on 
Selina before settling on Damitri. “Hello Damitri, it’s 
been a while.”

“Davaldion,” was Damitri’s single response.

After a brief moment passed Davaldion broke the 
silence again. “Give me the girl and out of respect for 
the man your father was, you can go.” Without hesi-
tating Damitri took a step forward. “You will not be 
having her,” his voice defiant as he drew his sword.

Davaldion stood still, a look of dissatisfaction upon 
his face that quickly changed to one of amusement. 
“Very well, you may both leave, but on one condi-
tion.” The malice in Davaldion’s voice was not lost on 
Damitri. 

“And what is your condition?” 

Davaldion smiled and drew the sword that hung to his 
left. “It’s simple really; just beat me in a duel and you 
can walk free.” With those words Damitri knew that 
he was truly trapped as before him stood Davaldion 
Du’Laraine, a swordsman whose skill demanded the 
respect of even the great elven blade dancers. Yet 
regardless of this, Selina’s only hope lay with him 

beating a legend. 

“Very well,” Damitri replied as he released Selina’s 
hand. “Fear not, M’lady,” he said as he looked into her 
frightened eyes, “this is not where my story ends.”

Turning back to his foe Damitri took a defensive 
stance. 

“Shall we?” Davaldion smiled.

Selina closed her eyes and prayed for the man she had 
despised and hated for doing the task that had been 
given to him, a task to keep her safe, a task that had 
now pitted him against an unbeaten foe. She prayed he 
would win and that she could be safe again.

Selina heard the clash of steel and opened her eyes.
#  

Damitri stirred within his damp cell as the full real-
isation of his failure returned to him; for all his skill 
and training he lacked the ability to beat the likes of a 
thousand year old swords master. He tried to move and 
found himself chained to the wall.

“Selina,” he called out desperately as the finality of the 
situation dawned on him.

“I’m here,” she said from a dark corner of the cell.
Unlike Damitri she had been placed within a cell and 
looked untouched.

“Are you ok?” His voice was dry and his face and ribs 
hurt. “I’m fine,” she replied, “it’s as though they’re 
scared to touch me.” A confused look was plain on 
her face, though Damitri knew why Davaldion’s men 
feared her and he knew this was key to how he would 
find a way for them to escape.

A noise from the lock brought their attention to the 
doorway, and the imposing figure of Davaldion en-
tered the chamber.

“Ah, you’re awake,” his gloating tone fuelling Dam-
itri’s anger at the situation he found himself in. “I 
would have hated for you to have slept through the 
sacrifice of something so delicate.”
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His words cut Selina deepest and tears quickly formed 
in her eyes. “Damn you, Davaldion, I will see you die 
for this!” Damitri roared his anger, blocking out the 
pain that ran through his body as he strained against 
his chains.

“Be quiet, half breed,” came Davaldion’s response as 
he punched Damitri, knocking him back against the 
wall. “You are alive at my bidding and I would be 
mindful of that fact.”

“Which brings me to you.” The cold stare of Davaldi-
on fell upon the trembling girl that sat chained to the 
wall. “You are an agent of superstition and, if I may 
say so, a needless waste of my time.” He suddenly 
flew at her, grabbing her by the throat and lifting her 
from the ground. “Tell me girl, why is it that powers 
greater than myself fear you?” 

“I don’t know,” she sobbed.

 “Tell me!” he shouted at her, “what power do you 
have over them?” his grip tightening.

The world darkened for Selina, but as she was about 
to give up she felt warmth within herself; a glow of 
hope that seemed to spread across her whole body, a 
warmth that settled within a single tear that ran down 
her cheek and landed on Davaldion’s wrist.

Davaldion felt the magic immediately as a white fire 
burst from his hand, causing him to drop the girl to 
the ground. The burning pain from the flames inten-
sified as they spread across his body making him cry 
out in anguish. “What did you do to me, you bitch!” 
he yelled at her, but Selina was unconscious on the 
ground. His mind was on fire and he staggered out of 
the chamber into the tunnels beyond.

Damitri looked at Selina still figure and upon seeing 
her draw breath he relaxed, “So you have finally awo-
ken, morning star,” He mused to himself.

Deep below his prison a lone figure staggered the 
corridors; agony wracking his body as he fell  into 
an empty chamber where his body collapsed to the 

floor. Davaldion felt the darkness around him, the void 
of the abyss opening below him as his master called 
another of its agents home. “And so it’s oblivion,” he 
thought as the blackness engulfed him. Just as the last 
of the light had left his vision, a single star of light 
appeared and with that, the darkness that had invaded 
the soul of Davaldion was gone.

 Selina found herself very much alive when she re-
gained consciousness. “Welcome back,” Damitri 
quipped. 

“What happened?” she asked. 

“I don’t know exactly what you did, only that you pro-
tected yourself,” came Damitri’s solemn reply. 

“But that’s impossible, I don’t know magic.” she said, 
a defiant tone in her voice. 

“No, you just didn’t know you could use magic,” 
Damitri sighed. “The fact you have this power is the 
reason I was given to you as a guardian and why we 
were heading to see Vermillion.” He shuffled against 
his chains: “If anything, the fact you are able to mani-
fest anything is a good sign that we may be able to get 
out of here. I’m just hoping the spectacle you made of 
Davaldion will buy us enough time to come up with 
something.”

Davaldion’s body awoke suddenly as he took his first 
breath in what appeared to have been an age. The 
realisation of what had come to pass fell upon him: the 
deaths he had dealt and innocents that he had cor-
rupted. He wished it was only an age-old nightmare 
from which he had awoken but he knew it was true. A 
throbbing in his hand drew his attention to a burn scar; 
within it, a small crystal sat embedded in his hand and 
as he pulled it free, he remembered the white star and 
the words it had told him. “The girl,” he whispered as 
he clambered to his feet and headed back towards the 
prison chamber. 

Damitri watched from a helpless position as two more 
of the corrupted mercenaries poked and threatened 
Selina, gingerly trying to unchain her without getting 
too close. He knew he could try and break free of 
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the chains but would they kill her before he had the 
chance to stop them?

As they finally removed her chains and Damitri con-
sidered making his move, the shadow in the centre 
of the chamber seemed to shift as it took the form of 
a single figure; a figure whose two swords rang out 
in unison, cutting the guards heads from their shoul-
ders; a figure that both Damitri and Selina recognised. 
“Davaldion?”

“Listen to me carefully,” Davaldion whispered, “they 
are waiting for her and more will come looking for her 
soon.” When Damitri went to object Davaldion waved 
him down. “You have no reason to believe me as mere 
hours ago I would have seen you all dead,” he quickly 
turned to Selina, “but you did something to me that re-
moved his hold over me, for when I awoke I had this.” 
Slowly Davaldion produced the small crystal from his 
pocket. 

“It can’t be,” Damitri said, a look of awe upon his 
face, “a soul stone; no one has seen one of these for 
over a hundred years.” 

“Indeed,” Davaldion replied, turning back to Damitri, 
“and he will know it’s gone, which is why we must 
get you out of here now.”

“And how do you expect us to trust you, regardless of 
what you say?”

Davaldion paused for a moment. “Look at it this way, 
you have two options: wait here and die because they 
will come back for her, or take a chance that I am 
telling the truth and at least have a fighting chance of 
getting out of here,” his tone now carrying a greater 
sense of urgency.

“Then I guess we have no choice other than to trust 
you,” came Damitri’s dejected reply. 

“No, I guess you don’t,” Davaldion responded as he 
cut Damitri’s chains and handed him his sword belt. 
“You will need this; I’m not expecting this to be a 
walk in the woods.” 

Davaldion turned to help to Selina to her feet and as 
she shifted away from him, he said “I know why you 
fear me and there is little I can do to change what 
I did to you, but I can use whatever time I have to 
make amends for what I have done.” He knelt down 
before her and showed her the burns on his hands. 
“The world makes a point of offering second chances 
sparingly and I do not intend to waste mine, therefore 
I swear you will see the light of day before this day 
is through.” It was with these words that Davaldion 
showed her the crystal and, as he did so it glowed with 
a perfect bright light. “Even the gods cannot make a 
soul stone lie,” he whispered as he offered his hand. 
“Please M’lady, we need to go.” Selina glanced at 
Damitri who nodded and she slowly took his hand.

“This way and keep close, they have all been drawn 
for the sacrificial meeting so for the most part the tun-
nels should be clear.” 

“Where are we?” Damitri asked. 

“Deep below the forest,” Davaldion replied without 
looking. 

“Does the hive spread this far?” 

“You would be surprised what festers beneath the 
world,” came Davaldions response.

With the guidance of Davaldion they were able to 
quickly move into an outer tunnel where they found 
themselves moving away from the main concentration 
of chambers and Damitri began to feel a little more 
comfortable, even if he still didn’t trust their benefac-
tor.

“Wait here a moment,” Davaldion said suddenly, “I 
need to slow them down.” He quickly drew one of 
his swords and cut a support holding a segment of the 
ceiling in place causing it to collapse, blocking the 
tunnel behind them. 

“How much longer?” Damitri questioned. 

“An hour if we’re lucky, it depends on how long it will 
take for them to get through this,” came the reply. 
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“Then we’d better keep moving,” Damitri said as he 
offered Selina his hand.

They had not been traveling long when they heard the 
sound of movement beyond their makeshift barricade. 
“We don’t have much time.” Again Davaldion cut the 
supports of the tunnel which collapsed behind them. 
“There is only one more junction like this before we 
get to the surface.” As the words left Davaldion’s 
mouth the tunnels shook as the pursuing minions 
broke through the first barricade.

They ran, ran as fast as they could, until in the dis-
tance they could see the faint glimmer of daylight 
through the tunnel opening, but behind them they 
heard the second barricade buckle under the weight of 
their foes.

“You won’t have time to reach the exit before they 
are upon us and this barricade won’t hold them long 
enough,” came the defeated response from Davaldion. 

“We have to try,” cried Damitri.

Davaldion slowed to a walk: “This is the last of the 
interchanges,” he said turning to Selina. “M’lady, I 
wronged you. I said I would make amends and that is 
something that I still wish to see fulfilled so I give to 
you three gifts.” Again he produced the crystal soul 
stone and, taking her hand he placed the stone on her 
palm. “I give to you the freedom that you returned to 
me: keep it close and may it always remind you that 
even those that have strayed the furthest from the path 
may find it again someday.” 

“My second gift to you is this,” he turned to Damitri 
and offered him a leather bundle, “this was my great-
est possession from an age ago, it is hers now.” 

Letting go of her hand he took several steps back-
wards. “It’s ironic, don’t you think that I would walk 
the same path of your father so closely,” he laughed 
at Damitri. “Get her to safety Damitri, get her into the 
light.”

“You can’t seriously be thinking of staying behind, 

they will tear you apart.” Selina pleaded. “M’lady I 
have lived more in the last hour than I have in the last 
thousand years, which reminds me… ”

His sword shone cutting the supporting beam, causing 
the tunnel to buckle as it began to collapse. “For my 
third gift I give you the gift of time, the time to get out 
of here and a moment of reflection for when you need 
it most, use them wisely. “

“No!” she cried, “we can all escape!”

“Goodbye M’lady,” and with that the tunnel fell be-
tween them and he was gone.

Davaldion listened to her muffled cries as Damitri led 
her away.

“So, this is how it ends,” he laughed to himself in the 
dark.

Drawing his swords he stood there alone in the corri-
dor, closed his eyes and cleared his mind. Using the 
foul magic that he had mastered over the centuries 
he listened for the ripples in the air for the shadow 
walkers; he knew they would be coming first for they 
would be unseen by most, but not undetected by him.

It was a delicate vibration in the air at first but soon he 
could feel them coming and just as they were closing 
in on him, he struck.

His blades spun like a baton in the hands of a conduc-
tor as he played through his dark symphony of death, 
each telling blow revealing the location of the next. 
It was mere moments that had past but for those who 
had fallen upon his blades it was an eternity as they 
fell from the shadow plane back into view, their bodies 
covering the floor.

“I would suggest the rest of you face me head on,” he 
called out into the shadows.

And as if the darkness heard him they moved before 
him until the host of Ragnor stood before him.

“You are a fool to betray us, Davaldion,” a heavy set 
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axe-wielding bandit called forth.

“Then please come and punish me,” he retorted.

The bandit was cowed by the challenge and Davaldion 
laughed.

“What is the meaning of this, Davaldion?” a deep 
voice cried out as the large muscular figure of Rag-
nor came into view, his large glaive held firmly in his 
hand.

“What can I say, I had a change of heart and decided 
to work for the other side,” came Davaldion’s flippant 
response.

Ragnor’s tone grew deadly. “You will die slowly for 
what you have done.” 

“Will that be from the conversation or do you have 
something more interesting planned?”

“Enough! Kill him!” Ragnor roared.

But enough was the reputation of Davaldion that none 
dared step forward to meet his blades.

“You cowards.” Ragnor brought his glaive to bear on 
the nearest bandit, rending him in two. “Kill him.”

“To the death,” Davaldion told himself as the bandits 
and mercenaries charged.

Again the twin blades of Davaldion swung free and 
the first five of his assailants fell immediately and, 
though they were quickly replaced, the following 
fighters were not so sure of their numbers. A sixth fell 
quickly followed by a seventh and an eighth. Throats 
were cut, limbs were severed, bodies were impaled 
and still he carried on.

“I am death incarnate!” Davaldion roared as his blades 
swung round, beheading another target, “is there no 
one among you up to the task of ending me?”

Ragnor suddenly leapt into the fray, his glaive spin-
ning in a cruel arc cutting down one of his own men. 

Davaldion’s blades clashed with the glaive and for 
the first time Davaldion found himself being forced to 
retreat.

But Davaldion was not so easily defeated. He quickly 
changed his footing and after weaving past Ragnor’s 
next blow he moved to his side, striking a quick glanc-
ing blow against the giant man’s shoulder, who quick-
ly reversed a sweeping blow behind him. But Davaldi-
on was already moving to attack his intended target 
and his blades quickly cut through Ragnor’s tendons 
causing him to fall to his knees.

Leaving him the opportunity he needed to finish his 
foe, Davldrion moved to finish the fallen Ragnor. 
But as he did so the very shadows seemed to rise up 
against him, and Davaldion knew that his time was 
over, for the darkness looks after its own and Davaldi-
on had turned his back on his previous master.

“You backed the wrong side, Davaldion,” Ragnor 
gloated from the floor as tendrils of darkness burst 
from the shadows, impaling Davaldion and lifting him 
from the ground.

Blood flew from his mouth as he felt the all familiar 
cold of the dark entering his body, but Davaldion had 
one last act of defiance. With the last of his strength 
he threw his sword at the gloating Ragnor where it 
impaled him through the mouth.

His defiance, however, cost him dearly, and he found 
himself crashing to the ground as the tendrils moved 
around his limbs and pulled his body tight.

“You were wrong to side with the light, Davaldion,” 
the disembodied voice called, “the followers of light 
will only find death within this world.”

“On the contrary,” Davaldion grimaced, “I will be 
waiting at the gates for what’s left of you once she’s 
finished with you and then we will see what’s waiting 
for us beyond this world.”

“We shall see,” and with that the tendrils of darkness 
tore the body of Davaldion apart. 
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The Heroes Guild 
Part One: Simon 

Johnson
I have to hurry. I can’t be late again! Simon thought, 
as he ran down the street. The clock read almost eight 
in the morning; school was starting in a few minutes. 
He turned around the corner, and the school was with-
in eyesight. I’m going to make it! He thought, smiling 
at himself as he looked across the street and no cars 
were driving down the street. “Nothing,” he mumbled, 
crossing the street. He entered the schoolyard as the 
bell rang, signaling that classes would start now. No 
no no! Simon thought as he sprinted across the yard 
and pulled the door open, and if he had been just a 
bit more cautious, he wouldn’t have bumped into the 
principal, spilling his coffee over his usual suit. He 
looked up at the elder man who was about to scream, 
but instead groaned something, of which Simon was 
almost certain was a combination of swear words. 

The principal looked down at the young teen and 
pointed his finger at him. “You. Come with me,” he 
said, before he turned around and walked hastily to 
his office. Simon nodded quickly and followed along. 
I’m so screwed now- Simon thought as the principal 
opened the door to an office down at the end of the 
hall. Mr. Henry, the principal, entered and Simon did 
as well. Simon closed the door behind him and fol-
lowed the man over to his desk where they both sat 
down. “You’re late. Again.” Mr. Henry spoke, shift-
ing his look from the young boy and to his shirt, then 
back. Simon nodded and looked at the man in front of 
him. “You’re always late. You forget to do your home-
work. You turn in papers late and you fall asleep in 
classes. What’s wrong?” he asked, folding his hands. 
Simon shifted slightly in the chair and shrugged. 
“Nothing,” Simon answered, having trouble getting 
the word out. The principal sighed and picked up his 
pair of glasses. “We’ve had this talk before, Simon. 
You know I can’t help you unless you tell me what is 
going on,” He said, watching Simon. Simon looked 

at Mr. Henry and only nodded. The principal leaned 
back into his chair and looked at the young teen, 
contemplating what to do. “Anything you want to 
talk about?” he asked, and Simon shook his head. The 
young teen was too stubborn, and the man was too 
kind. Simon looked up and scratched his arm. “Can 
I just please go to class?” he asked, and the principal 
nodded. “Sure. Don’t be late again.” Simon left the 
room as quickly as he had entered. 

Simon was walking down the hallway when some-
thing came flying, and he only just noticed the ball 
before it smashed into his face. Simon landed on the 
ground and heard laughter down the hall. He looked 
up and watched Randy and Drew, the school bullies, 
walk towards him. “Nice catch, Johnson.” “Leave me 
alone, Randy,” Simon said, slowly standing up. His 
cheek was sore, and probably red as a strawberry. “Or 
else what?” the muscular kid asked, spreading his 
arms out. “What are you gonna do? Cry?” he asked, 
and Drew grinned. “Yeah, tell him Randy,” Drew said, 
smiling at Randy. Simon looked at Randy and then 
Drew before he picked up his school bag. “I’m already 
late enough.” Simon said as he started to walk. Randy 
grabbed him and pulled the bag off him. “Well, do I 
look like I care?” he asked, and pulled Simon with 
him. Drew picked up his bag and they walked to the 
toilet with Simon.

The bell rang again, and as everyone left their class-
rooms, Randy and Drew left the bathroom, laughing a 
lot. Simon left the toilet as well; it was clear his head 
had been wet a few minutes ago. He heard Randy and 
Drew laughing all the way down the hall as he walked 
in the other direction, and as he thought about how to 
get back on them, he bumped into Chrissy. She turned 
and smiled at him. “Hey Simon,” she said, and Simon 
looked at her. “Oh, sorry Chrissy,” he said, looking at 
her eyes briefly. She smiled at him and tilted her head 
slightly. “It’s okay. Where were you in class?” she 
asked, looking at his eyes. Simon was about to speak 
when he felt a hand on his shoulder. As he turned, 
Randy was looking at him. “What are you doing with 
my girlfriend?” he asked, and before Simon could say 
anything, Randy’s punch smashed into his face and 
knocked him out cold. 
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Part Ten:
The Hand of Resurrection

Margo and Jake arrived at the monastery. Margo was 
carrying the Hand of Resurrection in a large wooden 
box in one hand, a large suitcase in the other, and her 
backpack on her back. She still couldn’t believe she 
owned Malik’s place, not even when the crystal let her  
straight into the lair, without her having to go through 
the traps. But she had time to think about that later. 
Right now she needed to help Jake.
 
Vincent was excited and clapping. When they arrived, 
he immediately brought out an urn with deep, ancient 
runes carved into it. Margo had never seen anything 
like that.
 
“So that is what you meant by ‘We don’t have to dig 
up anything.’ How did you get his remains?” Margo 
put the box on the floor.
 
“Easily. I scared the mortician. Religious guys are 
easy.”
 
Margo looked closer at the runes, unfazed by Jake’s 
admittance. “I haven’t seen an urn like this.”
 
“You wouldn’t. This kind of urn hasn’t existed in a 
thousand years.”

 
“Then how?” Margo suddenly realised “Don’t tell me 
you know how to make it.” She chuckled.
 
“It took two months and six of those to get the sym-
bols right.” Jake chuckled too. He was both happy and 
scared at the same time.
 
Vincent placed the urn in the middle of the room and 
handed Jake a square glass container. Margo opened 
the box and gave the Hand to Jake, who was now sit-
ting cross-legged on the floor, a couple of steps away 
from the urn. The mummified hand looked charred, 
with long claws on each bony finger. Its skin was dry 
and cracked, and handling it gave one shivers. Margo 
remembered the legends surrounding it. An eight-
armed demon had fallen in love with a human, who 
then died. The demon, wrought with pain contacted 
a witch, who cut off his hands, enchanting them. 
In some versions the ritual succeeded—in others it 
didn’t. Either way, they all ended with the hands get-
ting scattered across dimensions.

 Jake placed the Hand in the glass container. Now they 
would find out if the legend was true.
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“Now, I need to recite the first half of the incantation 
and then make a blood sacrifice while reciting the 
second part.” He pulled out a knife and placed it next 
to the container.
 
“How much blood?” Margo raised her eyebrows, 
sensing something.
 
“I need to cover the entire hand.” Jake had an incredi-
bly determined expression. 
 
“That’s a lot of blood.”
 
“Which is why I’m glad I’m a demon. And that you 
are here. If I faint, I don’t want to fall forwards. ” 
Margo sat down cross-legged next to Jake. He careful-
ly read from the scrolls, enunciating every word. The 
runes on the urn started faintly glowing. Jake picked 
up the knife and made a large vertical gash on his 
left wrist, careful not to spill any blood on the floor. 
Margo helped him make a similar gash on his right 
hand. As the blood covered 
the hand, the runes glowed 
brighter and brighter. Jake’s 
voice was beginning to shake 
as the container was filling 
up. Vincent was watching the 
door, making sure no one in-
terrupted them. As the blood 
covered the Hand complete-
ly, it started to boil. Margo 
grabbed Jake’s arm, because 
he was on the verge of faint-
ing, shifting into her Vuur 
form out of nervousness. She 
could feel the magic energy 
coiling around her hand as if 
wrapped in a prickly cloth. 
The urn in front of them was 
shaking, the runes glowing 
brighter and brighter, until it 
cracked. The ash and pieces 
of urn were spinning around 
in a circle. The blood was 
boiling, and Margo could 
see the Hand dissipate in 
it. The ashes stopped spin-

ning and came together, building the body of a tall, 
broad-shouldered man, who collapsed immediately. 
Margo telekinetically stopped him from falling and 
called Vincent, who covered him up and placed him 
on the floor. Margo wrapped Jake’s hands in a cloth 
from her bag to stop the bleeding and forced him to 
keep sitting down.
 
“Are you ok?”
 
“Yeah,” Jake said wearily. “Can you check on him?”
 
Margo got up and checked Patrick’s pulse. “He is 
alive. Let’s go.”
 

***
Margo managed to get Patrick and Jake to Malik’s 
place. She was surprised at how much the apartment 
above the lair had changed. It had four large bedrooms 
painted in tawny brown with mahogany-coloured trim-
ming. Jake, with his wrists bandaged, sat on a chair 
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in the dining room, eating a sandwich and tapping 
his foot. Margo sat opposite him, amusing herself by 
watching him get more and more nervous. They had 
placed Patrick in one of the rooms an hour ago.
 
Jake stopped eating and got up. He walked to the door 
and looked inside. Patrick was still asleep, bundled up 
in white sheets with a peaceful expression.
 
“You know, your worrying won’t make him wake up 
faster.” Margo ate a peanut.
 
“I know, I know.” Jake began pacing in front of 
Margo. “I know that this is how the spell works: he is 
revived and then sleeps so that the spell can settle in 
and all of his organs can work. That doesn’t mean I’m 
not allowed to worry. A thousand things could have 
happened. His muscles could have atrophied, his brain 
could have come back wrong, he may have lost his 
memory, he might have...” Jake finally looked up and 
noticed that Margo was chuckling. “Great, I’m freak-
ing out here, and you are laughing at me.”
 
Margo got up and grabbed Jake’s shoulders, then 
forced him to sit down. “Sit down and eat, I’ll make 
coffee. We will wait until he wakes up.”

*** 

Margo was lying on the couch, half asleep. All of her 
senses were draped in fog. Her mind was processing 
everything that had happened these couple of days. 
She finally got to know where she came from. Her or-
igin didn’t make as big of a difference as she thought 
it would. She used to think her mother abandoned her 
in a ditch or an orphanage somewhere and that Malik 
probably picked her up out of boredom. She always 
thought her origin would be this big thing that would 
completely change her character and fate. And yet, 
there she was, same old her. She didn’t feel anything 
towards her relatives. Her mother flashed in her mind. 
She resembled a fact, like when you find out your 
friend liked broccoli as a little kid. In her mind, she 
didn’t have parents. Genes don’t make one a parent. 
And Malik didn’t fit the bill either. He was too busy 
with her training to raise her.
 

But two things did matter more than all of that. For 
one, she was half demon. It may not have changed her, 
but it did explain a lot about her. It made her feel more 
like her own person. The second thing was how she 
felt about her afterlife. She didn’t mind going to any 
number of hells or hell-like planes that people cursed 
her with. She didn’t expect the blood bond to send her 
to the only place she did not feel she would get any 
peace at. And then Jake brought her back. She had a 
new chance in life, and she wasn’t about to spend it 
waiting for a fact to change her life. 
 
The voice that filled her head before seemed to have 
taken a break and curled into a little ball in the back 
of her head. It wasn’t intrusive, and yet noticeable, 
approving of her determination. She wondered what it 
meant when a slight jolt made her get up.

 Jake had fallen asleep on the chair he had been sitting 
on. His forehead was resting on the table, his head 
held in place by his inch-long horns, and his hand was 
still gripping the mug filled with coffee. He hadn’t 
sensed Patrick standing right behind him.
 
Patrick had the appearance of someone who had slept 
for twenty hours straight. His brown hair was messy 
and his dark eyes were foggy. His face was also puffy. 
He had grabbed himself a random shirt and pants from 
the closet. He jumped a little, it seemed he hadn’t 
noticed Margo.
 
She wanted to tell him who she was so that he didn’t 
freak out, but he simply smiled at her and sat down 
opposite Jake. The chair creaked under his weight.
 
“AH! I’m up, I’m up.” Jake shot up and stared at the 
table for a few seconds, opening his eyes as wide as 
he could. His hair was sticking up at odd ends, and 
the middle of his forehead was red. He yawned, and 
looked up. It took him a moment to realize what he 
was looking at.
 
“You’re up? You’re up! How long have you been up?” 
he turned to Margo. “You didn’t wake me!”
 
“I just woke up.” Patrick was amused with Jake’s 
confusion. Margo dropped on the couch from silent 
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laughter. Jake got up and hugged Patrick. The chair 
leaned dangerously backwards.
 
“You’re fine, right? I didn’t mess up?” Jake was hold-
ing Patrick’s shoulders, as if he was expecting him to 
faint or sprout a tentacle.
 
“I’m fine. I feel great; I remember everything.” Patrick 
placed his hand on Jake’s wrists and looked directly in 
his eyes. “You didn’t mess up.” He kissed Jake, then 
got up and stretched. “Now, can we eat? I’m starving. 
You two can tell me how long I have been out and 
what happened.”
 

***

Patrick was finishing his third helping of macaroni 
and cheese. “Seriously? He shot you?”
 
“I brought her back didn’t I?” Jake refilled Patrick’s 
glass with juice and returned to his meal.
 
“That he did.” Margo spoke with a mouthful of food. 
“You’re a good cook.”
 
“Just like riding a bike. You don’t forget it.” Patrick 
put his fork down. “Seriously, it took you only three 
years? What strings did you pull?”
 
“I thought it was a long time.” Jake picked up his 
glass.
 
“Let me get this straight.” Margo put her feet up on 
the table. “You freaked out an over-religious mortician 
half to death by having a centipede demon appear in 
his bathroom through his toilet, made two kilos of sa-
cred clay and a sacred urn from scratch, hacked into a 
federal database, and then stole the scrolls from a rich 
guy’s Fort Knox-like vault, convinced him not to press 
charges, all the while searching for the Hand, spend-
ing around two million dollars, when it was at Malik’s 
place, and you feel three years is too long?”
 
“What can I say, I like setting high standards for my-
self.” Jake turned to Patrick, furrowing his eyebrows 
“And you didn’t know how much time you were 
dead?”

 
“Nope.” Patrick put his glass down. “I didn’t have a 
concept of time.”
 
“Where were you?” Margo took a drink.
 
“Well, I have no clue. I know that I didn’t have a 
body, and that everything around me was blurry.” He 
stopped and thought a little “Honestly, my memory of 
it is fading the longer I think about it. I do remember 
I didn’t feel anything but indifference. I didn’t feel 
anything about anything.” He smiled. “I think it was 
kinda boring.”
 
Margo finished her juice and got up. “Now if you 
excuse me, I need to go, get some sleep and leave you 
two alone. Good night.”
 
“Good night.” Jake and Patrick continued eating and 
talking.
 
Margo wheeled her suitcase to her old room, the one 
on the far right. One cursory glance told her every-
thing was where she had left it, even though the 
furniture was changed. She was glad she stopped by 
her apartment to get her clothes, because she didn’t 
have anything here that fit. She left Malik’s care when 
she was just eighteen. She looked at the mini display 
made of random throwing knives and stars on one of 
the shelves.
 
Margo was unpacking and thinking about her death. 
She was pretty sure the room she saw was the Nexus 
coven’s afterlife, where the witches continued to serve 
their deity after their death. If that was true, the reason 
for her phasing out was the fact she was coven born, 
but didn’t perform any rituals. She didn’t know what 
would happen when the other witches would come 
to the house and find the dead bodies and the empty 
basement. She didn’t know what would happen when 
the rest of the Vuur clan would find out.
 
‘I’ll worry about it when I need to.’ She locked her 
thoughts away, undressed and went to bed. The light 
in the dining room went out, showing that Patrick and 
Jake had gone to sleep too.
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The Wolves’
Guardian 

by Nikki Yager
The main street was busy with  Market Day. The one 
day of the week when all those who lived in the small 
town could sell their wares and goods to patrons. 
Stalls had been built side by side for over a mile. Food 
stalls stretched away from Angwenth to the right: one 
dedicated to teas, another to goat’s milk, still another 
to corn and tomatoes. To the left were trinkets, weap-
ons, clothing, and other odds and ends.

Voices echoed through the alleys as villagers bartered 
to get the best deal and sellers tried to make a profit. 
The chatter calmed Angwenth as she casually walked 
past each booth, peering at the sales. While she 
stopped at a booth that sold strawberries Angwenth 
overheard a little girl sniffing, holding back choked 
sobs.

Standing in front of the next stall over, the girl was 
dressed in a faded blue dress that was a few sizes too 
big on her tiny frame. Brown hair, similar to An-
gwenth’s shade, lay matted against the girl’s head. Dirt 
looked as if it had been hastily wiped off her hands 
and face, though she remained filthy. 

Angwenth, not seeing a parent with the small child, 
knelt next to her. “What’s wrong, sweetie?”

Between the sobs the girl looked down at the ground 
and wiped away snot from her running nose. “Daddy 
took Lucky last night, but-but… he never… ” She 
began to cry again.

A large filthy hand wrapped around the frail child’s 
wrist and yanked her towards the owner. “Amelia! 
What did I tell you? Stop crying over that damn mutt. 
Just drop it, he ain’t coming home.” 

Angwenth’s muscles tensed at his actions, but she 
forced herself to take a deep breath before standing. 
Her eyes were steady on the man. “What did you do to 
him?”

He was taller than Angwenth by a few inches, but 
where Angwenth was trim and muscular he showed a 
physique defined by slothfulness. The hair had left his 
head years ago, along with any youth that could shine 
through his eyes, which looked tired and glossed over 
with ale. 

A snarl escaped his lips. “Mind your own damn busi-
ness, girl. What I do with my own is my concern.”

Tiny hands pulled on the man’s arm, attempting to 
yank him away. 

Her eyes widened and her lip trembled, as her breath-
ing became rapid and a pleading whine entered her 
voice as she said “Daddy, let’s go. I’m sorry. Please 
don’t fight the nice lady.”

Her father shook her off, causing her to lose her bal-
ance and tumble backwards into the booth. She landed 
against the shelves, toppling all the neatly packed 
baskets of fruit. As they fell a woman began to scream 
in anger but Angwenth’s blood pounded in her skull 
tuning her out. 

Angwenth grabbed the man by the collar. With an an-
guished cry she pulled him closer to her face. His own 
went pale. “You are a disgusting excuse of a human 
being, let alone a father! How dare you treat your child 
that way, you shouldn’t even treat an animal that way! 
You need to learn how to respect those around you, or 
I’ll teach you!”

Shoving him to the dirt onto the fallen fruit, she glared 
down at him. “If I see your sorry ass hurt that girl 
again I will gut you, do you understand me?”

Eyes wide with shock he scrambled to his feet and 
hurried away. Amelia offered a fearful glance to 
Angwenth but quickly followed her father. Angwenth 
closed her eyes, took in a few deep breaths, and felt 
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her heartbeat slowing down. Once the blood had 
stopped pounding in her head she realized how silent 
the market had become.

She opened her eyes again. A hundred gawking faces 
surrounded her. Behind her, a lone set of hands began 
to clap. The rest of the townspeople glanced at each 
other, unsure, but soon the whole market was clap-
ping along. Looks of fear and confusion brightened  
to approval and excitement. Angwenth turned on her 
heel to face who started this nonsense and frowned. Of 
course. “Oh, it’s you.”

An elf stood before her in a set of elegant and well-
made clothes. His leggings were pressed and his white 
flowing shirt left little to the imagination. His whole 
pale porcelain body was perfectly toned, and his grey 
eyes resembled storming clouds. His hair was pure 
white, though he was still young for his race.

“At your service, Angwenth, my darling.” He bowed, 
his arm tucked beneath him.

Angwenth’s cheeks were heated but she hid her blush 
by looking at the ground. She could feel the eyes of 
the patrons still watching her every move. I’m a fool. 
I need to keep that under control, and here he is, just 
cheering my stupidity on. She rushed towards him, 
pulling his arm into hers and yanking him to follow 
with her. “Let’s go, Grey.”

He chuckled, a warm laughter that usually made all 
those around join with him. “Why the rush, my dar-
ling? The crowd is not done cheering for your brav-
ery.”

“It wasn’t bravery, and you know it. I lost my temper.” 
Angwenth muttered through clenched teeth.

He turned to face the crowd as Angwenth yanked him 
away in embarrassment, shouting to them. “You all 
loved her performance, no?”

The crowd cheered and kept cheering until Angwenth 
pulled him into an alleyway and pushed him gently 
against the wall. 

He grinned. “See they love you?”

Angwenth groaned. Grey always loved to put on a 
show; being the centre of attention was where he was 
most comfortable. His warm and playful personali-
ty always won the crowds over. His gorgeous looks 
definitely helped as well. Angwenth on the other hand 
looked homely and messy. While she tried to remain 
clean, her brown hair was a rat’s nest of untameable 
curls, and her skin was tanned from her preference of 
outdoor work and play. 

“Grey, this is serious.” Though she couldn’t help but 
smile.

The two had met over ten years ago in school. Grey 
was a well-known player and flirted with all the girls. 
Angwenth brushed him off when he tried to flirt with 
her the first time. He was so confused when he was 
greeted with a no, his smile faltered for one of the few 
times since she met him. Angwenth told herself she 
was the only one who could keep him grounded and 
from thinking he could always get his way.

Of course, Grey had taken that as a challenge and 
continued to try to win Angwenth over. After a year or 
two they built an odd type of friendship that seemed to 
work for them.

“How much of that did you hear?” Angwenth asked 
him after a few moments.

“Enough to know it had to do with a little girl and 
Francis did something to piss you off.” He let off a 
snicker. “Though, a lot of things tend to piss you off, 
huh?”

She rolled her eyes and filled him in with the details. 
“You know him?”

“Yes, he’s Francis Tinimon. Married to the seamstress, 
Laura. That’s was their daughter, Amelia.” Grey had a 
tone that he knew more about them but he didn’t keep 
going.

Angwenth raised a brow. “What does he do all day? 
Drink?”
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Grey shrugged slightly. “The rumour is that he started 
drinking, as far I can tell, a few years back when he 
lost his job. He worked as a lumberjack, but had a few 
too many fist fights and ended up getting axed, no pun 
intended.” He grinned.

She knew that his pun was intended and wondered 
how long he waited to use that in conversation. She 
sighed. “That explains his glossed over eyes. What 
about the missing dog Amelia was talking about? 
Have you heard anything about that happening else-
where?”

With a shake of his head he patted her on the shoulder. 
“I have not, but for you darling, I’ll ask around. See 
what I can dig up with my charming smile. I’ll come 
over to your place tonight to let you know what I 
found. Goodbye darling.”

He blew her a kiss which she dodged playfully while 
muttering a thankyou to him, and headed home.

#
It was far into the night when a knocking at the door 
disturbed Angwenth’s peace. She had time to bathe 
and tidy herself up before he knocked, making her feel 
a little better about being next to his perfectly cleaned 
clothes and glowing skin. She let him in, ignoring the 
lewd comments about her appearance. 

She poured them each a cup of tea. The house was 
small, but worked for her. It was one room with 
enough space for her bed, a wooden table, a rocking 
chair next to a fire pit and a small kitchen area. There 
were four chairs, just in case her parents ate over, but 
they usually remained longing for dinner guests.

Grey had sat down and sipped the tea while looking 
around. “You need a decorator for your home, darling. 
There isn’t enough femininity showing in here. Hell, if 
I didn’t know any better, I would say you were staying 
at a brother’s home and not your own.”

With a small shrug Angwenth sipped her tea. “Suits 
me.”

He was right about the home being bare. The blan-
ket was tan and simple, the wooden house filled with 
wooden furniture. There were no flowers, pictures, or 
paintings making it look like no one lived there. An-
gwenth never had an issue with the simplicity, to her 
this was only a roof over her head. Her true home was 
the forest, and the beauty of nature was her decoration.

“True, you aren’t very feminine. Still, a few flowers-”

“Grey.” Angwenth warned.

As he took another sip of his tea he let out a chuckle. 
“Don’t fret darling. I did not forget my task.”

Reaching into his front pocket, he slid a piece of fold-
ed paper across the table. Angwenth reached to pick 
it up but Grey put his hand on hers. “Now before you 
look at that information, I want you to promise me to 
keep calm and not make any rash decisions.”

Anxiety filled Angwenth’s chest as she forced a nod 
before yanking at the note. Grey didn’t let up his hold 
on it for another moment as he gave her a pondering 
look. Sighing, he  released his grip and Angwenth 
opened the sheet. Two words and a location were 
written on the paper and Angwenth growled under her 
breath as she read:

Dog fights. Evanui’ Edra.

She slammed her hands into the table, the paper rip-
ping beneath her sweating palms. Her face scrunched 
up in disgust. “That despicable, horrible tiny man! 
How dare he do something so... so terrible to a dog!”

She hadn’t seen Grey stand up yet he attempted to 
grab her shoulders. When his fingers touched her she 
yanked back, having to stop herself from punching 
his face. Grey was talking, or at least she could see 
his lips moving. Closing her eyes she shook her head, 
casting the anger aside. Grey’s words started to come 
through as he was repeating her name.

“I’m fine. I’m fine.” She muttered, though her tense 
muscles said otherwise.
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His arms crossed over his chest. “You are losing your 
temper more often lately.”

“I have it under control!” She snapped. Taking a deep 
breath she muttered. “I have it under control.” Though 
she wasn’t sure.

The bloodline on her father’s side had always had 
a horrible temper. Anger would flare and take over. 
Their blood would seem to boil, their hearts race, as 
the rage took over and made sure whatever angered 
the host would be their main concern until it was taken 
care of. At first Angwenth only lost her temper when 
something dangerous happened or when someone’s 
life was in jeopardy. Now it was at least once a day. 
Today? Twice. 

If Grey caught her bluff he didn’t push her. He was 
sitting again, sipping at his tea like nothing had hap-
pened. “You know you shouldn’t go out there. It’s 
dangerous.” He sipped his drink again. “Plus, it’s 
dirty.”

Angwenth shrugged and didn’t meet his eyes. “I’ve 
been out there before, there isn’t anything I can’t 
handle.” 

“This is different and you know it. You’re upset, and 
you have no idea where their camp is located. Evanui’ 
Edra is the worst forest to go in throughout all of 
Evanui’ Austri.” Grey’s voice was edged with fear.
He was right, though Angwenth would never admit it 
out loud. Evanui’ Austri’s lush forests were beautiful 
and calm from a distance but inside lurked dangers 
that some men didn’t even see in their nightmares. 
Of the three forests, Evanui’ Edra, Evanui’ Hild and 
Evanui’ Therea, Edra was the most dangerous and had 
the most known deaths to date. That had yet to stop 
her from going into the forest to have freedom and be 
away from the people in her village.

She didn’t admit this to Grey either. “I can handle it.”

With a soft sigh he nodded, probably realizing there 
was no hope in arguing with her. “You get your stub-
bornness from your dad, I’m sure.” Then he placed his 
cup on the table. “If you’re going to be stupid enough 

to go through with this, you might as well have a plan. 
So, what is it?”

Sighing Angwenth plopped into the chair. “I need to 
stop it. Destroy it. Figure out who’s running the dog 
fights and bring it to an end.”

Grey nodded. “And how do you plan on,” he used air 
quotes, “stopping it?”

“Find them and kick their asses. Simple.” She stated 
as if it was obvious.

“What would that accomplish?” He asked.

Angwenth sighed. “They’d stop.”

He shook his head. “No, they would be more sneaky. 
You need more information darling.”

With a groan she ran her fingers through her untamed 
hair. “You’re right.” It tasted bad in her mouth to say 
it out loud. “Maybe I can go search around. See what I 
learn, then make a plan.”

She was greeted with a smile. “Fantastic idea darling! 
Would you like company?”

Angwenth gave him a smirk and raised a brow. “You 
want to go in the forest? Weren’t you just telling me 
how dangerous,” she let out a soft chuckle, “and dirty 
it is?” 

Offering a warm smile he shrugged his shoulder. “I 
knew you would refuse either way. All I have to gain 
is the joy of your company.”

With a shake of her head. “Well thank you for the offer 
but I must decline. I need to do this on my own.”

#
The forest was eerily quiet. It was still dark out, the 
only animals awake seemed to be the owls. Angwenth 
had decided to come out to the forest tonight, since 
sleep was being fickle and refused to stay long enough 
to do any good. Whenever she grew tired her thoughts 
wandered back to the note making her blood boil 
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and her heart race. It was worse than having a cup of 
coffee. She was wearing a path in the wooden floor 
pacing all night. She had to get out and do something.

Fresh trees and morning dew filled the air, calming 
Angwenth down as she walked as quiet as she could 
along the forest path. Despite the multiple warnings 
to never go in the forest, and the dangerous beasts, 
Angwenth loved the forest. She would come out 
here whenever she got a chance, in hopes of just a 
brief time of no people, no talking, and no noise. The 
darkness pressed in on her, but Angwenth followed a 
familiar path for now and had no fears of getting lost. 

Her anger level was dangerously high. Any higher and 
she’d lose control, again. She wouldn’t make rational 
decisions or find anything useful if that happened. She 
had time before dawn either way, no point searching 
in the dark and a light source would only draw atten-
tion from the wild life. Angwenth wanted to make it to 
her little home away from home and wait for morn-
ing’s light, hoping that being in the midst of the forest 
before those in charge of the dog fights even woke 
would give her an advantage. Once there was some 
natural light she could search for clues without being 
caught. At least that was the plan.

Angwenth had taken her time to reach her destina-
tion, wanting to soak in the silence before having to 
get back to work. When she had reached the familiar 
clearing the moon was starting to hide from view. 
She glanced at the moss-covered rock in front of her, 
finding the worn path where she usually walked, and 
followed it up to the top. At the highest point it pla-
teaued for a few feet, providing a perfect place to sit, 
rest, and enjoy the world around her. This was where 
Angwenth retreated to get time away from the busy 
life of the village, or away from her nagging moth-
er about why she didn’t have a husband yet. No one 
knew about this spot, not even Grey. Though Grey 
would never come into the forest if he could help it, 
Phadera forbid he got dirty.

She smiled as she sat down and glanced over the 
edge. The sun was starting to rise, the light dancing 
across the trees and hitting the flowers just right. The 
field under the ledge started to shine with colours of 

the rainbow, as the warmth from the morning started 
to wake up the field. The light bounced off the dew 
drops, making it seem almost magical and filling 
Angwenth with happiness as she took a deep breath of 
fresh air. While all the creatures slept the forest almost 
seemed peaceful.

It took her a few moments to pull herself away from 
the sight, but slowly she pushed herself off the floor. 
She walked away from her love and towards the north-
ern part of the forest. She was assuming that the men 
would want to stay hidden but still near the edge of the 
forest. There was no way a man like the coward from 
the market would stray too far into any of the forests, 
let alone Evanui’ Edra. Her spot wasn’t far from the 
edge, but had a few tricky manoeuvres to reach it safe-
ly, usually avoiding any visitors.

Angwenth headed back towards the edge, following 
it north. The light helped her as she stepped around 
trees, over roots, and avoided possible injury-inducing 
obstacles. She kept her eyes on the ground, looking for 
signs of humans or beasts in the forest.

After walking for a little while she ducked through a 
bush and took a step forward. Her eyes landed on the 
back of a greenish skinned beast that stood over eight 
feet high. Its back was bare, and it wore a tattered 
pair of pants that would fit Angwenth four times in 
one leg. Angwenth froze. Troll. The beast was faced 
away, his giant three fingered hands wrapping around 
a tree and shaking it violently. Small fruit fell from the 
tree, a few hitting the creature on the head though the 
troll seemed to ignore them, smile, and shake the tree 
again.

Trolls weren’t smart but from personal experience An-
gwenth knew they were quick to explode with anger. 
Sounds familiar. Maybe I’m part troll. Little things 
could trigger their anger, and startling them was one 
of those triggers. Angwenth took a step back, hoping 
to escape before it caught scent of her. As her foot 
slipped back, it landed on a branch, and before she 
could stop her weight from pushing all the way down 
a loud snap echoed throughout the forest.

The troll paused, tilting its head to lift an ear up to the 
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sky. When the sound faded, the troll took a deep whiff 
of the air and his confused look shifted into a grin. 

“Human?” His voice was deep. The forest floor vibrat-
ed with the sound. 

He sniffed the air again, then cheered gleefully. “Hu-
man!” In his thick accent, the word came out ‘Who-
man.’

It turned around but Angwenth had already ducked be-
hind a tree. She was covered, but it wouldn’t take long 
for the troll to sniff her out. She took a deep breath 
and pushed herself off the tree, vaulting into a run. 
She heard the grunt of the troll as he found her scent. 
Something crashed behind her as she heard the foot-
steps of the troll take after her. He chanted playfully. 
“Human! Human!” 

Her eyes darted in between the trees looking for a 
place to run where the troll couldn’t catch her. Up was 
an option, but the troll easily crushed the trees in his 
path, and she doubted he would consider what would 
happen to her if he tore the tree out of the ground. She 
could get into a cave, but there wasn’t one nearby. 
Running was her only choice for now.

Deep in her own thoughts of fear, Angwenth ducked 
as the troll grabbed a rock and chucked it at her head. 
It missed and slammed into a tree to her left, forcing 
her to sharply turn and run into a patch of trees. A 
pointed branch scraped painfully against her skin, just 
short of drawing blood. “Damn it!” she muttered.

“Human! Why you run?” He whined like a little child. 
Wait! A child? He was acting like a child! Maybe I 
don’t have to fight him. The troll was breathing heavier 
as Angwenth heard it stop to pick up something else.

Trying to stay on her feet Angwenth zig-zagged back 
and forth, hoping to cause the troll to miss again. 
When a rock slammed against her back and knocked 
the wind from her lungs she fell forward. Good job, 
zig-zag running worked out great. Angwenth groaned 
as she put her hands on the ground, twitching her toes 
to make sure her legs were still working. They were. 
She pushed herself up and turned to face the troll. This 

better work. Well, if it doesn’t I’m dead anyways.

Standing her ground Angwenth stared at the troll. Not 
easy with the height difference. The troll had a large, 
one-toothed smile as he looked down at her. He tapped 
a length of tree trunk playfully against the ground. 
“Human!”
Taking in a deep breath Angwenth sternly called out to 
him. “No! Put that down this instant!”

A confused look came over his face as his smile fal-
tered and he looked down at the trunk. Angwenth said 
louder. “Put it down! Now!”

His lower lip stuck out slightly. Is he pouting? Ha! He 
really is just a kid. He chucked the trunk over to An-
gwenth’s right. She used all her strength to not flinch 
as it slammed into the ground a mere foot away from 
her legs and kept her eyes on the troll. “Good. Now go 
home.”

He stomped his foot in an oversized temper tantrum. 
“I no wanna, Human. Human play!”

Growling, as scary as she could manage, she stared 
him down. “Go. Home. NOW!”

He flinched back and tears started to pour into his 
eyes. “Human are mean! I no wanna play with you, 
big meanie!”

Great, you made a troll cry. A kid troll even!

Before Angwenth had a chance to say anything, 
the troll ran off to the west, his feet stomping in the 
ground, crushing anything that crossed its path. The 
sound of the thuds echoed throughout the forest, stir-
ring the birds into flying away. When the stomps were 
far enough to no longer hear Angwenth slid down to 
the ground, her legs no longer able to hold her up. 

She took in a few deep breaths. Get up, you have work 
to do. Her heartbeat and breathing returned to normal 
before she pushed herself off the ground. With a sigh 
she looked around to make sure there were no other 
beasts nearby, before heading back towards her origi-
nal destination.
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Trouble at 
the Docks
Chapter Twelve

By Jim King
The entire force withdrew behind the hills and be-
gan to set up camp. In the face of an enemy that now 
seemed far more formidable the troops began to dig 
trenches and pile up sand banks around the edges of 
the camp. Lines of tents sprang up, neat and organised 
for the regular soldiers, a ragged  jumble for the levies 
and the bearers. Guards were set and picket lines 
established both around the camp and at a distance to 
keep watch for any attack.

A field kitchen set up and began to prepare the evening 
meal for hundreds of men.

The sound of banging came from the naval encamp-
ment as the engineers began to work on yet another 
fault with the drive systems on the Greyhound. Sand 
and dust constantly clogged the gears and got into 
every moving part, each evening would begin with a 
now familiar few hours of maintenance and hammer-
ing.

It was at this point the problems began. 

#

“Mr Simmons sir, sorry to bother you but we have a 

problem.”

John Radley Simmons was a quartermaster sergeant 
and normally worked under the orders of the battalion 
quartermaster. But with a force of this size he found 
himself the senior representative of the logistics corp 
and therefore in charge of a force of almost 200 civil-
ians and army logistics staff. Primarily he dealt with 
stores and the small logistic detachment and left the 
civilians to run themselves but there were times when 
they could not sort themselves out and then they came 
to him.

Such as now.

“Cook, what is it this time?”

“Mr Simmons, it’s the fire wood, for the cooking fires. 
We need some.”

Simmons sighed, considered telling the overly effete 
cook just where he could go for his firewood then re-
membered that the cook technically outranked him.

“The hills are full of firewood cook, I can see bushes 
everywhere. Send some of the bearers out to cut it 
down.”

“That’s just it Mr Simmons, they won’t go. They say 
this is an evil place and they want guards before they 
leave the camp.”

“Do ruddy what? Well shout up some of the levy and 
get them to guard the lazy buggers.”

“But Mr Simmons, the levy won’t go either, they say 
they are afraid.”

Cursing mightily Quartermaster Sergeant Simmons 
stomped off to sort the matter out himself.

#

“Captain Greyling Sir, have you noticed the horses. 
Ours are a bit nervous but the draft horses are acting 
like there were wolves or some such about.”
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The Captain had left his men to set up camp and had 
been on his way to an officers meeting so he had, in 
fact, not noticed. But as the horse line was on his way 
he changed his course to see what the problem was. 
To the lancers their horses were their lives and no true 
lancer would ignore something that could attack the 
horses.

The horse lines had been strung on the far side of the 
camp, away from any attack coming from the direc-
tion of the rebel town and fort.

The Lancers’ well trained horses were on the inner line 
and while clearly alert did not seem afraid. The draft 
horses on the outer line however were a different mat-
ter; eyes rolling, foam flecking from their mouths and 
many covered in a sheen of sweat. They were tugging 
at the lines and the posts that held those lines. As the 
lancers arrived one post was beginning to shift in the 
ground.

“You there, catch that link. You get a hammer and put 
that post in properly. You three don’t just stand there, 
start calming these horses down.”

Lancers and drovers jumped to obey the shouted com-
mands.

#

“Here Jonesey, how deep are we digging these trench-
es?”

“Well boyo the corporal said deep enough so we don’t 
get our fool heads blown off.”

Eric Smith, second platoon, first company, first battal-
ion, 53rd (Shropshire) Regiment of Foot looked down 
at the three foot deep hole he was standing in and be-
gan to shovel more sand out onto the surrounding area.

“Here Jonesey, how come a Welsh lad like you is in a 
Shropshire regiment anyway, bit far from home aint 
it?”

There was no answer.

“Jonesey?”

Smith looked up to see the man next to him, Jones was 
staring down into the sand he had been digging, star-
ing at the jumble of human bones he had just discov-
ered as he lifted his last shovel full of sand.

#

General Summerby was becoming a little impatient, 
he had called his officers to a meeting to discuss the 
situation and half of them had not arrived yet.

He looked up as he heard the guards at his tent come 
to attention and Captain Charterhouse of the First 
Company walked into the tent.

“Sorry I’m late sir, been sorting out all sorts of prob-
lems.”

Captain Greyling arrived and entered. “Apologies 
general, problems with the picket lines.”

Not a minute later Quatermaster Sergeant Simmons ar-
rived, attending as acting quartermaster for the force.

“Apologies sir, I was delayed dealing with the civil-
ians and bearers.”

When Lieutenant Digby, commander of the attached 
native levy walked into the tent and offered his apol-
ogies he wondered why every man in the tent was 
staring at him.

“So let me get this straight gentlemen. The bearers 
refused to cut firewood unless they had guards, the 
levy refused to guard them unless they had guards, 
so we now have two squads of riflemen guarding the 
levy who are guarding the wood cutters. The horse 
lines are now right behind the tents because the horses 
were afraid to be at the edge of the camp. The trench 
line furthest from the road is dug into a graveyard. We 
have had to post guards facing out to watch for ene-
mies and guards facing inward to watch for the natives 
deserting.”

He looked at each of the officers in turn. “Have I 
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missed anything?”

Lieutenant Houseman, royal navy, detached, walked 
in, said sorry for being late and reported that the Grey-
hound had sand in the gearbox and would be unable to 
move tomorrow.

The meeting did not go well.

#

Two hours later and the general was taking a few 
minutes of peace to write a letter to his granddaughter. 
He wrote every day and then sent them all together 
whenever he was able. He thought it a little silly but 
his granddaughter Abigail insisted he do it and if he 
were honest with himself he found it cleared his mind 
to detail each day’s events in a letter.

His train of thought was shattered by the sound of 
a gunshot, the heavy crack of a Martin Henri by the 
sound of it, which meant one of his men. A second 
shot rang out and the general, revolver in hand, was 
outside his tent and looking for the source of the 
shooting.

The guard outside his tent was looking to the west. “It 
came from over there sir.”

Soldiers were spilling out of their tents, sergeants were 
shouting orders, organised chaos among the regulars, 
just chaos amongst the levy and civilians.

“You, with me.” The general ordered and set off 
towards the western end of the camp where the shots 
had come from.

#

The officer of the watch was third platoons lieutenant 
Fowler, of the Hampshire fowlers don’t ya know. 
Recently joined the garrison and never seen action. 
Widely regarded as a stuck up incompetent amongst 
his fellow officers and called far worse behind his 
back by the ranks. 

The general, guard in tow and revolver in hand arrived 

and demanded a report.

“Yes sir, I was just, that is to say these men fired at a 
shadow sir. Nothing there. I’ll have them disciplined 
for incompetence.”

“Begin ya pardon general but we saw ‘im, we both 
saw ’im and we shot ‘im. Standin’ right there plain as 
day. By that bush.”

“General there is no way they could have seen some-
one that close, there is no cover. If there had been 
someone there where did he go?”

The general looked from the two soldiers to the lieu-
tenant and back.

“Let’s have a sweep out there, two squads. Look for 
tracks.”

The closest sergeant quickly organised a skirmish line 
that moved out from the camp and began to search for 
the intruder.

Several minutes later a corporal came back to the gen-
eral from the searchers. “General we found something, 
not rightly sure what. Too dark to see much.”

General Summerby called for a lantern and without 
checking that his order was carried out he waved the 
corporal to lead him out of the camp. The guard from 
his tent close behind.

They walked no more than ten yards and stopped by a 
patch of shrub, too low to have been cut down by the 
fire wood gatherers. The General looked but could see 
no more than some sort of hollow behind the bush.

Then an oil lamp arrived and the general looked up to 
order whoever was carrying it to bring it closer when 
he was struck silent by surprise. The man carrying the 
lantern was clearly a native, one of the levy perhaps. A 
hard looking man, weathered by years under the harsh 
sun.

“Bring it closer, over here.”
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With the lamp close by the hollow could be seen, sev-
eral feet across and a good two feet deep, the darker 
sand piled around it was from deep within the ground 
where the heat of the day had not dried it. Almost as 
if something had pushed up from below rather than 
dug down from the top. One set of foot prints led away 
from the hole, one foot bare, one with a sandal. The 
tracks vanished after no more than a few paces.

One thing was clear, there were no tracks leading to 
the hole.

The general looked up at the Arab who held the lamp. 
“Who might you be?”

“Abdul Rashid.”

“Your fellows seem afraid to come out here, are you 
not afraid?”

“God is with me.”

The general grunted at that.

“Well let us hope he is with us all. Back to the camp. 
All guards to be checked every half hour. Oh and 
Fowler, these men saw an enemy sneaking up to the 
camp and responded correctly. Am I understood?”

The ‘yes sir’ was quiet but clear.

#

The remainder of the night passed without any further 
alerts but more than a few among the guards would 
say they felt as if eyes were upon them. Not a man 
amongst them saw anything, they just felt as if some-
one was out there, in the darkness, watching.

With the dawn the outer pickets and the guards at the 
trenches were waiting to be relieved by first platoon 
who were breaking their fast by the cook fires. Corpo-
rals and sergeants walked the pickets and checked the 
trenches to make sure that every man was awake and 
diligent. Fowler was regarded as a proper bastard of 
an officer and flogging or worse would be the fate of 
any man caught slacking. Not much risk of that today 

though, with shots fired at an intruder last night there 
was not a single man who felt safe to doze on watch.

Corporal Jack Mackey of third platoon came running 
from the picket lines, past the men at the trench and 
into the camp, shouted questions following him all the 
way. He was looking for his lieutenant and found him 
talking with Lieutenant Ambrose of first platoon. The 
two officers turned to look as he slowed to a walk and 
approached them.

“Begin ya pardon sirs, Lieutenant Fowler sir, we found 
something, a body, out on the picket line.”

With the corporal leading and both officers following 
they walked past the edge of the camp and out into the 
desert where the outlying pickets had been stationed. 
Two soldiers stood post beside a large clump of the lo-
cal shrub, both keeping the eyes outward but somehow 
managing to seem extremely interested in the bushes.

“Over here sirs, we found it in the bushes here at first 
light.”

The corporal hung back a little but both officers 
stepped up to the edge of the bushes and looked down 
at the shape that was lying within, a human shape, a 
man. Ambrose turned to Fowler, “Looks like those 
lads of yours bagged this one, look at that hole in his 
chest.”

“Look at his face, this bugger was dead long before 
last night.” Fowler pointed.

Ambrose looked and a curse passed his lips, he bent 
down for a closer look. The face was old and shrunk-
en, the skin like leather, the eyes long since dried 
away. The teeth bared by a riotous grin as the lips had 
dried and pulled back. The clothing was stained with 
damp sand and age. The wound on the chest had not 
bled, the skin showing at the neck and wrist was as 
shrunken and leathery as the face.

“Some locals idea of a jape perhaps, stand this fellow 
where the guards could see it.”

“Beg pardon sirs.” The corporal was a Godly man but 
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it was not fear of anything from the good book that 
chilled him under the bright sun. “We found tracks 
leading here, just one set, one foot bare, the other with 
a sandal. No tracks leading away.”

Both officers looked at the feet of the dead body, one 
with a sandal of old cracked leather, the other bare. 

#

Captain Charterhouse, commanding officer of the 
company, stood looking down at the dead body, both 
lieutenants stood a short distance away. Doctor Adler, 
the surgeon for the expeditionary force, was kneel-
ing beside the body probing the chest wound with a 
scalpel.  

“Dead at least a month, or more most likely, given 
the amount of mummification. Though this hole in 
the chest is much fresher, hours maybe judging by the 
lack of maggots round it. Odd thing, the sand on the 
feet, almost as if this thing had walked here rather than 
been carried,”

The doctor normally served in the garrison and was 
hardly happy to have been dragged out into the dust on 
this errand when he should have been treating the gen-
erous patients of the city. He looked up to see all three 
officers exchanging looks that he could not read.

“Corporal, gather brush and burn that thing.”

“Right you are captain.” The corporal ordered the 
closest soldier to return to the camp and fetch an axe; 
the bushes were much too tough to be cut with bay-
onets. The three officers walked back to the camp 
talking among themselves in voices too quiet to be 
overheard.

“’Ere corporal you reckon that dead ‘un was walking 
around last night afore he got shot like that?”

The corporal turned and gave the glare he was prac-
ticing for the day he was promoted to sergeant. “The 
dead don’t walk around, they stay in the ground. You 
remember that and keep your damn fool mouth shut. 
Get me?”

The soldier nodded and the two waited for the third 
to return with an axe then set to work making a fire. 
The brush was oily and burned hot, the corpse burned 
down to no more than ash and bones while the three 
men stood and watched. The fire staining the sky with 
grey smoke that seemed to glow like fresh spilt blood 
in the light of the morning sun.




